
 

  

  

  
 

 
 

  
  

 

 
  

 
  

From: Opal Long <opallong@yahoo.com> 
To: <storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov> 
Date: Sat, Feb 2, 2008  9:38 AM 
Subject: Black Rock Project 

We are farmers and rely on Roza Irrigation for water
for our crops. Water has been in very short supply 
for that irrigation district in some of the past years
and more than likley will be in short supply in the 
future.  We feel that the Black Rock Project is
essential to assure adequate water supply in the 
future.  
 Thank you 

John and Jeff Long
J & J Farm 
Sunnyside, WA  

mailto:storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov
mailto:opallong@yahoo.com


 

  

  

  
 

 

 
   

 
  
 

  

    

 

   

 
  
 

   

  
 

  
 

  
    

 
  
 

 
 

      

     
    

From: "Forbes Mercy" <forbes.mercy@wabroadband.com> 

To: <storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov> 

Date: Sat, Feb 2, 2008  2:06 PM
 
Subject:  Pro Black Rock 


I'm not a farmer nor do I count in any industry used for economic models 

for this project.  I don't personally benefit from the Reservoir in any
 
way. I am however a life long resident of Yakima (with few exceptions)

and I have followed the Black Rock project.  More than that I follow the 

Bureau of Reclamation web site frequently, as a bit of a computer geek I 

watch the inflow versus out-flow of water within our reservoir system 

every year and have learned the cycles for water usage. 


In the spring an excessive amount of water is discharged into our five 

reservoirs, particularly in the Rimrock watershed.  Out-flow is
 
increased in the spring wasting huge amounts of water in order to keep 

reservoirs from overflowing, that is in a banner year.  This year, for 

instance, we will see flooding and huge pass-through of water, enough to 

fill many Black Rock reservoirs.  A good year of snow does not mean a 

great year for farmers; if too much melts too early we lose the "sixth"

reservoir which is by far the most massive, the snow pack.  We also know 

that in the next few years we will enter another drought just like every 

other cycle and without the carryover our reservoirs will be lower and 

lower each year until we have to throttle usage, Black Rock reduces that 

chance.  Government loves redundancy because the public count on 

consistency, Black Rock gives us that consistency. 


While I'm sure science questions the location based on the absorption 

rate of a reservoir on a desert floor, I had wondered why you don't look 

in the hills for more storage space but I guess the environmentalists 

care more about the trees than the desert. Therefore when the numbers 

don't look so promising because of desert condition losses you have to 

weigh that with your options available, zilch.  Storing water is very 

similar to building power generation, the need will grow and the supply

has to match it. This project also adds the Columbia as a source for 

our irrigation needs with its excess flow; a new source is always a good 

backup. 


Without belaboring this letter let me make my point, we have arid land 

with rich soil and some good sized hills to serve as two to three walls

of a big lake in several places.  We run low enough on water every 7-10

years to have to ration and therefore lose crops which are used

efficiently to feed the world.  We have an Indian Nation we can't ignore 

who has requirements that are good for all of us.  Even if they aren't 

our first priorities; fish runs are also good for the food supply and 

the economy.  Your .16 cent return on investment is just some made up 

number likely slanted by people with an agenda.  Meanwhile we spend more 

than this project costs blowing up other countries every month just to 


mailto:storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov
mailto:forbes.mercy@wabroadband.com


  
 

   
  

 
  
 

 

 
  

 
  
 

 

 

save oil which ironically is a source of power just like this would be.
While there are plenty of pork barrel projects out there this isn't one
of them, it addresses a need in infrastructure for a growing region that 
produces positive cash flow for the government in a myriad of various 
industries from airplanes to apples. 

In conclusion, I've always felt the government's primary role is 
protection and infrastructure, everything else is a perk when we can
afford it.  If we can't feed, provide water or power for our own 
citizens someone dropped the ball on their primary assignment.  Your 
agency became the trendsetter for responsible infrastructure growth that 
matched the needs of population in the 1930's.  Agencies sometimes get 
lazy to their primary mandate, this is your opportunity to continue that 
mandate with one more big project that benefits so many more Americans 
than just this region.  I encourage you to approve Black Rock. 

Thank you, 

Forbes Mercy 

Yakima, WA 



 

  

 From:  "Diane Smestad" <dianesmestad@charter.net> 

To: <storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov> 

Date:  Sat, Feb 2, 2008 10:02 AM
  
Subject:  Black Rock 

 
Under continueing operating costs
  
 
If Black Rock were to be approved with recreational opportunities provided.
   
 
This lake would become a draw for tourists to the region and if there were to 

be land set aside for a state or county RV and Recreation Park, as well as a 

bike path and swim beaches around the lake, the amount of revenue from 

recreation would be substantial. The one thing the Yakima Valley does not
 
have to offer its residents and tourists is a lake close to the city.  

 
Diane Smestad  


mailto:storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov
mailto:dianesmestad@charter.net
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From: Tom Utterback <utterbacktom@yahoo.com> 

To: <storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov>

Date: Sat, Feb 2, 2008 10:27 AM

Subject: Black Rock Reservoir Proposal 


Sirs: 

I don't care how much lipstick one tries to slap on this pig, it's still a

multi-billion dollar squealing, oinking, pig.

Regardless of Sid Morrison's rhetoric ( BTW- I though Republicans were

supposed to be fiscally responsible. Guess that got dropped a long time ago):

This valley has plenty of water for the original settlers' ancestors, the

communities and the reservation. What it does NOT have is sufficient water for 

all the johnny-come-lately's who are junior water rights developers looking to

exploit land that can't afford the development. Furthermore, with climate

change looming, even those who were already here are going to have to shift

from water-intensive agriculture (like apples) to water-thrifty agriculture

(vineyards) and water-saving irrigation techniques like drip irrigation,

dryland farming, etc.

Black Rock isn't going to solve anything but it will take huge amounts of

money out of the middle-class tax-paying public (already burdened by Bush's

Iraqi war, etc) and funnel it into the pockets of a few farmers who are

well-connected politically, and a few recreationists who are happy to have the

public subsidize their fishing and boating,etc.

NO THANKS. 

-Tom Utterback 

220 N 42nd Ave 

Yakima, WA 98908

(509) 573-3309 

Looking for last minute shopping deals?
Find them fast with Yahoo! Search. 
http://tools.search.yahoo.com/newsearch/category.php?category=shopping 

http://tools.search.yahoo.com/newsearch/category.php?category=shopping
mailto:storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov
mailto:utterbacktom@yahoo.com


 

  

 
  

  
 

      

 
   

 
    

 
 

 
 

 

 
   

 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

From:  <cokercarol@charter.net> 
To: <storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov> 
Date: Sun, Feb 3, 2008  4:10 PM 
Subject: Water Storage comments 

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the water storage study for the
Yakima River basin. 

The Black Rock reservoir proposal makes no sense for a number of reasons. 

It would be enormously expensive.  Dividing the estimated cost of the project 
by the number of farm acres potentially opened up to agriculture results in a 
figure much higher than any possible return. 

Some people are touting this project because of a precieved profit in land 
development.  Taxpayers should not be footing the bill for profiteering by 
real estate developers. 

Large reservoirs have been advocated as a benefit to the general public for
recreation as well as for water storage, but the reality has always been that 
the cross-purposes of water storage usage and recreation do not mesh well. 

The land that would be innundated by a reservoir has value and that value
would be destroyed.  Eastern Washington shrub steppe is disappearing at a
fast rate, and the result is endangerment of a precious ecological system, 
with likely extinction of some plants and animals. 

Above ground storage is inefficient due to seepage and evaporation. 

For these and other reason, I oppose the building of more large reservoirs. 

Carol Coker 
4515 Sinai Dr 
Pasco WA 99301 

509-542-1972 

mailto:storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov
mailto:cokercarol@charter.net


 

  

 
  

 
 

 
  

   
 

   

 

 
   

    
  

 
 

 
 

   
 

 
 

 

From:  Gary Travis <gmtravi@yahoo.com> 
To: <storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov> 
Date: Sun, Feb 3, 2008 10:24 AM 
Subject: Black Rock Comment 

Good Day,
I am a resident of Virginia, however I have ties to 

the NW.  I support the creation of Black Rock Resevoir
on the basis that it will provide an economic boon for
the inland northwest, as well as provide for the 
continued production of foodstuffs for our country in 
the event of severe drought conditions.  Couple this
with the obvious benefits to the endangered fish runs 
of the northwest, I fail to see how this proposal
could be turned down. One only needs to look to the
SW of the country to see how vital proper water
management is to the continued success of regional 
economies and ecosystems.
I find it compelling that we as a nation are
considering spending vast sums of money to remove much
needed hydro-electric capability along the Snake river
in the name of fish, we would not consider spending 
money on this project which will provide great benefit
to both man and fish. 
Very Respectfully,
Gary Travis
9063 Falcon Glen Ct. 
Bristow, VA 20136 

mailto:storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov
mailto:gmtravi@yahoo.com


 

  

Fr om:  "John A. Estep" <John.Estep@EstepSoftware.com>
  
To: <storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov> 

Date:  Mon, Feb 4, 2008  5:56 AM
  
Subject:  Black Rock Proposal 

 
Dear Sirs: 

 
The Black R ock d am pr oposal is a hi ghly imaginative scheme for separating t he 

taxpayers from their hard-earned dollars.  Evidently the people leading the
 
charge on this absurd proposal fail to understand that it is gravity that
 
makes such water s torage projects f easible.  No o ne has told them that for 

gravity to do its job, the snow melt and rain must originate at an elevation 

higher than the dam.  The idea of paying for electricity to pump water up
 
hill to fill a dam would be most amusing were it not for the possibility that 

countless bureaucrats will see this as their opportunity to create an empire 

and so sh ove it down the taxpayer's t hroats.
  
 
If the backers of this plan really feel that this is a good idea, they will
 
finance it completely t hrough voluntary investments from th ose people who
 
expect to benefit from the scheme.  The fact that their first act is to try
 
to take the money by force from the taxpayers is an explicit admission on
 
their part that the scheme is not e conomically viable.
  
 
It should be the recommendation of the government that all proponents of this 

idiotic scheme be required, at their own expense, to take an elementary
 
school science class.   Only then will they learn the gravity of this
  
situation. 

 
Sincerely, 

John A. Estep 

Yakima, WA 


mailto:storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov
mailto:John.Estep@EstepSoftware.com


From: <LStansel@aol.com>

To: <storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov>

Date:  Mon, Feb 4, 2008 12:59 PM

Subject:  Existing Storage 

 
I keep wondering how many acres of increased water storage could be gained

by dredging the existing storage lakes. In 100 years there must be huge

amounts of silt that has settled into them. When the water levels are low it 

would 

seem feasible to haul it out. Has anyone done a feasibility study to see how

much increased storage could be obtained? It has to be less costly than many

of the other proposals. 

  
What is the surface area of current resevoirs on the Yakima and Naches 

Rivers when they are full? Hopefully, someone will take a serious look at 

this 

proposal. 

  
Sincerely,

Lois Stansel 

 
 
 
**************Biggest Grammy Award surprises of all time on AOL Music.

(http://music.aol.com/grammys/pictures/never-won-a-grammy?NCID=aolcmp003000000

025 

48) 


http://music.aol.com/grammys/pictures/never-won-a-grammy?NCID=aolcmp003000000
mailto:storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov
mailto:LStansel@aol.com


 

 

 

 

 

From: Mike Harves <mharves@charter.net> 

To: <storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov>

Date: Tue, Feb 5, 2008 8:14 PM 

Subject:  Black Rock 


Dear Colleagues,

Given the recent findings about the effects of climate change in the Western

part of the US and the likelihood of worsening drought, it seems to be

imperative to support some kind of increased storage for the Yakima Valley. 


I am a member of the Watershed Planning Council for the Yakima Basin and a

biology instructor at Yakima Valley Community College and have lived in the

Valley for 30 years. I know how important fish, agriculture, and jobs are

to Yakima and the Basin. Climate change is real and here to stay, increased

storage is the logical source and Blackrock is the best of those choices. 


Thanks. 

Mike 

Mike Harves 

8588 Tieton Dr. 

Yakima WA 98908 

509-965-4261 

mharves@charter.net
 

mailto:mharves@charter.net
mailto:storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov
mailto:mharves@charter.net


 

  

 

 
 

 

>>> <Cuzar@aol.com> 02/04/2008 4:52:22 PM >>> 

Hi Kim, here is that kmz file. The 2 Badger Pools and the 2 Wymer 
Pools would total about 800,000 acre feet. The people who might 
benefit would be the Kittitas Valley, the Training Center and the Roza 
District. 

Kim, you can reach me at 833-8025. Thank you for your time. Ron M. 

mailto:Cuzar@aol.com
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From:  "Darlene" <drdahlin@bentonrea.com>
 
To: <storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov> 

Date: Thu, Feb 7, 2008  2:03 AM
 
Subject: My opinion........ Darlene Dahlin 


Hi. This is the qmail-send program at spectreII.bentonrea.com. 

I'm afraid I wasn't able to deliver your message to the following addresses. 

This is a permanent error; I've given up. Sorry it didn't work out.
 

<storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov/pn/>: 

Sorry, I couldn't find any host named pn.usbr.gov/pn/. (#5.1.2)
 

--- Below this line is a copy of the message. 


Return-Path: <drdahlin@bentonrea.com>

Received: (qmail 58422 invoked from network); 6 Feb 2008 21:53:37 -0000

Received: from sunnyside2-112.bentonrea.com (HELO dell2350) ([216.7.36.112]) 


 (envelope-sender <drdahlin@bentonrea.com>) 
 by spectreII.bentonrea.com (qmail-ldap-1.03) with SMTP 
 for <storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov/pn/>; 6 Feb 2008 21:53:36 -0000

From: "Darlene" <drdahlin@bentonrea.com>

To: <storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov/pn/> 

Subject: My opinion by Darlene Dahlin

Date: Wed, 6 Feb 2008 13:46:46 -0800 

Message-ID: <BAEALGFDKKEFHPPNAGDMMEEHEHAA.drdahlin@bentonrea.com> 

MIME-Version: 1.0 

Content-Type: text/plain;

 charset="iso-8859-1" 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit 
X-Priority: 3 (Normal) 
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal
X-Mailer: Microsoft Outlook IMO, Build 9.0.2416 (9.0.2910.0) 
Importance: Normal
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V6.00.2900.3198 

I am a friend of the BlackRock project and live about as close to the 
proposed site as you can get. Whether or not it survives the scutiny will be 
interesting to watch. 

I know what it is like to have great ideas and I have done well with
developing some of my ideas in my life. I have made a suggestion to people 
within the Blackrock project but it is falling on deaf ears, I guess. After
looking at the opinion page of the Yakima Herald 2/3/2008 I am once again
inspired to share my idea with you. 

This is one heck of a piece of concrete! I feel like the project has many
advantages and maybe some disadvantages but what about making it something 
that people from everywhere would want to see? Why not make the east end of
the dam the largest mural in the world? Toppenish is filled with wonderful 

mailto:BAEALGFDKKEFHPPNAGDMMEEHEHAA.drdahlin@bentonrea.com
mailto:drdahlin@bentonrea.com
http:qmail-ldap-1.03
http:spectreII.bentonrea.com
mailto:drdahlin@bentonrea.com
http:sunnyside2-112.bentonrea.com
mailto:drdahlin@bentonrea.com
http:spectreII.bentonrea.com
mailto:storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov
mailto:drdahlin@bentonrea.com


 

       

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

murals sprinkled throughout their town and I am sure it is a draw for people 
and the indian culture is definitely a great part of these murals and an 
integral part of this project. I am sure this would be very interesting to 
them. They have touted that this project would be a boon to the economy and
develop into golf courses, new homes and even a small community with stores, 
etc. Look at the picture and imagine it in beautiful murals (or mural) that
we could all be proud of. 

Sincerely, 

Darlene Dahlin 
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Page  Two of a Letter to David Kaumbeimer and Derek Sandison 

We face ever-tighter water needs in the future but so long as the Columbia River flows we 
seemingly have a major solution for this area. I am not an engineer and do not understand the 
judgments made on the cost analyses, hut among many other things, this country in the past: 

Built post roads under the Articles ofConfederotion and the early Congresses 
Granted huge tracts of land to railroads and forests to schools 
Gave Oklahoma and many other tracts to homesteaders 
Invested in massive flood controls required by the Mississippi 
Brought electricity to rural America 
Dammed many more rivers, including the Columbia, fo r power and water 
Committed to the Columbia Basin reclamation project for irrigation and power 

Look at this country! Look at the benefits of everything from sending Lewis and Clark west, to 
the purchase of Alaska, all of the above, and so many other undertakings. It is time to look again 

02
 at the costlbenefits that you have been through. It may he tbat all of the above would have 
penciled out fine ifthey had undergone loday's review processes, but assuredly none oftbem 
would pencil out at anywhere ncar tbe value they have become to tbis country. If Black Rock 
does not project tremendous return on value in utilizing water otherwise lost to the sea, the 
evaluation is at fault. It is not revealing the true value of baving water available to our children 
and their children as America goes forth into our future. 

This is not an appeal to find a way. It is an appeal to judge this proposal from lessons of history, 
from tbe present avai lability and future value of increasingly scarce water, and from mUltiple 
future needs. We Can't Not Do It! 

cc: The Honorable Doc Hastings 
Representative in Congress 



 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

From: "Scott P. Holman" <forbin_407@charter.net> 
To: <storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov>
Date: Tue, Feb 12, 2008 1:03 AM 
Subject: Comments Regarding Yakima River Basin Water Storage Feasibility
Study 

The Yakima River Basin does not have enough water to meet the needs of
all the users in the basin, when the needs of fish are included. This 
is obvious from the decline of fish stocks in the Yakima River. 
Sufficient water for all agricultural users is not always available,
resulting in economic losses during dry years. Population growth in the
Yakima River Basin will increase pressure on fish stocks and agriculture
unless more water can be made available somehow. 

The only alternative in the Yakima River Basin Storage Feasibility Study
which allows for increasing the amount of water available for use in the
basin is the Black Rock Dam option. By making Columbia River water
available to users in the Yakima River Basin, stream flows in the Yakima
River can be maintained at levels significantly higher than currently
possible. This is essential if water temperatures in the reach between
Prosser and the mouth of the Yakima River are to be lowered, an critical
element in improving fish stocks. 

The Black Rock Dam reservoir also offers the potential for use as an
energy storage facility, in that wind generated electricity could be
used (when available,) for pumping water into the reservoir. This 
energy could be recaptured when releases from the reservoir are made. 

Further population growth in the Yakima River Basin is likely to be
curtailed if additional sources of water are not made available. 
Calculating the cost of prohibiting further development is impossible,
but it is certain that it would be substantial. 

mailto:storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov
mailto:forbin_407@charter.net
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 Ya~lma , Washington 
February 9, 2008 
3030 Thrall Road
Ellensburg, WA 98926 

Re: The Proposed Black Rock Dam 

As an 85 year old citizen of this Nation, 62 years citizen of Kittitas County, Washington, 
I well remember controversy, pros and cons, created by the needs and desires to build the 
great darns that are the life blood of our western states. 

Our Nation was in a deop depression, yet mCll and women of foresight prevailed. Coulee 
Dam and others were built and today we are still reaping the benefits of their foresight. 

After following the stUdies, pro and con, for the Black Rock Dam for the past two years, I 
believe this proposal is the best put forth. 

I believe the pluses outweigh the minuses, the irrigators will have their sure supply of 
water, wildlife and recreational projects will thrive. Thousands of people will he affected 
for the better and the profit returns will be much greater than anticipated by this last 
study. 

I believe if our government can fund two very unpopular wars, "as they say" to help 
people of these nations, it should damn well fund this project to help the people of our 
great basin, Washington state and our country in general. 

Viewing the global weather situation, prudent people should stwt thinking of water 
storage and conservation. My hope is to see your name and support behind this great and 
beneficial project. 

Sincerely, 

Joseph Lowatcbie 
1-509-962-3033 
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C FEB22 2008 F 
A 0 o STATE OF WASHINGTON 

~A'W~~~1.iT OF ARCHAEOLOGY & HISTORIC PRESERVATION 
10//3 S. capitol Way, Suite 106 ' Olympia, Washlnglon 98$01 

Maj/jn9 addreu: PO Box 46343 • Olympia, Waslllngtcm H~8343 
(36lJ) 585-3(165' Fax Number(360) 586-3081 • Wab.f/te: www.dahp.w'.go~ 

February 19,2008 

Mr. David 1. Kaumheimer 
Upper Columbia Office 
Bureau of Reclamation 
1917 Marsh Road 
Yakima, Washington 98901-2058 

Re: Yakima River Basin Water Storage Feasibility Study 
Log No: 013108..o5-BOR 

Dear Mr. KAumheimer; 

TItank you contacting our department. We have reviewed Draft Planning ReportJ Environmentallmpact 
State for the proposed Yakima River Basin Water Storage Feasibility Study in Benton and Yakimn 
Counties, Washington. 

As described in Chapter 4 any alteration, excavation, and construction ortlle proposed project would 
result in the adverse effect to significant cultural resoun::cs. As II consequent. substantive inventory, 
evnluntion, and development oflreatment plans for significant eultural properties will be required. 

Rather than a Memorandum of Agreement lIS suggested on page 4-258 we would suggest a Progmnunatic 
Agreement be developed for the project. 

We would appreciate receiving any correspondence or comments from concerned tribes or other parties 
thnt you receive as you consult under the requirements of36CfR800.4(a)(4). 

l11csc comments nrc based on the information available at the time of this review and on Ille behalf of the 
State Historic Preservation Officer in conformance with Section 106 of the Natiornll Histone Preservation 
Act, as amended, and ilS implementing regulations 36CFR8oo. Should addi tional information become 
available, our assessment may be revised. Thank you for the opponunity to comment and II eopy of these 
comments should be included in subsequent environmental documents. 

RObCJto:Wi1( 1Im,-Ph.D. 
State Arcltaeologisl 
(360) 586-3080 
email: rob,whitlam@dahp.wu.gov 
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From:  "Jim Dwinell" <jim.dwinell.b7s2@statefarm.com>
 
To: <storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov> 

Date: Fri, Feb 22, 2008  9:37 PM 

Subject: Black Rock Reservoir - Yakima
 

Please be advised that I am strongly supportive of the project known 
as Black Rock Reservoir in Yakima.  This effort will solve so many 
problems, both current and future.  Most that are hard to calculate with 
dollars now.  Problems that ARE coming and that will be MUCH MORE 
EXPENSIVE to resolve down the road than they are to prevent now.  I know 
you are aware of these.  Please have the courage to anticipate what's 
coming so that our grandchildren can proclaim as genius the people that
made this project a reality.

Thank you, Jim Dwinell, 3800 Fruitvale Blvd. Yakima, WA 98902 

mailto:storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov
mailto:jim.dwinell.b7s2@statefarm.com


 

 

 
 

 

 

From: "Richard J. Whalen, CPA/ATP" <rjwhalen@bentonrea.com> 

To: <storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov>

Date: Fri, Feb 22, 2008 10:52 AM

Subject: Black Rock Reservoir 


I totally support the BLACK ROCK PROJECT! 


Richard J. Whalen, CPA/ATP

WHALEN'S ACCOUNTING SERVICE 

P.O. Box 216 104 Ash 
Grandview, WA 98930 
(509)882 4082 

mailto:storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov
mailto:rjwhalen@bentonrea.com


 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

From: Oly Olsen <olyolsen@bentonrea.com> 

To: <storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov>

Date: Mon, Feb 25, 2008 9:59 AM 

Subject:  Back Rock 


To whom it may concern, 


My brother and I first started farming with the purchase of an

orchard in 1972. The first water short year, we experienced, was in

1973. That was followed by more shortages, 1977, then 1979, were

more than water short they were serious. The year of 1994 was a

disaster. We experienced extensive damage to our crops. In fact, we

were forced to move water from one field to the next merely to

protect our trees, hops and vines. 


I have used the analogy of an employee who works all week and on

Friday picks up his paycheck as being different to what we had to

do. We worked all week and then went to the bank and pulled money

from our savings and used that money just to keep our jobs. Working

all year, for no money, or worse at a serious deficit is no fun. It 

is worse than no fun when you lose your farm. 


One might say that the water, in our basin, is over booked, if we

were in the airline business. Not only is it over booked, as it is,

there are new players coming to the table. To satisfy the current

stake-holders now and to make sure there are ample supplies of water,

for new interests, we desperately need new storage. Black Rock fits 

the bill because water to fill the reservoir is taken at a time of 

high river flows. No one will get hurt by this "taking". In fact,

everyone will benefit when that water is released at a time when the

rivers are low. 


I live by the Prosser Dam. The Bureau folks have told me that they

like to run the water over the dam at least at 600 cfm. In serious 

drought years that level is dropped to 400 cfm or less. Thank God 

they do that because without that action junior water right

districts, like the Roza, would dry up. the Roza Irrigation District

may be junior but the crops grown there are of very high value. 


The farmers need Black Rock. That is a given but what about the

municipalities, tourism, recreation and others? Please help us. 


mailto:storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov
mailto:olyolsen@bentonrea.com


 

 
 

 

 

 

From: "Stephen Bohnemeyer" <bohne2005@gmail.com> 

To: <storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov>

Date: Tue, Feb 26, 2008 10:40 AM

Subject: Black Rock Dam Project 


I am writing to express my feelings about the Black Rock Dam project.

It is clear that this project is too expensive, the site is too

unstable and there is no economic payback for the taxpayers of

Washington. Why do we keep spending badly needed tax dollars to keep

flogging this dead issue? 


I urge you to stop all further discussion on this project. 


Stephen Bohnemeyer 


mailto:storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov
mailto:bohne2005@gmail.com


 

  

 
    

 
 

  
  

  
  

   

 
  

       
    

  
  

 
    

   
    

  
     

   

   

  
     

     
  

   
  

     
 

  
  

 
  

      
  

    

  
       

 
   

From:  <DClark5526@aol.com> 
To: <storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov> 
Date: Tue, Feb 26, 2008  6:37 AM 
Subject:  (no subject) 

Black Rock Reservoir Project: 

We are very disappointed about the study released on the Black Rock 
reservoir.  We feel a lot of things were not considered in the study that 
greatly
would have effected the outcome.  You need to look at the whole  picture 
before  
deciding the fate of the Black Rock project. 

My husband and I, my mom, brother and his wife own 3 homes and 60 acres at  
the 15-mile marker on Hwy 24. We have lived here for 26 years. We  are very 
much in favor of the Black Rock reservoir being built. 

1) We would much rather pay for water coming from the Black Rock  reservoir  
than have to pay the ridiculously high Pacific Power bill to irrigate  our 
alfalfa crop.  We pay a yearly $700 user fee whether  we use the irrigation 
water  
or not!  When we are irrigating, we pay  approximately $1200 monthly.  You  
can hardly raise hay with those charges. 

2) The value of our land and the surrounding Moxee area would greatly
increase. We live right across from the 5,000-cow, million-gallon lagoon, 
Devrie  
dairy. (We fought hard to keep this out of the area!)  This has brought 
everyone's land value down considerably.  The Black Rock project  would 
increase  
our land value. 

3) New construction.  The Moxee area has had a boon in new home  building. 
The Black Rock Project would dramatically increase new  construction all the  
way out Hwy 24 to Black Rock. Also, new home sites would probably be 
created 
around the reservoir and beautiful homes  constructed. 

4)  Recreation and Fishing.  People would not have to travel out  of the area 
to Rimrock, Chelan, O'Sullivan, Roosevelt, etc. to do their fishing  and 
water recreations.  We would have fishing in the Yakima area!  Along with 
this 
comes tourism from  the surrounding towns.  

5) Jobs. The Black Rock Project would create many jobs for a  long time. 

6)  Tourism.  As I stated above, fishing and water  recreation would bring a 
multitude of tourism from around the surrounding areas  which would be great  
for our Yakima Valley area and the wine industry. 

Millions of taxpayer money has been spent studying this project for  years. 
Lets get off the fence and "Get it Built".  Yakima Valley need  a project 
like 

mailto:storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov
mailto:DClark5526@aol.com


 
   

 
  

  

   

this!!! 

Thank You, 

Don and Carolyn Clark

15195 Hwy 24 

Moxee, WA  98936
 



 

  

 
 

    
 

 
 

 
 

  
 

 
 

    

 

    
 

    
 

    
  

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

  

From:  <jfgilman@aol.com> 
To: <storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov> 
Date: Tue, Feb 26, 2008  9:57 AM 
Subject: Black Rock Dam 

U.S. Bureau of Recamation?? [via email to storage@pn.usbr.gov] 
1917 Marsh Road 
Yakima, WA 98901-2058 

Re:? Black Rock Dam 

To Whom It May Concern: 

As a native of the Yakima Valley and the Columbia Basin and, thus, a direct
beneficiary of irrigated agricultural economics, I feel that I have a 
valuable perspective to share with you regarding the proposed Black Rock 
Dam.?  

While the benefits of?the existing?projects are great, I think that we failed 
to take into account the true costs of irrigation.? Apart from the huge 
capital and M&O cost of Black Rock, we need to take into account the further 
destruction of the native habitat of the area.? Again, my perspective stems
from my deep appreciation of what remains of the shrinking shrub-steppe and
its vulnerable wildlife and flora.? We don't know what we have and to 
dedicate another vast stretch of the Yakima Valley to a sterile reservoir at 
the costs that the Bureau have estimated would be a mistake. 

I am not one who proposes any fundamental changes in the basis of the 
agricultural economy of my native counties.? However, I do propose that we 
finally allow ourselves to look beyond building more high impact capital 
projects and, instead, begin to get serious about conservation and truly 
effective desert irrigation techniques.? We don't need more expensive dams 
and reservoirs and, Lord, we don't need more water skiing ponds.? We need a
sensible approach to preserving the valuable agricultural lands that we 
have.? Not more, but better application of engineering and technology. 

Thank you for your attention. 

Sincerely, 

Jena F. Gilman 
1480 SW 10th Street 
North Bend, WA 98045 
425.831.8744 

Born Yakima 1952 
Graduated Moses Lake H.S. 1971 

mailto:storage@pn.usbr.gov
mailto:storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov
mailto:jfgilman@aol.com


 

  

  

 
 

 
 

 
      

 
 

     

     

 
 

 

 
 

  
 

From:  "deidre" <linkdal@televar.com> 
To: <storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov> 
Date: Tue, Feb 26, 2008  7:02 AM 
Subject: Black Rock comments 

To Whom It May Concern, 

I wish to comment on the proposed Black Rock dam project.  No.  It is a 
complete sentence.  I am opposed to a plan that is too costly, will not
really help fish (this would be the invisable fish, the ones that are not
actually there; better to spend some money and figure a way to get the fish
around the Grand Coulee Dam), will cause more pollution from radioactive 
waste at the Hanford Nuc site and finally is sited on earthquake fault.
Except for the fish issue any one of the above mentioned problems should have 
put spending millions for more study on hold, but NOOO, people continue to 
plunge on with a flawed idea. 
Thank you for the opportunity to comment. 

Regards, 

Deidre Link 
560 Hawk Haven Rd. 
Cle Elum WA 98922 

mailto:storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov
mailto:linkdal@televar.com


From: <Patar55800@aol.com>
To: <storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov>
Date:  Tue, Feb 26, 2008 2:57 PM 
Subject: Comment 
 
I assume that the open houses and hearings are limited to? 
  

1. No Action Alternative 
2. Black Rock Alternative 
3. Wymer Dam and Reservoir Alternative 
4. Wymer Dam Plus Yakima River Pump Exchange Alternative 

  
I am wondering if any consideration can be given to Jack Stanford's idea of
a direct pipeline from the pool behind Wanapum Dam. Water would be pumped
into a tunnel and open canal that would drop the water into the Roza and 
Sunnyside canals. That plan was in the Yakima Herald Republic on November 
20, 2007. 
  
I would hope that Mr Stanford would be available to attend one of the
hearings scheduled. 
  
Pat Reynolds
2910 W Yakima Ave 
Yakima, WA 98902 
 
 
 

mailto:storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov
mailto:Patar55800@aol.com


 

 
 

 

 

 

 

From: "Wayne Ude" <ude@whidbey.com> 

To: <storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov>

Date: Tue, Feb 26, 2008 9:00 AM 

Subject: Stop playing around with the Black Rock dam silliness 


Dear Reclamation staff: 


It's time to stop wasting money on the Black Rock dam project. You have the

evidence: the project will not be economically worth doing, there's a real

threat of underground contamination from Hanford, the geology indicates

instability. How much evidence do you need to stop a bad project? 


Yours, 


Wayne Ude

Clinton, Washington 


mailto:storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov
mailto:ude@whidbey.com


 

  

   

 
 

 
 

 

 
  

 
     

  
  

 
   

 
 

 

 
   

 
 

 

   
 

  
    

 

  

 
 

 
  

 
 

 

From:  Julie Alaimo <julie.alaimo@metrokc.gov>
 
To: <storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov> 

Date: Wed, Feb 27, 2008 10:45 AM 

Subject: Please Abandon the Black Rock Dam Proposal  


Feb 27, 2008 


Gerald and Derek Kelso and Mr. Sandison 


Dear Kelso and Mr. Sandison, 


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Yakima River Basin

Water Storage Feasibility Study/Draft Planning Report and 

Environmental Impact Statement (draft study). 

The joint federal-state portion of the study improperly assumes that

the only way to meet future water needs for people and fish is to 

build a new surface storage dam. The joint federal-state alternatives 

fail to consider more environmentally and economically viable
 

alternatives to new dams, including water conservation and efficiency, 


more robust water markets, aquifer recharge, or a combination thereof. 


The State of Washington, on the other hand, does take a look at these 

non-structural water management alternatives. The final draft of the

study should provide a full analysis of these alternatives to new 

dams, and they should be considered as joint federal-state 

alternatives rather than as state alternatives only. Anything less

will delay and confuse implementation of smarter water management 

policies in the Yakima River basin.

One thing is clear from the draft study: the proposed Black Rock dam

should be removed from further consideration. The $6.7 billion 

proposed dam would drain resources from more sensible and efficient 

tools to improve water management and fish and wildlife habitat. On 

top of that, the leaky reservoir would likely cause radioactive

groundwater underneath the Hanford nuclear reservation to reach the 

Columbia River, contaminating the river and the water supply for 

downstream communities. The Black Rock proposal should be abandoned 

now. There is no need to spend any additional taxpayer dollars 

studying this risky and expensive proposal. 

Again, thank you for this opportunity to comment on the draft study.
 

Sincerely, 


Ms. Julie Alaimo
 
8515 13th Ave NW
 
Seattle, WA 98117-3402 


mailto:storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov
mailto:julie.alaimo@metrokc.gov


 

  

 From:  Alexandra Amonette <techwrite@earthlink.net> 

To:  <storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov> 

Date:  Wed, Feb 27, 2008  10:45 AM 

Subject:  Please Abandon the Black Rock Dam Proposal  
 
 
 
Feb 27, 2008 

 
Gerald and Derek Kelso and Mr. Sandison 

 
Dear  Kelso and Mr. Sandison, 

 
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Yakima River Basin 

Water Storage Feasibility Study/Draft Planning Report and 

Environmental Impact Statement (draft study). 

The joint federal-state portion of the study improperly assumes that 

the only way to meet future water needs for people and fish is to 

build a new surface storage dam. The joint federal-state alternatives 

fail to consider more environmentally and economically viable 
 
 
alternatives to new dams, including water conservation and efficiency, 
 
 
more robust water markets, aquifer recharge, or a combination thereof. 

 
The State of Washington, on the other hand, does take a look at these 

non-structural water management alternatives. The final draft of the 

study should provide a full analysis of these alternatives to new 

dams, and they should be considered as joint federal-state 

alternatives rather than as state alternatives only. Anything less 

will delay and confuse implementation of smarter water management 

policies in the Yakima River basin. 

One thing is clear from the draft study: the proposed Black Rock dam 

should be removed from further consideration. The $6.7 billion 

proposed dam would drain resources from more sensible and efficient 

tools to improve water management and fish and wildlife habitat. Very 

important to me personally, I fear that the leaky reservoir would 

likely cause radioactive groundwater underneath the Hanford nuclear 

reservation to reach the Columbia River, contaminating the river and 

the water supply for downstream communities. The Black Rock proposal 

should be abandoned now. There is no need to spend any additional 

taxpayer dollars studying this risky and expensive proposal. 

Again, thank you for this opportunity to comment on the draft study. 

 
Sincerely, 

 
Ms. Alexandra Amonette 

1939 Marshall Ave 

Richland, WA 99354-2470 


mailto:storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov
mailto:techwrite@earthlink.net


 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

From: Richard Artley <dartley@connectwireless.us> 

To: <storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov>

Date: Wed, Feb 27, 2008 6:17 PM 

Subject: The Black Rock Dam Proposal is Insane! 


Feb 27, 2008 


Gerald and Derek Kelso and Mr. Sandison 


Dear Kelso and Mr. Sandison, 


I am a retired US Forest Service employee and a NEPA expert.

The alternatives suggested fail to consider more environmentally and

economically reasonable alternatives to new dams that respond to the

Purpose & Need.

BPA has screwed up the Columbia /Snake system enough. Your agency

MUST stay out of it unless you want court action. 


Sincerely, 


Mr. Richard Artley

415 NE 2nd St 

Grangeville, ID 83530-2257 


mailto:storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov
mailto:dartley@connectwireless.us
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From:  Joan Bailey <joan@trillium-hollow.org> 

To: <storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov> 

Date: Wed, Feb 27, 2008 11:15 AM 

Subject: Please Abandon the Black Rock Dam Proposal  


Feb 27, 2008 


Gerald and Derek Kelso and Mr. Sandison 


Dear Kelso and Mr. Sandison, 


Your proposal for the Black Rock Dam is not acceptable in this day and 

age when we all know a lot more than we did decades ago, about the

devastating effects of huge dams on the ecology of the land, even 


hundreds of miles from the site of the dam. Instead look for solutions 

for conserving the water we have.

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Yakima River Basin

Water Storage Feasibility Study/Draft Planning Report and 

Environmental Impact Statement (draft study). 

The joint federal-state portion of the study improperly assumes that

the only way to meet future water needs for people and fish is to 

build a new surface storage dam. The joint federal-state alternatives 

fail to consider more environmentally and economically viable
 

alternatives to new dams, including water conservation and efficiency, 


more robust water markets, aquifer recharge, or a combination thereof. 


The State of Washington, on the other hand, does take a look at these 

non-structural water management alternatives. The final draft of the

study should provide a full analysis of these alternatives to new 

dams, and they should be considered as joint federal-state 

alternatives rather than as state alternatives only. Anything less

will delay and confuse implementation of smarter water management 

policies in the Yakima River basin.

One thing is clear from the draft study: the proposed Black Rock dam

should be removed from further consideration. The $6.7 billion 

proposed dam would drain resources from more sensible and efficient 

tools to improve water management and fish and wildlife habitat. On 

top of that, the leaky reservoir would likely cause radioactive

groundwater underneath the Hanford nuclear reservation to reach the 

Columbia River, contaminating the river and the water supply for 

downstream communities. The Black Rock proposal should be abandoned 

now. There is no need to spend any additional taxpayer dollars 

studying this risky and expensive proposal. 

Again, thank you for this opportunity to comment on the draft study.
 

Sincerely, 


Mrs. Joan Bailey

9601 NW Leahy Rd

Portland, OR 97229-6382
 

mailto:storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov
mailto:joan@trillium-hollow.org


 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 
  

 
     

  
  

 
  

 
 

 

 
   

 
 

 

   
 

  
    

 

  

 
 

 
  

 
 

  
From:  Chase Barton <cbarton@herrerainc.com> 

To: <storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov> 

Date: Wed, Feb 27, 2008 10:45 AM 

Subject: Please Abandon the Black Rock Dam Proposal  


Feb 27, 2008 


Gerald and Derek Kelso and Mr. Sandison 


Dear Kelso and Mr. Sandison, 


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Yakima River Basin

Water Storage Feasibility Study/Draft Planning Report and 

Environmental Impact Statement (draft study). 

The joint federal-state portion of the study improperly assumes that

the only way to meet future water needs for people and fish is to 

build a new surface storage dam. The joint federal-state alternatives 

fail to consider more environmentally and economically viable
 

alternatives to new dams, including water conservation and efficiency, 


more robust water markets, aquifer recharge, or a combination thereof. 


The State of Washington, on the other hand, does take a look at these 

non-structural water management alternatives. The final draft of the

study should provide a full analysis of these alternatives to new 

dams, and they should be considered as joint federal-state 

alternatives rather than as state alternatives only. Anything less

will delay and confuse implementation of smarter water management 

policies in the Yakima River basin.

One thing is clear from the draft study: the proposed Black Rock dam

should be removed from further consideration. The $6.7 billion 

proposed dam would drain resources from more sensible and efficient 

tools to improve water management and fish and wildlife habitat. On 

top of that, the leaky reservoir would likely cause radioactive

groundwater underneath the Hanford nuclear reservation to reach the 

Columbia River, contaminating the river and the water supply for 

downstream communities. The Black Rock proposal should be abandoned 

now. There is no need to spend any additional taxpayer dollars 

studying this risky and expensive proposal. 

Again, thank you for this opportunity to comment on the draft study.
 

Sincerely, 


Mr. Chase Barton
 
133 N 50th St 

Seattle, WA 98103-6001 


mailto:storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov
mailto:cbarton@herrerainc.com


 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

From: Leslie Beck <labeckwa@gmail.com> 

To: <storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov>

Date: Wed, Feb 27, 2008 10:45 AM

Subject: Please Abandon the Black Rock Dam Proposal 


Feb 27, 2008 


Gerald and Derek Kelso and Mr. Sandison 


Dear Kelso and Mr. Sandison, 


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Yakima River Basin

Water Storage Feasibility Study/Draft Planning Report and

Environmental Impact Statement (draft study).

The joint federal-state portion of the study improperly assumes that

the only way to meet future water needs for people and fish is to

build a new surface storage dam. The joint federal-state alternatives

fail to consider more environmentally and economically viable 


alternatives to new dams, including water conservation and efficiency, 


more robust water markets, aquifer recharge, or a combination thereof. 


The State of Washington, on the other hand, does take a look at these

non-structural water management alternatives. The final draft of the

study should provide a full analysis of these alternatives to new

dams, and they should be considered as joint federal-state

alternatives rather than as state alternatives only. Anything less

will delay and confuse implementation of smarter water management

policies in the Yakima River basin.

One thing is clear from the draft study: the proposed Black Rock dam

should be removed from further consideration. The $6.7 billion 

proposed dam would drain resources from more sensible and efficient

tools to improve water management and fish and wildlife habitat. On

top of that, the leaky reservoir would likely cause radioactive

groundwater underneath the Hanford nuclear reservation to reach the

Columbia River, contaminating the river and the water supply for

downstream communities. The Black Rock proposal should be abandoned

now. There is no need to spend any additional taxpayer dollars

studying this risky and expensive proposal.

Again, thank you for this opportunity to comment on the draft study. 


Sincerely, 


Ms. Leslie Beck 

3968 Dayton Ave N

Seattle, WA 98103-7707 


mailto:storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov
mailto:labeckwa@gmail.com


 

  

 

From:  Peter & Mary Alice Belov <beltek@gorge.net>
  
To: <storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov>
  
Date:  Wed, F eb 27, 2008  5:21 PM 
  
Subject:  Please Abandon the Black Rock Dam Proposal 
 
 
 
Feb 27, 2 008 

 
Gerald and Derek Kelso and Mr. Sandison 

 
Dear  Kelso and Mr. Sandison,
  
 
The damage the B lack Rock Dam w ould do, along with the expense 

 
involved means this entire project should be rethought.    This is the
  
twenty-first century, and environmental concerns are at the top of 

most people's lists.    Let's plan a less expensive, less damaging, 

environmentally friendly m eans of working w ith w ater.
 
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Yakima River Basin 

Water Storage Feasibility Study/Draft Planning R eport an d 

Environmental Impact Statement (draft study). 

The joint federal-state portion of the study improperly assumes that
 
the only way to meet future water needs for pe ople and fish is to
 
build a new surface storage dam. The joint federal-state alternatives 

fail to consider more environmentally and economically viable 

 
alternatives to new dams, including water conservation and efficiency,
  
 
more robust water markets, aquifer recharge, or a combination thereof.
  
 
The State of Washington, on the other hand, does take a look at these 

non-structural water management alternatives. The final draft of the
 
study should provide a full analysis of these alternatives to new
 
dams, and they should be considered as joint federal-state
 
alternatives rather than as state alternatives only. Anything less 

will delay and confuse implementation of smarter water management
 
policies in th e Yakima River basin. 

One thing is clear from the draft study: the proposed Black Rock dam
 
should be removed from further consideration. The $6.7 billion 

proposed dam would drain resources from more sensible and efficient 

tools to improve wa ter management and fish and w ildlife habitat. On 

top of that, the leaky reservoir would likely cause radioactive
 
groundwater underneath the Hanford nuclear reservation to reach the 

Columbia River, contaminating t he river and th e water su pply for 

downstream communities. The Black Rock pr oposal should be abandoned 

now. There is no need to spend any additional taxpayer dollars 

studying this risky a nd expensive proposal.
 
Again, thank you fo r this opportunity to comment on t  he draft study.
  
 
Sincerely, 

 
Mr. Peter & Mary Alice Belov 

42 Memory Ln Box 111 

Underwood, WA 98651-9215
  

mailto:storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov
mailto:beltek@gorge.net


 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

From: Joseph Bogaard <joseph@wildsalmon.org> 

To: <storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov>

Date: Wed, Feb 27, 2008 11:15 AM

Subject: Please Abandon the Black Rock Dam Proposal 


Feb 27, 2008 


Gerald and Derek Kelso and Mr. Sandison 


Dear Kelso and Mr. Sandison, 


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Yakima River Basin

Water Storage Feasibility Study/Draft Planning Report and

Environmental Impact Statement (draft study).

The joint federal-state portion of the study improperly assumes that

the only way to meet future water needs for people and fish is to

build a new surface storage dam. The joint federal-state alternatives

fail to consider more environmentally and economically viable 


alternatives to new dams, including water conservation and efficiency, 


more robust water markets, aquifer recharge, or a combination thereof. 


The State of Washington, on the other hand, does take a look at these

non-structural water management alternatives. The final draft of the

study should provide a full analysis of these alternatives to new

dams, and they should be considered as joint federal-state

alternatives rather than as state alternatives only. Anything less

will delay and confuse implementation of smarter water management

policies in the Yakima River basin.

One thing is clear from the draft study: the proposed Black Rock dam

should be removed from further consideration. The $6.7 billion 

proposed dam would drain resources from more sensible and efficient

tools to improve water management and fish and wildlife habitat. On

top of that, the leaky reservoir would likely cause radioactive

groundwater underneath the Hanford nuclear reservation to reach the

Columbia River, contaminating the river and the water supply for

downstream communities. The Black Rock proposal should be abandoned

now. There is no need to spend any additional taxpayer dollars

studying this risky and expensive proposal.

Again, thank you for this opportunity to comment on the draft study. 


Sincerely, 


Mr. Joseph Bogaard

424 3rd Ave W Ste 100 

Seattle, WA 98119-4022 


mailto:storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov
mailto:joseph@wildsalmon.org


 

  

 From:  Bradford Axel <bradford.axel@stokeslaw.com>
  
To: <storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov> 

Date:  Wed, Feb 27, 2008 11:15 AM 

Subject:  Please A bandon the B lack Rock Dam P roposal  

 
 
Feb 27, 2 008 

 
Gerald and Derek Kelso and Mr. Sandison
  
 
Dear  Kelso and Mr. Sandison,
  
 
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Yakima River Basin
 
Water Storage Feasibility Study/Draft Planning Report and 

Environmental Impact Statement (draft study). 

The joint federal-state portion of the study improperly assumes that
 
the only way to meet future water needs for pe ople and fish is to 

build a new surface storage dam. The joint federal-state alternatives 

fail to consider more environmentally and economically viable
  
 
alternatives to new dams, including water conservation and efficiency,
  
 
more robust water markets, aquifer recharge, or a combination thereof.
  
 
The State of Washington, on the other hand, does take a look at these 

non-structural water management alternatives. The final draft of the
 
study should provide a full analysis of these alternatives to new 

dams, and they should be considered as joint federal-state
 
alternatives rather than as state alternatives only. Anything less
 
will delay and confuse implementation of smarter water management 

policies in th e Yakima River basin. 

One thing is clear from the draft study: the proposed Black Rock dam
 
should be removed from further consideration. The $6.7 billion 

proposed dam would drain resources from more sensible and efficient 

tools to improve water management and fish and wildlife habitat. On 

top of that, the leaky reservoir would likely cause radioactive
 
groundwater underneath the Hanford nuclear reservation to reach the 

Columbia River, contaminating t he river a nd th e water su pply for 

downstream communities. The Black Rock proposal should be abandoned 

now. There is no need to spend any additional taxpayer dollars 

studying this risky a nd expensive proposal.
 
Again, thank you for this opportunity to comment on the draft study.
  
 
Sincerely, 

 
Mr. Bradford Axel 

6541 28th Ave NE
  
Seattle, WA 98 115-7142 

 

mailto:storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov
mailto:bradford.axel@stokeslaw.com


 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

From: Judy Brandon <quillgordon@att.net> 

To: <storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov>

Date: Wed, Feb 27, 2008 9:17 PM 

Subject: Please Abandon the Black Rock Dam Proposal 


Feb 27, 2008 


Gerald and Derek Kelso and Mr. Sandison 


Dear Kelso and Mr. Sandison, 


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Yakima River Basin

Water Storage Feasibility Study/Draft Planning Report and

Environmental Impact Statement (draft study).

The joint federal-state portion of the study improperly assumes that

the only way to meet future water needs for people and fish is to

build a new surface storage dam. The joint federal-state alternatives

fail to consider more environmentally and economically viable 


alternatives to new dams, including water conservation and efficiency, 


more robust water markets, aquifer recharge, or a combination thereof. 


The State of Washington, on the other hand, does take a look at these

non-structural water management alternatives. The final draft of the

study should provide a full analysis of these alternatives to new

dams, and they should be considered as joint federal-state

alternatives rather than as state alternatives only. Anything less

will delay and confuse implementation of smarter water management

policies in the Yakima River basin.

One thing is clear from the draft study: the proposed Black Rock dam

should be removed from further consideration. The $6.7 billion 

proposed dam would drain resources from more sensible and efficient

tools to improve water management and fish and wildlife habitat. On

top of that, the leaky reservoir would likely cause radioactive

groundwater underneath the Hanford nuclear reservation to reach the

Columbia River, contaminating the river and the water supply for

downstream communities. The Black Rock proposal should be abandoned

now. There is no need to spend any additional taxpayer dollars

studying this risky and expensive proposal.

Again, thank you for this opportunity to comment on the draft study. 


Sincerely, 


Ms. Judy Brandon

501 23rd Ave S Apt C4

Seattle, WA 98144-2343 


mailto:storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov
mailto:quillgordon@att.net


 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

From: Lynn Brevig <lynninseattle@yahoo.com> 

To: <storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov>

Date: Wed, Feb 27, 2008 5:47 PM 

Subject: Please Abandon the Black Rock Dam Proposal 


Feb 27, 2008 


Gerald and Derek Kelso and Mr. Sandison 


Dear Kelso and Mr. Sandison, 


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Yakima River Basin

Water Storage Feasibility Study/Draft Planning Report and

Environmental Impact Statement (draft study).

The joint federal-state portion of the study improperly assumes that

the only way to meet future water needs for people and fish is to

build a new surface storage dam. The joint federal-state alternatives

fail to consider more environmentally and economically viable 


alternatives to new dams, including water conservation and efficiency, 


more robust water markets, aquifer recharge, or a combination thereof. 


The State of Washington, on the other hand, does take a look at these

non-structural water management alternatives. The final draft of the

study should provide a full analysis of these alternatives to new

dams, and they should be considered as joint federal-state

alternatives rather than as state alternatives only. Anything less

will delay and confuse implementation of smarter water management

policies in the Yakima River basin.

One thing is clear from the draft study: the proposed Black Rock dam

should be removed from further consideration. The $6.7 billion 

proposed dam would drain resources from more sensible and efficient

tools to improve water management and fish and wildlife habitat. On

top of that, the leaky reservoir would likely cause radioactive

groundwater underneath the Hanford nuclear reservation to reach the

Columbia River, contaminating the river and the water supply for

downstream communities. The Black Rock proposal should be abandoned

now. There is no need to spend any additional taxpayer dollars

studying this risky and expensive proposal.

Again, thank you for this opportunity to comment on the draft study. 


Sincerely, 


Ms. Lynn Brevig

5557 38th Ave NE 

Seattle, WA 98105-2203 


mailto:storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov
mailto:lynninseattle@yahoo.com


 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

From: Benjamin Cody <murderbike@ecologyfund.net> 

To: <storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov>

Date: Wed, Feb 27, 2008 11:15 AM

Subject: Please Abandon the Black Rock Dam Proposal 


Feb 27, 2008 


Gerald and Derek Kelso and Mr. Sandison 


Dear Kelso and Mr. Sandison, 


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Yakima River Basin

Water Storage Feasibility Study/Draft Planning Report and

Environmental Impact Statement (draft study).

The joint federal-state portion of the study improperly assumes that

the only way to meet future water needs for people and fish is to

build a new surface storage dam. The joint federal-state alternatives

fail to consider more environmentally and economically viable 


alternatives to new dams, including water conservation and efficiency, 


more robust water markets, aquifer recharge, or a combination thereof. 


The State of Washington, on the other hand, does take a look at these

non-structural water management alternatives. The final draft of the

study should provide a full analysis of these alternatives to new

dams, and they should be considered as joint federal-state

alternatives rather than as state alternatives only. Anything less

will delay and confuse implementation of smarter water management

policies in the Yakima River basin.

One thing is clear from the draft study: the proposed Black Rock dam

should be removed from further consideration. The $6.7 billion 

proposed dam would drain resources from more sensible and efficient

tools to improve water management and fish and wildlife habitat. On

top of that, the leaky reservoir would likely cause radioactive

groundwater underneath the Hanford nuclear reservation to reach the

Columbia River, contaminating the river and the water supply for

downstream communities. The Black Rock proposal should be abandoned

now. There is no need to spend any additional taxpayer dollars

studying this risky and expensive proposal.

Again, thank you for this opportunity to comment on the draft study. 


Sincerely, 


Mr. Benjamin Cody

613 S 298th St 

Federal Way, WA 98003-3630 


mailto:storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov
mailto:murderbike@ecologyfund.net


 

  

   

 
 

 
 

 

 
  

 
     

  
  

 
   

 
 

 

 
   

 
 

 

   
 

  
     

 

  

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

From: kristin costello <kristincostello@yahoo.com>
 
To: <storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov> 

Date: Wed, Feb 27, 2008  6:47 PM 

Subject: Please Abandon the Black Rock Dam Proposal  


Feb 27, 2008 


Gerald and Derek Kelso and Mr. Sandison 


Dear Kelso and Mr. Sandison, 


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Yakima River Basin

Water Storage Feasibility Study/Draft Planning Report and 

Environmental Impact Statement (draft study). 

The joint federal-state portion of the study improperly assumes that

the only way to meet future water needs for people and fish is to 

build a new surface storage dam. The joint federal-state alternatives 

fail to consider more environmentally and economically viable
 

alternatives to new dams, including water conservation and efficiency, 


more robust water markets, aquifer recharge, or a combination thereof. 


The State of Washington, on the other hand, does take a look at these 

non-structural water management alternatives. The final draft of the

study should provide a full analysis of these alternatives to new 

dams, and they should be considered as joint federal-state 

alternatives rather than as state alternatives only. Anything less

will delay and confuse implementation of smarter water management 

policies in the Yakima River basin.

One thing is clear from the draft study: the proposed Black Rock dam

should be removed from further consideration. The $6.7 billion 

proposed dam would drain resources from more sensible and efficient 

tools to improve water management and fish and wildlife habitat. On 

top of that, the leaky reservoir would likely cause radioactive

groundwater underneath the Hanford nuclear reservation to reach the 

Columbia River, contaminating the river and the water supply for 

downstream communities. The Black Rock proposal should be abandoned 

now. There is no need to spend any additional taxpayer dollars 

studying this risky and expensive proposal. 

Again, thank you for this opportunity to comment on the draft study.
 

Sincerely, 


Ms. kristin costello 

7536 31st Ave NE
 
Seattle, WA 98115-4702 


mailto:storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov
mailto:kristincostello@yahoo.com


 

  

 
 

 
 
 

 

 
  

 
     

  
  

 
   

 
 

 

 
   

 
 

 

   
 

  
    

 

  

 
 

 
 

 
 

From:  Eric DeJong <ea_dejong@hotmail.com> 

To: <storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov> 

Date: Wed, Feb 27, 2008 11:15 AM 

Subject: Please Abandon the Black Rock Dam Proposal  


Feb 27, 2008 


Gerald and Derek Kelso and Mr. Sandison 


Dear Kelso and Mr. Sandison, 


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Yakima River Basin

Water Storage Feasibility Study/Draft Planning Report and 

Environmental Impact Statement (draft study). 

The joint federal-state portion of the study improperly assumes that

the only way to meet future water needs for people and fish is to 

build a new surface storage dam. The joint federal-state alternatives 

fail to consider more environmentally and economically viable
 

alternatives to new dams, including water conservation and efficiency, 


more robust water markets, aquifer recharge, or a combination thereof. 


The State of Washington, on the other hand, does take a look at these 

non-structural water management alternatives. The final draft of the

study should provide a full analysis of these alternatives to new 

dams, and they should be considered as joint federal-state 

alternatives rather than as state alternatives only. Anything less

will delay and confuse implementation of smarter water management 

policies in the Yakima River basin.

One thing is clear from the draft study: the proposed Black Rock dam

should be removed from further consideration. The $6.7 billion 

proposed dam would drain resources from more sensible and efficient 

tools to improve water management and fish and wildlife habitat. On 

top of that, the leaky reservoir would likely cause radioactive

groundwater underneath the Hanford nuclear reservation to reach the 

Columbia River, contaminating the river and the water supply for 

downstream communities. The Black Rock proposal should be abandoned 

now. There is no need to spend any additional taxpayer dollars 

studying this risky and expensive proposal. 

Again, thank you for this opportunity to comment on the draft study.
 

Sincerely, 


Mrs. Eric DeJong

2345 N 58th St
 
Seattle, WA 98103-5945 


mailto:storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov
mailto:ea_dejong@hotmail.com


 

  

 From:  Sarah Doherty <sarahd@atmos.washington.edu> 

To: <storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov> 

Date:  Wed, Feb 27, 2008  1:46 PM 

Subject:  Please Abandon the Black Rock Dam Proposal  

 
 
Feb 27, 2008 

 
Gerald and Derek Kelso and Mr. Sandison 

 
Dear   Kelso and Mr. Sandison, 

 
Thank you f or the opportunity to comment o n the Y akima R iver Basin
 
Water Storage Feasibility St udy/Draft Pl anning Report and 

Environmental Impact Statement (d raft st udy). 

The joint federal-state portion of the study improperly assumes that
 
the only way to meet future water n eeds for people and f ish i s to 

build a new surface storage dam. The joint federal-state alternatives 

fail to consider more environmentally and economically viable
  
 
alternatives to new dams, including water conservation and efficiency, 

 
more robust water markets, aquifer recharge, or a combination thereof. 

 
The State o f Washington, on the other ha nd, does take a look at th ese 

non-structural water management alternatives. The final draft of the
 
study should provide a full analysis of these alternatives to n ew 

dams, and they should be considered as joint federal-state 

alternatives rather than as state alternatives only. Anything less
 
will delay and confuse implementation of smarter water management 

policies in th e Yakima River b asin.
 
One thing is clear from the draft study: the proposed Black Rock dam
 
should be removed from further consideration. The $6.7 billion 

proposed dam would dr ain resources from more se nsible and efficient 

tools to improve w ater management a nd fi sh a nd wildlife habitat. On 

top of that, the leaky reservoir would likely cause radioactive
 
groundwater underneath the Hanford nuclear reservation to reach the 

Columbia River, contaminating the r iver and the w ater supply for 

downstream communities. The Black Rock proposal should be abandoned 

now. There is no need to spend any additional taxpayer dollars 

studying this risky and expensive proposal. 

Again, thank you for this opportunity to comment on the draft study.
  
 
Sincerely, 

 
Dr. Sarah D oherty 

7337 Alonzo Ave NW
  
Seattle, WA 9 8117-5325 


mailto:storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov
mailto:sarahd@atmos.washington.edu


 

 From:  Chuck Dolan <chucklesd2@hotmail.com>
  
To: <storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov> 

Date:  Wed, Feb 27, 2008  9:51 PM 

Subject:  Please Abandon the Black Rock Dam Proposal  

 
 
Feb 27, 2008 

 
Gerald and Derek Kelso and Mr. Sandison 

 
Dear   Kelso and Mr. Sandison, 

 
Thank you f or the opportunity to comment o n the Y akima R iver Basin
 
Water Storage Feasibility St udy/Draft Pl anning Report and 

Environmental Impact Statement (d raft st udy). 

The joint federal-state portion of the study improperly assumes that
 
the only way to meet future water n eeds for people and f ish i s to 

build a new surface storage dam. The joint federal-state alternatives 

fail to consider more environmentally and economically viable
  
 
alternatives to new dams, including water conservation and efficiency, 

 
more robust water markets, aquifer recharge, or a combination thereof. 

 
The State o f Washington, on the other ha nd, does take a look at th ese 

non-structural water management alternatives. The final draft of the
 
study should provide a full analysis of these alternatives to n ew 

dams, and they should be considered as joint federal-state 

alternatives rather than as state alternatives only. Anything less
 
will delay and confuse implementation of smarter water management 

policies in th e Yakima River b asin.
 
One thing is clear from the draft study: the proposed Black Rock dam
 
should be removed from further consideration. The $6.7 billion 

proposed dam would dr ain resources from more se nsible and efficient 

tools to improve w ater management a nd fi sh a nd wildlife habitat. On 

top of that, the leaky reservoir would likely cause radioactive
 
groundwater underneath the Hanford nuclear reservation to reach the 

Columbia River, contaminating the r iver and the w ater supply for 

downstream communities. The Black Rock proposal should be abandoned 

now. There is no need to spend any additional taxpayer dollars 

studying this risky and expensive proposal. 

Again, thank you for this opportunity to comment on the draft study.
  
 
Sincerely, 

 
Mr. Chuck D olan 

1220 NE 97th St 
 
Seattle, WA 98 115-2228 


mailto:storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov
mailto:chucklesd2@hotmail.com


 

  

 From:  Jesse Donohue <jessedonohue@yahoo.com> 

To: <storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov> 

Date:  Wed, Feb 27, 2008 10:45 AM 

Subject:  Please Abandon the Black Rock Dam Proposal  

 
 
Feb 27, 2008 

 
Gerald and Derek Kelso and Mr. Sandison 

 
Dear   Kelso and Mr. Sandison, 

 
Thank you f or the opportunity to comment o n the Y akima R iver Basin
 
Water Storage Feasibility St udy/Draft Pl anning Report and 

Environmental Impact Statement (d raft st udy). 

The joint federal-state portion of the study improperly assumes that
 
the only way to meet future water n eeds for people and f ish i s to 

build a new surface storage dam. The joint federal-state alternatives 

fail to consider more environmentally and economically viable
  
 
alternatives to new dams, including water conservation and efficiency, 

 
more robust water markets, aquifer recharge, or a combination thereof. 

 
The State o f Washington, on the other ha nd, does take a look at th ese 

non-structural water management alternatives. The final draft of the
 
study should provide a full analysis of these alternatives to n ew 

dams, and they should be considered as joint federal-state 

alternatives rather than as state alternatives only. Anything less
 
will delay and confuse implementation of smarter water management 

policies in th e Yakima River b asin.
 
One thing is clear from the draft study: the proposed Black Rock dam
 
should be removed from further consideration. The $6.7 billion 

proposed dam would dr ain resources from more se nsible and efficient 

tools to improve w ater management a nd fi sh a nd wildlife habitat. On 

top of that, the leaky reservoir would likely cause radioactive
 
groundwater underneath the Hanford nuclear reservation to reach the 

Columbia River, contaminating the r iver and the w ater supply for 

downstream communities. The Black Rock proposal should be abandoned 

now. There is no need to spend any additional taxpayer dollars 

studying this risky and expensive proposal. 

Again, thank you for this opportunity to comment on the draft study.
  
 
Sincerely, 

 
Mr. Jesse D onohue 

880 W 23rd Ave
  
Eugene, OR 97405-2474
  
 

mailto:storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov
mailto:jessedonohue@yahoo.com


 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

From: Lorna Emerich <lorna@my180.net> 

To: <storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov>

Date: Wed, Feb 27, 2008 7:17 PM 

Subject: Please Abandon the Black Rock Dam Proposal 


Feb 27, 2008 


Gerald and Derek Kelso and Mr. Sandison 


Dear Kelso and Mr. Sandison, 


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Yakima River Basin

Water Storage Feasibility Study/Draft Planning Report and

Environmental Impact Statement (draft study).

We don't need to waste tax dollars on this project. Plus we should 

NOT destroy the land. Instead, we must SERIOUSLY implement growth

management. There is only so much water. The arid west is not meant 

to have so many people--and that's that! 


You should really think about encouraging composting toilets somehow.

I'm really not that radical. Just PRACTICAL!! 

Thanks. PLEASE don't waste tax dollars on this project. 


Sincerely, 


Ms. Lorna Emerich 

7710 E 18th Ave 

` 

Spokane, WA 99212-3045 


mailto:storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov
mailto:lorna@my180.net


 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

From: mauguy eric <eric.mauguy@orange.fr> 

To: <storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov>

Date: Wed, Feb 27, 2008 11:46 AM

Subject: Please Abandon the Black Rock Dam Proposal 


Feb 27, 2008 


Gerald and Derek Kelso and Mr. Sandison 


Dear Kelso and Mr. Sandison, 


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Yakima River Basin

Water Storage Feasibility Study/Draft Planning Report and

Environmental Impact Statement (draft study).

The joint federal-state portion of the study improperly assumes that

the only way to meet future water needs for people and fish is to

build a new surface storage dam. The joint federal-state alternatives

fail to consider more environmentally and economically viable 


alternatives to new dams, including water conservation and efficiency, 


more robust water markets, aquifer recharge, or a combination thereof. 


The State of Washington, on the other hand, does take a look at these

non-structural water management alternatives. The final draft of the

study should provide a full analysis of these alternatives to new

dams, and they should be considered as joint federal-state

alternatives rather than as state alternatives only. Anything less

will delay and confuse implementation of smarter water management

policies in the Yakima River basin.

One thing is clear from the draft study: the proposed Black Rock dam

should be removed from further consideration. The $6.7 billion 

proposed dam would drain resources from more sensible and efficient

tools to improve water management and fish and wildlife habitat. On

top of that, the leaky reservoir would likely cause radioactive

groundwater underneath the Hanford nuclear reservation to reach the

Columbia River, contaminating the river and the water supply for

downstream communities. The Black Rock proposal should be abandoned

now. There is no need to spend any additional taxpayer dollars

studying this risky and expensive proposal.

Again, thank you for this opportunity to comment on the draft study. 


Sincerely, 


Mr. mauguy eric

475 rue wilson 

tourlaville, ID 50110 


mailto:storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov
mailto:eric.mauguy@orange.fr


 

  

   

 
 

 
 

 

 
  

 
     

  
  

 
   

 
 

 

 
   

 
 

 

   
 

  
    

 

  

 
 

 

 
 

From: Loreli Fister <loreli.fister@hp.com>
 
To: <storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov> 

Date: Wed, Feb 27, 2008 12:16 PM 

Subject: Please Abandon the Black Rock Dam Proposal  


Feb 27, 2008 


Gerald and Derek Kelso and Mr. Sandison 


Dear Kelso and Mr. Sandison, 


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Yakima River Basin

Water Storage Feasibility Study/Draft Planning Report and 

Environmental Impact Statement (draft study). 

The joint federal-state portion of the study improperly assumes that

the only way to meet future water needs for people and fish is to 

build a new surface storage dam. The joint federal-state alternatives 

fail to consider more environmentally and economically viable
 

alternatives to new dams, including water conservation and efficiency, 


more robust water markets, aquifer recharge, or a combination thereof. 


The State of Washington, on the other hand, does take a look at these 

non-structural water management alternatives. The final draft of the

study should provide a full analysis of these alternatives to new 

dams, and they should be considered as joint federal-state 

alternatives rather than as state alternatives only. Anything less

will delay and confuse implementation of smarter water management 

policies in the Yakima River basin.

One thing is clear from the draft study: the proposed Black Rock dam

should be removed from further consideration. The $6.7 billion 

proposed dam would drain resources from more sensible and efficient 

tools to improve water management and fish and wildlife habitat. On 

top of that, the leaky reservoir would likely cause radioactive

groundwater underneath the Hanford nuclear reservation to reach the 

Columbia River, contaminating the river and the water supply for 

downstream communities. The Black Rock proposal should be abandoned 

now. There is no need to spend any additional taxpayer dollars 

studying this risky and expensive proposal. 

Again, thank you for this opportunity to comment on the draft study.
 

Sincerely, 


Dr. Loreli Fister 

2026 NW Lance Way 

Corvallis, OR 97330-2211 


mailto:storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov
mailto:loreli.fister@hp.com


 

  

  

 
 

 
 

 

 
  

 
     

  
  

 
   

 
 

 

 
   

 
 

 

   
 

  
    

 

  

 
 

 

From:  Katy Flanagan <kt@mountainvisions.com> 

To: <storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov> 

Date: Wed, Feb 27, 2008 10:45 AM 

Subject: Please Abandon the Black Rock Dam Proposal  


Feb 27, 2008 


Gerald and Derek Kelso and Mr. Sandison 


Dear Kelso and Mr. Sandison, 


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Yakima River Basin

Water Storage Feasibility Study/Draft Planning Report and 

Environmental Impact Statement (draft study). 

The joint federal-state portion of the study improperly assumes that

the only way to meet future water needs for people and fish is to 

build a new surface storage dam. The joint federal-state alternatives 

fail to consider more environmentally and economically viable
 

alternatives to new dams, including water conservation and efficiency, 


more robust water markets, aquifer recharge, or a combination thereof. 


The State of Washington, on the other hand, does take a look at these 

non-structural water management alternatives. The final draft of the

study should provide a full analysis of these alternatives to new 

dams, and they should be considered as joint federal-state 

alternatives rather than as state alternatives only. Anything less

will delay and confuse implementation of smarter water management 

policies in the Yakima River basin.

One thing is clear from the draft study: the proposed Black Rock dam

should be removed from further consideration. The $6.7 billion 

proposed dam would drain resources from more sensible and efficient 

tools to improve water management and fish and wildlife habitat. On 

top of that, the leaky reservoir would likely cause radioactive

groundwater underneath the Hanford nuclear reservation to reach the 

Columbia River, contaminating the river and the water supply for 

downstream communities. The Black Rock proposal should be abandoned 

now. There is no need to spend any additional taxpayer dollars 

studying this risky and expensive proposal. 

Again, thank you for this opportunity to comment on the draft study.
 

Sincerely, 


Ms. Katy Flanagan 

2001 Canal St 

Boise, ID 83705-4822 


mailto:storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov
mailto:kt@mountainvisions.com


 

  

   

 
 

 
 

 

 
  

 
     

  
  

 
   

 
 

 

 
   

 
 

 

   
 

  
    

 

  

 
 

 

 
 

From:  bert fox <bmfkrk@yahoo.com>
 
To: <storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov> 

Date: Wed, Feb 27, 2008  7:47 PM 

Subject: Please Abandon the Black Rock Dam Proposal  


Feb 27, 2008 


Gerald and Derek Kelso and Mr. Sandison 


Dear Kelso and Mr. Sandison, 


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Yakima River Basin

Water Storage Feasibility Study/Draft Planning Report and 

Environmental Impact Statement (draft study). 

The joint federal-state portion of the study improperly assumes that

the only way to meet future water needs for people and fish is to 

build a new surface storage dam. The joint federal-state alternatives 

fail to consider more environmentally and economically viable
 

alternatives to new dams, including water conservation and efficiency, 


more robust water markets, aquifer recharge, or a combination thereof. 


The State of Washington, on the other hand, does take a look at these 

non-structural water management alternatives. The final draft of the

study should provide a full analysis of these alternatives to new 

dams, and they should be considered as joint federal-state 

alternatives rather than as state alternatives only. Anything less

will delay and confuse implementation of smarter water management 

policies in the Yakima River basin.

One thing is clear from the draft study: the proposed Black Rock dam

should be removed from further consideration. The $6.7 billion 

proposed dam would drain resources from more sensible and efficient 

tools to improve water management and fish and wildlife habitat. On 

top of that, the leaky reservoir would likely cause radioactive

groundwater underneath the Hanford nuclear reservation to reach the 

Columbia River, contaminating the river and the water supply for 

downstream communities. The Black Rock proposal should be abandoned 

now. There is no need to spend any additional taxpayer dollars 

studying this risky and expensive proposal. 

Again, thank you for this opportunity to comment on the draft study.
 

Sincerely, 


Mr. bert fox 

2337 NE 39th Ave 

Portland, OR 97212-5414
 

mailto:storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov
mailto:bmfkrk@yahoo.com


 

  

   

 
 

 
 

 

 
  

 
     

  
  

 
   

 
 

 

 
   

 
 

 

   
 

  
    

 

  

 
 

 
  

 
 

From: Ginny and Bob Freeman <freemanr@darkwing.uoregon.edu>
 
To: <storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov> 

Date: Wed, Feb 27, 2008  8:51 PM 

Subject: Please Abandon the Black Rock Dam Proposal  


Feb 27, 2008 


Gerald and Derek Kelso and Mr. Sandison 


Dear Kelso and Mr. Sandison, 


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Yakima River Basin

Water Storage Feasibility Study/Draft Planning Report and 

Environmental Impact Statement (draft study). 

The joint federal-state portion of the study improperly assumes that

the only way to meet future water needs for people and fish is to 

build a new surface storage dam. The joint federal-state alternatives 

fail to consider more environmentally and economically viable
 

alternatives to new dams, including water conservation and efficiency, 


more robust water markets, aquifer recharge, or a combination thereof. 


The State of Washington, on the other hand, does take a look at these 

non-structural water management alternatives. The final draft of the

study should provide a full analysis of these alternatives to new 

dams, and they should be considered as joint federal-state 

alternatives rather than as state alternatives only. Anything less

will delay and confuse implementation of smarter water management 

policies in the Yakima River basin.

One thing is clear from the draft study: the proposed Black Rock dam

should be removed from further consideration. The $6.7 billion 

proposed dam would drain resources from more sensible and efficient 

tools to improve water management and fish and wildlife habitat. On 

top of that, the leaky reservoir would likely cause radioactive

groundwater underneath the Hanford nuclear reservation to reach the 

Columbia River, contaminating the river and the water supply for 

downstream communities. The Black Rock proposal should be abandoned 

now. There is no need to spend any additional taxpayer dollars 

studying this risky and expensive proposal. 

Again, thank you for this opportunity to comment on the draft study.
 

Sincerely, 


Mr. Ginny and Bob Freeman

2650 Portland St
 
Eugene, OR 97405-3129
 

mailto:storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov
mailto:freemanr@darkwing.uoregon.edu


 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

From: Catherine Frischmann <cathyberry13@hotmail.com> 

To: <storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov>

Date: Wed, Feb 27, 2008 7:47 PM 

Subject: Please Abandon the Black Rock Dam Proposal 


Feb 27, 2008 


Gerald and Derek Kelso and Mr. Sandison 


Dear Kelso and Mr. Sandison, 


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Yakima River Basin

Water Storage Feasibility Study/Draft Planning Report and

Environmental Impact Statement (draft study).

The joint federal-state portion of the study improperly assumes that

the only way to meet future water needs for people and fish is to

build a new surface storage dam. The joint federal-state alternatives

fail to consider more environmentally and economically viable 


alternatives to new dams, including water conservation and efficiency, 


more robust water markets, aquifer recharge, or a combination thereof. 


The State of Washington, on the other hand, does take a look at these

non-structural water management alternatives. The final draft of the

study should provide a full analysis of these alternatives to new

dams, and they should be considered as joint federal-state

alternatives rather than as state alternatives only. Anything less

will delay and confuse implementation of smarter water management

policies in the Yakima River basin.

One thing is clear from the draft study: the proposed Black Rock dam

should be removed from further consideration. The $6.7 billion 

proposed dam would drain resources from more sensible and efficient

tools to improve water management and fish and wildlife habitat. On

top of that, the leaky reservoir would likely cause radioactive

groundwater underneath the Hanford nuclear reservation to reach the

Columbia River, contaminating the river and the water supply for

downstream communities. The Black Rock proposal should be abandoned

now. There is no need to spend any additional taxpayer dollars

studying this risky and expensive proposal.

Again, thank you for this opportunity to comment on the draft study. 


Sincerely, 


Mrs. Catherine Frischmann 

9576 Snowberry Cir

Pocatello, ID 83204-7280 


mailto:storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov
mailto:cathyberry13@hotmail.com


 

  

  

 
 

 
 

 

 
  

 
     

  
  

 
   

 
 

 

 
   

 
 

 

   
 

  
     

 

  

 
 

 

 
 

From:  Donn Fry <dianestielstra@msn.com> 

To: <storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov> 

Date: Wed, Feb 27, 2008 12:16 PM 

Subject: Please Abandon the Black Rock Dam Proposal  


Feb 27, 2008 


Gerald and Derek Kelso and Mr. Sandison 


Dear Kelso and Mr. Sandison, 


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Yakima River Basin

Water Storage Feasibility Study/Draft Planning Report and 

Environmental Impact Statement (draft study). 

The joint federal-state portion of the study improperly assumes that

the only way to meet future water needs for people and fish is to 

build a new surface storage dam. The joint federal-state alternatives 

fail to consider more environmentally and economically viable
 

alternatives to new dams, including water conservation and efficiency, 


more robust water markets, aquifer recharge, or a combination thereof. 


The State of Washington, on the other hand, does take a look at these 

non-structural water management alternatives. The final draft of the

study should provide a full analysis of these alternatives to new 

dams, and they should be considered as joint federal-state 

alternatives rather than as state alternatives only. Anything less

will delay and confuse implementation of smarter water management 

policies in the Yakima River basin.

One thing is clear from the draft study: the proposed Black Rock dam

should be removed from further consideration. The $6.7 billion 

proposed dam would drain resources from more sensible and efficient 

tools to improve water management and fish and wildlife habitat. On 

top of that, the leaky reservoir would likely cause radioactive

groundwater underneath the Hanford nuclear reservation to reach the 

Columbia River, contaminating the river and the water supply for 

downstream communities. The Black Rock proposal should be abandoned 

now. There is no need to spend any additional taxpayer dollars 

studying this risky and expensive proposal. 

Again, thank you for this opportunity to comment on the draft study.
 

Sincerely, 


Mr. Donn Fry 

917 3rd Ave W 

Seattle, WA 98119-3725 


mailto:storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov
mailto:dianestielstra@msn.com


 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

From: Marc George <marcg@emeraldcg.com> 

To: <storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov>

Date: Wed, Feb 27, 2008 11:46 AM

Subject: Please Abandon the Black Rock Dam Proposal 


Feb 27, 2008 


Gerald and Derek Kelso and Mr. Sandison 


Dear Kelso and Mr. Sandison, 


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Yakima River Basin

Water Storage Feasibility Study/Draft Planning Report and

Environmental Impact Statement (draft study).

The joint federal-state portion of the study improperly assumes that

the only way to meet future water needs for people and fish is to

build a new surface storage dam. The joint federal-state alternatives

fail to consider more environmentally and economically viable 


alternatives to new dams, including water conservation and efficiency, 


more robust water markets, aquifer recharge, or a combination thereof. 


The State of Washington, on the other hand, does take a look at these

non-structural water management alternatives. The final draft of the

study should provide a full analysis of these alternatives to new

dams, and they should be considered as joint federal-state

alternatives rather than as state alternatives only. Anything less

will delay and confuse implementation of smarter water management

policies in the Yakima River basin.

One thing is clear from the draft study: the proposed Black Rock dam

should be removed from further consideration. The $6.7 billion 

proposed dam would drain resources from more sensible and efficient

tools to improve water management and fish and wildlife habitat. On

top of that, the leaky reservoir would likely cause radioactive

groundwater underneath the Hanford nuclear reservation to reach the

Columbia River, contaminating the river and the water supply for

downstream communities. The Black Rock proposal should be abandoned

now. There is no need to spend any additional taxpayer dollars

studying this risky and expensive proposal.

Again, thank you for this opportunity to comment on the draft study. 


Sincerely, 


Mr. Marc George

300 NW 113th Pl 

Seattle, WA 98177-4756 


mailto:storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov
mailto:marcg@emeraldcg.com


 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

From: mike gibson <buck@harborside.com> 

To: <storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov>

Date: Wed, Feb 27, 2008 1:46 PM 

Subject: Please Abandon the Black Rock Dam Proposal 


Feb 27, 2008 


Gerald and Derek Kelso and Mr. Sandison 


Dear Kelso and Mr. Sandison, 


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Yakima River Basin

Water Storage Feasibility Study/Draft Planning Report and

Environmental Impact Statement (draft study).

The joint federal-state portion of the study improperly assumes that

the only way to meet future water needs for people and fish is to

build a new surface storage dam. The joint federal-state alternatives

fail to consider more environmentally and economically viable 


alternatives to new dams, including water conservation and efficiency, 


more robust water markets, aquifer recharge, or a combination thereof. 


The State of Washington, on the other hand, does take a look at these

non-structural water management alternatives. The final draft of the

study should provide a full analysis of these alternatives to new

dams, and they should be considered as joint federal-state

alternatives rather than as state alternatives only. Anything less

will delay and confuse implementation of smarter water management

policies in the Yakima River basin.

One thing is clear from the draft study: the proposed Black Rock dam

should be removed from further consideration. The $6.7 billion 

proposed dam would drain resources from more sensible and efficient

tools to improve water management and fish and wildlife habitat. On

top of that, the leaky reservoir would likely cause radioactive

groundwater underneath the Hanford nuclear reservation to reach the

Columbia River, contaminating the river and the water supply for

downstream communities. The Black Rock proposal should be abandoned

now. There is no need to spend any additional taxpayer dollars

studying this risky and expensive proposal.

Again, thank you for this opportunity to comment on the draft study. 


Sincerely, 


Mr. mike gibson

93691 Orca Ln 

North Bend, OR 97459-8603 


mailto:storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov
mailto:buck@harborside.com


 

  

  

 
 

 
 

 

 
  

 
     

  
  

 
   

 
 

 

 
   

 
 

 

   
 

  
    

 

  

 
 

 
 

 
 

From:  Ken Goldberg <nwpce@jps.net> 

To: <storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov> 

Date: Wed, Feb 27, 2008  1:16 PM 

Subject: Please Abandon the Black Rock Dam Proposal  


Feb 27, 2008 


Gerald and Derek Kelso and Mr. Sandison 


Dear Kelso and Mr. Sandison, 


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Yakima River Basin

Water Storage Feasibility Study/Draft Planning Report and 

Environmental Impact Statement (draft study). 

The joint federal-state portion of the study improperly assumes that

the only way to meet future water needs for people and fish is to 

build a new surface storage dam. The joint federal-state alternatives 

fail to consider more environmentally and economically viable
 

alternatives to new dams, including water conservation and efficiency, 


more robust water markets, aquifer recharge, or a combination thereof. 


The State of Washington, on the other hand, does take a look at these 

non-structural water management alternatives. The final draft of the

study should provide a full analysis of these alternatives to new 

dams, and they should be considered as joint federal-state 

alternatives rather than as state alternatives only. Anything less

will delay and confuse implementation of smarter water management 

policies in the Yakima River basin.

One thing is clear from the draft study: the proposed Black Rock dam

should be removed from further consideration. The $6.7 billion 

proposed dam would drain resources from more sensible and efficient 

tools to improve water management and fish and wildlife habitat. On 

top of that, the leaky reservoir would likely cause radioactive

groundwater underneath the Hanford nuclear reservation to reach the 

Columbia River, contaminating the river and the water supply for 

downstream communities. The Black Rock proposal should be abandoned 

now. There is no need to spend any additional taxpayer dollars 

studying this risky and expensive proposal. 

Again, thank you for this opportunity to comment on the draft study.
 

Sincerely, 


Dr. Ken Goldberg

430 NW Skyline Crest Rd

Portland, OR 97229-6827
 

mailto:storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov
mailto:nwpce@jps.net


 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

From: John Grant <johnegrant3@yahoo.com> 

To: <storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov>

Date: Wed, Feb 27, 2008 11:15 AM

Subject: Please Abandon the Black Rock Dam Proposal 


Feb 27, 2008 


Gerald and Derek Kelso and Mr. Sandison 


Dear Kelso and Mr. Sandison, 


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Yakima River Basin

Water Storage Feasibility Study/Draft Planning Report and 


Environmental Impact Statement (draft study). I am an avid user of the

Yakima and Columbia Rivers for fishing, hunting, and boating, among

other recreational activities. 

The joint federal-state portion of the study improperly assumes that

the only way to meet future water needs for people and fish is to

build a new surface storage dam. The joint federal-state alternatives

fail to consider more environmentally and economically viable 


alternatives to new dams, including water conservation and efficiency, 


more robust water markets, aquifer recharge, or a combination thereof. 


The State of Washington, on the other hand, does take a look at these

non-structural water management alternatives. The final draft of the

study should provide a full analysis of these alternatives to new

dams, and they should be considered as joint federal-state

alternatives rather than as state alternatives only. Anything less

will delay and confuse implementation of smarter water management

policies in the Yakima River basin.

One thing is clear from the draft study: the proposed Black Rock dam

should be removed from further consideration. The $6.7 billion 

proposed dam would drain resources from more sensible and efficient

tools to improve water management and fish and wildlife habitat. On

top of that, the leaky reservoir would likely cause radioactive

groundwater underneath the Hanford nuclear reservation to reach the

Columbia River, contaminating the river and the water supply for

downstream communities. The Black Rock proposal should be abandoned

now. There is no need to spend any additional taxpayer dollars

studying this risky and expensive proposal.

Again, thank you for this opportunity to comment on the draft study. 


Sincerely, 


Mr. John Grant 

1933 NW 96th St 

Seattle, WA 98117-2430 


mailto:storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov
mailto:johnegrant3@yahoo.com


 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

From: Steve Green <badkat@fidalgo.net> 

To: <storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov>

Date: Wed, Feb 27, 2008 2:46 PM 

Subject: Please Abandon the Black Rock Dam Proposal 


Feb 27, 2008 


Gerald and Derek Kelso and Mr. Sandison 


Dear Kelso and Mr. Sandison, 


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Yakima River Basin

Water Storage Feasibility Study/Draft Planning Report and

Environmental Impact Statement (draft study).

The joint federal-state portion of the study improperly assumes that

the only way to meet future water needs for people and fish is to

build a new surface storage dam. The joint federal-state alternatives

fail to consider more environmentally and economically viable 


alternatives to new dams, including water conservation and efficiency, 


more robust water markets, aquifer recharge, or a combination thereof. 


The State of Washington, on the other hand, does take a look at these

non-structural water management alternatives. The final draft of the

study should provide a full analysis of these alternatives to new

dams, and they should be considered as joint federal-state

alternatives rather than as state alternatives only. Anything less

will delay and confuse implementation of smarter water management

policies in the Yakima River basin.

One thing is clear from the draft study: the proposed Black Rock dam

should be removed from further consideration. The $6.7 billion 

proposed dam would drain resources from more sensible and efficient

tools to improve water management and fish and wildlife habitat. On

top of that, the leaky reservoir would likely cause radioactive

groundwater underneath the Hanford nuclear reservation to reach the

Columbia River, contaminating the river and the water supply for

downstream communities. The Black Rock proposal should be abandoned

now. There is no need to spend any additional taxpayer dollars

studying this risky and expensive proposal.

Again, thank you for this opportunity to comment on the draft study. 


Sincerely, 


Mr. Steve Green 

1515 E Kincaid St 

Mount Vernon, WA 98274-4534 


mailto:storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov
mailto:badkat@fidalgo.net


 
 

  
 

  
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
  

 
 

 
 

 

   

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

From: Solo Greene <solog@nezperce.org> 

To: <storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov>
 
Date: Wed, Feb 27, 2008 10:45 AM
 
Subject: Please Abandon the Black Rock Dam Proposal  


Feb 27, 2008 


Gerald and Derek Kelso and Mr. Sandison 


Dear  Kelso and Mr. Sandison,
 

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Yakima River Basin 

Water Storage Feasibility Study/Draft Planning Report and 

Environmental Impact Statement (draft study). 

The joint federal-state portion of the study improperly assumes that 

the only way to meet future water needs for people and fish is to 

build a new surface storage dam. The joint federal-state alternatives 

fail to consider more environmentally and economically viable 


alternatives to new dams, including water conservation and efficiency,
 

more robust water markets, aquifer recharge, or a combination thereof.
 

The State of Washington, on the other hand, does take a look at these 

non-structural water management alternatives. The final draft of the 

study should provide a full analysis of these alternatives to new 

dams, and they should be considered as joint federal-state 

alternatives rather than as state alternatives only. Anything less 

will delay and confuse implementation of smarter water management 

policies in the Yakima River basin. 

One thing is clear from the draft study: the proposed Black Rock dam 

should be removed from further consideration. The $6.7 billion 

proposed dam would drain resources from more sensible and efficient

tools to improve water management and fish and wildlife habitat. On

top of that, the leaky reservoir would likely cause radioactive

groundwater underneath the Hanford nuclear reservation to reach the

Columbia River, contaminating the river and the water supply for 

downstream communities. The Black Rock proposal should be abandoned

now. There is no need to spend any additional taxpayer dollars 

studying this risky and expensive proposal. 

Again, thank you for this opportunity to comment on the draft study. 


Sincerely,
 

Mr. Solo Greene 

PO Box 57 

Lapwai, ID 83540-0057
 

mailto:storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov
mailto:solog@nezperce.org


 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

From: Orion Gudgell <ogudgell@hotmail.com> 

To: <storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov>

Date: Wed, Feb 27, 2008 12:16 PM

Subject: Please Abandon the Black Rock Dam Proposal 


Feb 27, 2008 


Gerald and Derek Kelso and Mr. Sandison 


Dear Kelso and Mr. Sandison, 


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Yakima River Basin

Water Storage Feasibility Study/Draft Planning Report and

Environmental Impact Statement (draft study).

The joint federal-state portion of the study improperly assumes that

the only way to meet future water needs for people and fish is to

build a new surface storage dam. The joint federal-state alternatives

fail to consider more environmentally and economically viable 


alternatives to new dams, including water conservation and efficiency, 


more robust water markets, aquifer recharge, or a combination thereof. 


The State of Washington, on the other hand, does take a look at these

non-structural water management alternatives. The final draft of the

study should provide a full analysis of these alternatives to new

dams, and they should be considered as joint federal-state

alternatives rather than as state alternatives only. Anything less

will delay and confuse implementation of smarter water management

policies in the Yakima River basin.

One thing is clear from the draft study: the proposed Black Rock dam

should be removed from further consideration. The $6.7 billion 

proposed dam would drain resources from more sensible and efficient

tools to improve water management and fish and wildlife habitat. On

top of that, the leaky reservoir would likely cause radioactive

groundwater underneath the Hanford nuclear reservation to reach the

Columbia River, contaminating the river and the water supply for

downstream communities. The Black Rock proposal should be abandoned

now. There is no need to spend any additional taxpayer dollars

studying this risky and expensive proposal.

Again, thank you for this opportunity to comment on the draft study. 


Sincerely, 


Mr. Orion Gudgell

8309 24th Ave NW 

Seattle, WA 98117-4440 


mailto:storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov
mailto:ogudgell@hotmail.com


 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

From: Kyle Haines <kfaeastside@yahoo.com> 

To: <storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov>

Date: Wed, Feb 27, 2008 10:45 AM

Subject: Please Abandon the Black Rock Dam Proposal 


Feb 27, 2008 


Gerald and Derek Kelso and Mr. Sandison 


Dear Kelso and Mr. Sandison, 


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Yakima River Basin

Water Storage Feasibility Study/Draft Planning Report and

Environmental Impact Statement (draft study).

The joint federal-state portion of the study improperly assumes that

the only way to meet future water needs for people and fish is to

build a new surface storage dam. The joint federal-state alternatives

fail to consider more environmentally and economically viable 


alternatives to new dams, including water conservation and efficiency, 


more robust water markets, aquifer recharge, or a combination thereof. 


The State of Washington, on the other hand, does take a look at these

non-structural water management alternatives. The final draft of the

study should provide a full analysis of these alternatives to new

dams, and they should be considered as joint federal-state

alternatives rather than as state alternatives only. Anything less

will delay and confuse implementation of smarter water management

policies in the Yakima River basin.

One thing is clear from the draft study: the proposed Black Rock dam

should be removed from further consideration. The $6.7 billion 

proposed dam would drain resources from more sensible and efficient

tools to improve water management and fish and wildlife habitat. On

top of that, the leaky reservoir would likely cause radioactive

groundwater underneath the Hanford nuclear reservation to reach the

Columbia River, contaminating the river and the water supply for

downstream communities. The Black Rock proposal should be abandoned

now. There is no need to spend any additional taxpayer dollars

studying this risky and expensive proposal.

Again, thank you for this opportunity to comment on the draft study. 


Sincerely, 


Mr. Kyle Haines

1415 Johnson Ave 

Klamath Falls, OR 97601-2552 


mailto:storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov
mailto:kfaeastside@yahoo.com


 

  

   

 
 

 
 

 

 
  

 
     

  
  

 
   

 
 

 

 
   

 
 

 

   
 

  
     

 

  

 
 

 
  

 

From:  Carla Hammar <chammar@alumni.washington.edu>
 
To: <storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov> 

Date: Wed, Feb 27, 2008  6:47 PM 

Subject: Please Abandon the Black Rock Dam Proposal  


Feb 27, 2008 


Gerald and Derek Kelso and Mr. Sandison 


Dear Kelso and Mr. Sandison, 


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Yakima River Basin

Water Storage Feasibility Study/Draft Planning Report and 

Environmental Impact Statement (draft study). 

The joint federal-state portion of the study improperly assumes that

the only way to meet future water needs for people and fish is to 

build a new surface storage dam. The joint federal-state alternatives 

fail to consider more environmentally and economically viable
 

alternatives to new dams, including water conservation and efficiency, 


more robust water markets, aquifer recharge, or a combination thereof. 


The State of Washington, on the other hand, does take a look at these 

non-structural water management alternatives. The final draft of the

study should provide a full analysis of these alternatives to new 

dams, and they should be considered as joint federal-state 

alternatives rather than as state alternatives only. Anything less

will delay and confuse implementation of smarter water management 

policies in the Yakima River basin.

One thing is clear from the draft study: the proposed Black Rock dam

should be removed from further consideration. The $6.7 billion 

proposed dam would drain resources from more sensible and efficient 

tools to improve water management and fish and wildlife habitat. On 

top of that, the leaky reservoir would likely cause radioactive

groundwater underneath the Hanford nuclear reservation to reach the 

Columbia River, contaminating the river and the water supply for 

downstream communities. The Black Rock proposal should be abandoned 

now. There is no need to spend any additional taxpayer dollars 

studying this risky and expensive proposal. 

Again, thank you for this opportunity to comment on the draft study.
 

Sincerely, 


Ms. Carla Hammar
 
6721 6th Ave NW 

Seattle, WA 98117-5018 


mailto:storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov
mailto:chammar@alumni.washington.edu


 

  

 
 

 
 
 

 

 
  

 
     

  
  

 
   

 
 

 

 
   

 
 

 

   
 

  
    

 

  

 
 

 

 
 

From:  Jens Hansen <budhansen@mac.com> 

To: <storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov> 

Date: Wed, Feb 27, 2008 11:15 AM 

Subject: Please Abandon the Black Rock Dam Proposal  


Feb 27, 2008 


Gerald and Derek Kelso and Mr. Sandison 


Dear Kelso and Mr. Sandison, 


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Yakima River Basin

Water Storage Feasibility Study/Draft Planning Report and 

Environmental Impact Statement (draft study). 

The joint federal-state portion of the study improperly assumes that

the only way to meet future water needs for people and fish is to 

build a new surface storage dam. The joint federal-state alternatives 

fail to consider more environmentally and economically viable
 

alternatives to new dams, including water conservation and efficiency, 


more robust water markets, aquifer recharge, or a combination thereof. 


The State of Washington, on the other hand, does take a look at these 

non-structural water management alternatives. The final draft of the

study should provide a full analysis of these alternatives to new 

dams, and they should be considered as joint federal-state 

alternatives rather than as state alternatives only. Anything less

will delay and confuse implementation of smarter water management 

policies in the Yakima River basin.

One thing is clear from the draft study: the proposed Black Rock dam

should be removed from further consideration. The $6.7 billion 

proposed dam would drain resources from more sensible and efficient 

tools to improve water management and fish and wildlife habitat. On 

top of that, the leaky reservoir would likely cause radioactive

groundwater underneath the Hanford nuclear reservation to reach the 

Columbia River, contaminating the river and the water supply for 

downstream communities. The Black Rock proposal should be abandoned 

now. There is no need to spend any additional taxpayer dollars 

studying this risky and expensive proposal. 

Again, thank you for this opportunity to comment on the draft study.
 

Sincerely, 


Mr. Jens Hansen 

3917 N Bryce Canyon Pl 

Meridian, ID 83646-4973
 

mailto:storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov
mailto:budhansen@mac.com


 

  

  

 
 

 
 

 

 
  

 
     

  
  

 
   

 
 

 

 
   

 
 

 

   
 

  
    

 

  

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

From:  Johnnie Hawkins <mackhawk@wavecable.com> 

To: <storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov> 

Date: Wed, Feb 27, 2008  9:51 PM 

Subject: Please Abandon the Black Rock Dam Proposal  


Feb 27, 2008 


Gerald and Derek Kelso and Mr. Sandison 


Dear Kelso and Mr. Sandison, 


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Yakima River Basin

Water Storage Feasibility Study/Draft Planning Report and 

Environmental Impact Statement (draft study). 

The joint federal-state portion of the study improperly assumes that

the only way to meet future water needs for people and fish is to 

build a new surface storage dam. The joint federal-state alternatives 

fail to consider more environmentally and economically viable
 

alternatives to new dams, including water conservation and efficiency, 


more robust water markets, aquifer recharge, or a combination thereof. 


The State of Washington, on the other hand, does take a look at these 

non-structural water management alternatives. The final draft of the

study should provide a full analysis of these alternatives to new 

dams, and they should be considered as joint federal-state 

alternatives rather than as state alternatives only. Anything less

will delay and confuse implementation of smarter water management 

policies in the Yakima River basin.

One thing is clear from the draft study: the proposed Black Rock dam

should be removed from further consideration. The $6.7 billion 

proposed dam would drain resources from more sensible and efficient 

tools to improve water management and fish and wildlife habitat. On 

top of that, the leaky reservoir would likely cause radioactive

groundwater underneath the Hanford nuclear reservation to reach the 

Columbia River, contaminating the river and the water supply for 

downstream communities. The Black Rock proposal should be abandoned 

now. There is no need to spend any additional taxpayer dollars 

studying this risky and expensive proposal. 

Again, thank you for this opportunity to comment on the draft study.
 

Sincerely, 


Mr. Johnnie Hawkins 

3945 Country Ln NW

Bremerton, WA 98312-1635 


mailto:storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov
mailto:mackhawk@wavecable.com


 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

From: Daniel Hawley <sweepboat@cox.net> 

To: <storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov>

Date: Wed, Feb 27, 2008 11:46 AM

Subject: Black Rock Dam 


Feb 27, 2008 


Gerald and Derek Kelso and Mr. Sandison 


Dear Kelso and Mr. Sandison, 


I wish to comment on the Yakima River Basin Water Storage Feasibility

Study/Draft Planning Report and Environmental Impact Statement.

The statement fails to consider that there are more environmentally

and economically viable alternatives to new dams. Water conservation

and efficiency should be considered. 


The draft study makes clear that the proposed Black Rock dam should be

abandoned. It is overly expensive, economically inviable, and a

potential environmental disaster. 


Sincerely, 


Mr. Daniel Hawley

PO Box 49 

Ketchum, ID 83340-0049 


mailto:storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov
mailto:sweepboat@cox.net


 

  

  

 
 

 
 

 

 
  

 
     

  
  

 
   

 
 

 

 
   

 
 

 

   
 

  
    

 

  

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

From: Jenny Hayes <action@blemby.com> 

To: <storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov> 

Date: Wed, Feb 27, 2008  3:46 PM 

Subject: Please Abandon the Black Rock Dam Proposal  


Feb 27, 2008 


Gerald and Derek Kelso and Mr. Sandison 


Dear Kelso and Mr. Sandison, 


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Yakima River Basin

Water Storage Feasibility Study/Draft Planning Report and 

Environmental Impact Statement (draft study). 

The joint federal-state portion of the study improperly assumes that

the only way to meet future water needs for people and fish is to 

build a new surface storage dam. The joint federal-state alternatives 

fail to consider more environmentally and economically viable
 

alternatives to new dams, including water conservation and efficiency, 


more robust water markets, aquifer recharge, or a combination thereof. 


The State of Washington, on the other hand, does take a look at these 

non-structural water management alternatives. The final draft of the

study should provide a full analysis of these alternatives to new 

dams, and they should be considered as joint federal-state 

alternatives rather than as state alternatives only. Anything less

will delay and confuse implementation of smarter water management 

policies in the Yakima River basin.

One thing is clear from the draft study: the proposed Black Rock dam

should be removed from further consideration. The $6.7 billion 

proposed dam would drain resources from more sensible and efficient 

tools to improve water management and fish and wildlife habitat. On 

top of that, the leaky reservoir would likely cause radioactive

groundwater underneath the Hanford nuclear reservation to reach the 

Columbia River, contaminating the river and the water supply for 

downstream communities. The Black Rock proposal should be abandoned 

now. There is no need to spend any additional taxpayer dollars 

studying this risky and expensive proposal. 

Again, thank you for this opportunity to comment on the draft study.
 

Sincerely, 


Ms. Jenny Hayes 

7038 26th Ave NW
 
Seattle, WA 98117-5850 


mailto:storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov
mailto:action@blemby.com


 

  

   

 
 

 
 

 

 
  

 
     

  
  

 
   

 
 

 

 
   

 
 

 

   
 

  
    

 

  

 
 

 

 
 

From: Judy Heumann <jheumann@teleport.com>
 
To: <storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov> 

Date: Wed, Feb 27, 2008 10:45 AM 

Subject: Please Abandon the Black Rock Dam Proposal  


Feb 27, 2008 


Gerald and Derek Kelso and Mr. Sandison 


Dear Kelso and Mr. Sandison, 


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Yakima River Basin

Water Storage Feasibility Study/Draft Planning Report and 

Environmental Impact Statement (draft study). 

The joint federal-state portion of the study improperly assumes that

the only way to meet future water needs for people and fish is to 

build a new surface storage dam. The joint federal-state alternatives 

fail to consider more environmentally and economically viable
 

alternatives to new dams, including water conservation and efficiency, 


more robust water markets, aquifer recharge, or a combination thereof. 


The State of Washington, on the other hand, does take a look at these 

non-structural water management alternatives. The final draft of the

study should provide a full analysis of these alternatives to new 

dams, and they should be considered as joint federal-state 

alternatives rather than as state alternatives only. Anything less

will delay and confuse implementation of smarter water management 

policies in the Yakima River basin.

One thing is clear from the draft study: the proposed Black Rock dam

should be removed from further consideration. The $6.7 billion 

proposed dam would drain resources from more sensible and efficient 

tools to improve water management and fish and wildlife habitat. On 

top of that, the leaky reservoir would likely cause radioactive

groundwater underneath the Hanford nuclear reservation to reach the 

Columbia River, contaminating the river and the water supply for 

downstream communities. The Black Rock proposal should be abandoned 

now. There is no need to spend any additional taxpayer dollars 

studying this risky and expensive proposal. 

Again, thank you for this opportunity to comment on the draft study.
 

Sincerely, 


Mrs. Judy Heumann 

2402 NE 26th Ave 

Portland, OR 97212-4844
 

mailto:storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov
mailto:jheumann@teleport.com


 

  

   

 
 

 
 

 

 
  

 
     

  
  

 
   

 
 

 

 
   

 
 

 

   
 

  
    

 

  

 
 

 

 

From:  Harrison HILBERT <harrisonhilbert@hotmail.com>
 
To: <storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov> 

Date: Wed, Feb 27, 2008  5:47 PM 

Subject: Please Abandon the Black Rock Dam Proposal  


Feb 27, 2008 


Gerald and Derek Kelso and Mr. Sandison 


Dear Kelso and Mr. Sandison, 


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Yakima River Basin

Water Storage Feasibility Study/Draft Planning Report and 

Environmental Impact Statement (draft study). 

The joint federal-state portion of the study improperly assumes that

the only way to meet future water needs for people and fish is to 

build a new surface storage dam. The joint federal-state alternatives 

fail to consider more environmentally and economically viable
 

alternatives to new dams, including water conservation and efficiency, 


more robust water markets, aquifer recharge, or a combination thereof. 


The State of Washington, on the other hand, does take a look at these 

non-structural water management alternatives. The final draft of the

study should provide a full analysis of these alternatives to new 

dams, and they should be considered as joint federal-state 

alternatives rather than as state alternatives only. Anything less

will delay and confuse implementation of smarter water management 

policies in the Yakima River basin.

One thing is clear from the draft study: the proposed Black Rock dam

should be removed from further consideration. The $6.7 billion 

proposed dam would drain resources from more sensible and efficient 

tools to improve water management and fish and wildlife habitat. On 

top of that, the leaky reservoir would likely cause radioactive

groundwater underneath the Hanford nuclear reservation to reach the 

Columbia River, contaminating the river and the water supply for 

downstream communities. The Black Rock proposal should be abandoned 

now. There is no need to spend any additional taxpayer dollars 

studying this risky and expensive proposal. 

Again, thank you for this opportunity to comment on the draft study.
 

Sincerely, 


Mr. Harrison HILBERT 

PO Box 714 

Pocatello, ID 83204-0714 


mailto:storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov
mailto:harrisonhilbert@hotmail.com


 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

From: holy holily holian <holily@care2.com> 

To: <storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov>

Date: Wed, Feb 27, 2008 2:16 PM 

Subject: Please Abandon the Black Rock Dam Proposal 


Feb 27, 2008 


Gerald and Derek Kelso and Mr. Sandison 


Dear Kelso and Mr. Sandison, 


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Yakima River Basin

Water Storage Feasibility Study/Draft Planning Report and

Environmental Impact Statement (draft study).

The joint federal-state portion of the study improperly assumes that

the only way to meet future water needs for people and fish is to

build a new surface storage dam. The joint federal-state alternatives

fail to consider more environmentally and economically viable alternatives to

new dams, including water conservation and efficiency, more robust water

markets, aquifer recharge, or a combination thereof. 


The State of Washington, on the other hand, does take a look at these

non-structural water management alternatives. The final draft of the

study should provide a full analysis of these alternatives to new

dams, and they should be considered as joint federal-state

alternatives rather than as state alternatives only. Anything less

will delay and confuse implementation of smarter water management

policies in the Yakima River basin.

One thing is clear from the draft study: the proposed Black Rock dam

should be removed from further consideration. The $6.7 billion 

proposed dam would drain resources from more sensible and efficient

tools to improve water management and fish and wildlife habitat. On

top of that, the leaky reservoir would likely cause radioactive

groundwater underneath the Hanford nuclear reservation to reach the

Columbia River, contaminating the river and the water supply for

downstream communities. The Black Rock proposal should be abandoned

now. There is no need to spend any additional taxpayer dollars

studying this risky and expensive proposal.

Again, thank you for this opportunity to comment on the draft study.

kind, with all the rain reported happening in state of washington,

some sort of storage seems could be built to store water, like

concrete reservoirs, though in an earthquake area, maybe stainless

steel is needed. whatever, lets look for efficiently into harvesting

water that is able to meet the needs listed here. it seems this is 

being rushed to fast. not a proper environmental impact statement

& report has happened. such as other locations of reservoirs, that

maybe safe windmills for birds, or/& rainwater powered, is able to

pipe water to these needed locations.

Sincerely, 


Mr. holy holily holian

341 E 12th Ave 

Eugene, OR 97401-3212
 

mailto:storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov
mailto:holily@care2.com


 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

From: Laura Huddlestone <blackdubh@mindspring.com> 

To: <storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov>

Date: Wed, Feb 27, 2008 9:17 PM 

Subject: Please Abandon the Black Rock Dam Proposal 


Feb 27, 2008 


Gerald and Derek Kelso and Mr. Sandison 


Dear Kelso and Mr. Sandison, 


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Yakima River Basin

Water Storage Feasibility Study/Draft Planning Report and

Environmental Impact Statement (draft study).

The joint federal-state portion of the study improperly assumes that

the only way to meet future water needs for people and fish is to

build a new surface storage dam. The joint federal-state alternatives

fail to consider more environmentally and economically viable 


alternatives to new dams, including water conservation and efficiency, 


more robust water markets, aquifer recharge, or a combination thereof. 


The State of Washington, on the other hand, does take a look at these

non-structural water management alternatives. The final draft of the

study should provide a full analysis of these alternatives to new

dams, and they should be considered as joint federal-state

alternatives rather than as state alternatives only. Anything less

will delay and confuse implementation of smarter water management

policies in the Yakima River basin.

One thing is clear from the draft study: the proposed Black Rock dam

should be removed from further consideration. The $6.7 billion 

proposed dam would drain resources from more sensible and efficient

tools to improve water management and fish and wildlife habitat. On

top of that, the leaky reservoir would likely cause radioactive

groundwater underneath the Hanford nuclear reservation to reach the

Columbia River, contaminating the river and the water supply for

downstream communities. The Black Rock proposal should be abandoned

now. There is no need to spend any additional taxpayer dollars

studying this risky and expensive proposal.

Again, thank you for this opportunity to comment on the draft study. 


Sincerely, 


Ms. Laura Huddlestone 

5222 18th Ave SW 

Seattle, WA 98106-1549 


mailto:storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov
mailto:blackdubh@mindspring.com


 

  

  

 
 

 
 

 

 
  

 
     

  
  

 
   

 
 

 

 
   

 
 

 

   
 

  
    

 

  

 
 

 
 

 
 

From:  Jason Kapchinske <jkapchinske@hotmail.com> 

To: <storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov> 

Date: Wed, Feb 27, 2008  2:46 PM 

Subject: Please Abandon the Black Rock Dam Proposal  


Feb 27, 2008 


Gerald and Derek Kelso and Mr. Sandison 


Dear Kelso and Mr. Sandison, 


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Yakima River Basin

Water Storage Feasibility Study/Draft Planning Report and 

Environmental Impact Statement (draft study). 

The joint federal-state portion of the study improperly assumes that

the only way to meet future water needs for people and fish is to 

build a new surface storage dam. The joint federal-state alternatives 

fail to consider more environmentally and economically viable
 

alternatives to new dams, including water conservation and efficiency, 


more robust water markets, aquifer recharge, or a combination thereof. 


The State of Washington, on the other hand, does take a look at these 

non-structural water management alternatives. The final draft of the

study should provide a full analysis of these alternatives to new 

dams, and they should be considered as joint federal-state 

alternatives rather than as state alternatives only. Anything less

will delay and confuse implementation of smarter water management 

policies in the Yakima River basin.

One thing is clear from the draft study: the proposed Black Rock dam

should be removed from further consideration. The $6.7 billion 

proposed dam would drain resources from more sensible and efficient 

tools to improve water management and fish and wildlife habitat. On 

top of that, the leaky reservoir would likely cause radioactive

groundwater underneath the Hanford nuclear reservation to reach the 

Columbia River, contaminating the river and the water supply for 

downstream communities. The Black Rock proposal should be abandoned 

now. There is no need to spend any additional taxpayer dollars 

studying this risky and expensive proposal. 

Again, thank you for this opportunity to comment on the draft study.
 

Sincerely, 


Mr. Jason Kapchinske 

1333 Sudden Vly 

Bellingham, WA 98229-4836
 

mailto:storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov
mailto:jkapchinske@hotmail.com


 

  

   

 
 

 
 

 

 
  

 
     

  
  

 
   

 
 

 

 
   

 
 

 

   
 

  
    

 

  

 
 

 
 

From:  Cameron Karsten <cam2yogi@gmail.com>
 
To: <storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov> 

Date: Wed, Feb 27, 2008 10:45 AM 

Subject: Please Abandon the Black Rock Dam Proposal  


Feb 27, 2008 


Gerald and Derek Kelso and Mr. Sandison 


Dear Kelso and Mr. Sandison, 


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Yakima River Basin

Water Storage Feasibility Study/Draft Planning Report and 

Environmental Impact Statement (draft study). 

The joint federal-state portion of the study improperly assumes that

the only way to meet future water needs for people and fish is to 

build a new surface storage dam. The joint federal-state alternatives 

fail to consider more environmentally and economically viable
 

alternatives to new dams, including water conservation and efficiency, 


more robust water markets, aquifer recharge, or a combination thereof. 


The State of Washington, on the other hand, does take a look at these 

non-structural water management alternatives. The final draft of the

study should provide a full analysis of these alternatives to new 

dams, and they should be considered as joint federal-state 

alternatives rather than as state alternatives only. Anything less

will delay and confuse implementation of smarter water management 

policies in the Yakima River basin.

One thing is clear from the draft study: the proposed Black Rock dam

should be removed from further consideration. The $6.7 billion 

proposed dam would drain resources from more sensible and efficient 

tools to improve water management and fish and wildlife habitat. On 

top of that, the leaky reservoir would likely cause radioactive

groundwater underneath the Hanford nuclear reservation to reach the 

Columbia River, contaminating the river and the water supply for 

downstream communities. The Black Rock proposal should be abandoned 

now. There is no need to spend any additional taxpayer dollars 

studying this risky and expensive proposal. 

Again, thank you for this opportunity to comment on the draft study.
 

Sincerely, 


Mr. Cameron Karsten 

3390 Crystal Springs Dr NE 

Bainbridge Island, WA 98110-2039 


mailto:storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov
mailto:cam2yogi@gmail.com


 

  

 
 

 

 

From: <klarichcj@charter.net>
To: <storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov>
Date: Mon, Mar 24, 2008 12:41 PM
Subject: Testimony on EIS 

Attention: Mr. David Kaumheimer 

Attached is my response to the Draft Planning
Report/Environmental Impact Statement for the Yakima River Basin
Water Storage Feasibility Study. 

mailto:storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov
mailto:klarichcj@charter.net


 Purpose of and Need for Action 
 The Black Rock Project 

The purpose of the Storage Study funded by Congress and the State of Washington is to 
evaluate plans that would create additional water storage for the Yakima River Basin. 
The need for the Study is based on the finite existing water supply and limited storage 
capability of the Yakima River Basin. 

The Bureau of Reclamation (BOR) stated when they started the Storage Study, ''the 
Federal Government will not pay for the complete Black Rock project". State, local, and 
private funds will have to help pay for the Black Rock project. With that policy in mind 
why did the Storage Study only look at the National Economic Development (NED) 
benefits and draw the conclusion the NED benefits amount to only 16 cents on the dollar. 
The true benefit package should include both State and Local benefits if the Federal 
Government requires local participation in the cost? 

Was the process used to scare the public by saying the project was not cost effective? 
The Economic and Environmental Principles and Guidelines for Water and Related Land 
Resources Implementation Studies (P&G) present four accounts for the evaluation and 
display to compare storage alternatives. These accounts are National Economic 
Development (NED), Regional Economic Development (RED), Environmental Quality 
(EQ) and Other Social Effects (OSE). 

The RED examines how the regional and local economies are affected by the alternatives. 
It measures employment, industry output, construction expenditures, farm income, and 
recreati onal spending and focuses on economic impacts to the local region. 

The EQ evaluated water resources, fish, vegetation, water quality, threatened and 
endangered species, and land use. 

The OSE examines social effects of environmental justice, recreation, and public health. 

The RED, EQ, and OSE were buried in the Storage Study and were not mentioned or 
taken into consideration when the Bureau announced the benefits was only 16 cents on 
the dollar. 

Why did the BOR announce the results of their evaluation only on the National Economic 
Development NED without mentioning the local and regional benefits? The local and 
regional (RED) benefits would exceed the ratio of $1.00 benefit for each $1.00 of cost 
without taking into account the EQ and OSE evaluations. 

Why spend the money on a study and not recommend the only alternative that meets the 
criteria set by Congress??? 



The Storage Study Needs to Consider the Following 

Prior to Calculating the CostlBenent Ratio 


Fi sh 

The Storage Study doe~ not include the value of Salmon Recovery benefit s by the Black Rock 
Project even though hu ndreds of milli ons of dollars are spe nt in the northwest annuall y to restore 
salmon! With additional water and more habitat the Yakima Rive.r will become a "fj sh factory". 
Only with additional water for instream now ean wc rcstore the salmon ru ns. 

Yak.·'Una Nation 

With additional waler, Treaty Ri ghts can be mel. Salmon. as a traditional part of Ihe Yakama's 
culture and subsistence, will be available. The Supplementary Hatchery can be expanded. 'Ibe 
social effects of the Black Rock project are enormous . 

Climate Change 

TIle Storage Study docs not include impacts related to cli mate change. Additio nal storage (Black 
Rock) will be needed to meet the water suppl y demands due to climate change_ With an 
increased wimer runoff due to winter precipitation as rain rather than snow and a decrease in 
snowpack, whi ch historically provides more than 50% of our needed water supply. climate 
change wi ll leave us with drought conditions every few years. 

Agricultu re 

The Storage Study does not include all the benefits related to agri culture! The value is applied 
based upon the years when proratable irri gation di stricts would receive less than 70% of their 
water supply and onl y to net farm income. The losses based upon reduction of agriculture jobs, 
purchases of supplies and C(luipmCnl, manufacturing of nceded supplies for harvesting and 
shipping locally. nationally. and exports were not givcn a val ue to our rcgion or State. 

Recreation 

The SlOrage Study did not include recreation constructi on imp.1cts around a large body of water. 
The v1llue of building-out around the lake, includi ng reSort development was omitted from the 
evaluation even though a recre:ltion study by a consulting firm showed 11large impact. A 
destination resort with all the amenities developed over Ihe next 50 10 100 years will provide a 
huge benefit to the region and the State. 

Energy 

The Storage Study did not include alilhe hydropower benefit s thai can be developed. Power 
generation fro m return flow to the Columbi a Ri ver could generatc needcd powcr to assist in the 
alternate power generation requirements and fulure needs for additi onal power that will occur 
due to climate change. 

Jobs 



 
The Storage Study did not include all the jobs lost thaI occur when there is a drop in L1.rm 
production. Hi gher unemployment occurs. Purchases are reduced and construction jobs are lost. 
Tax revenues are reduced which affect OUI counties, cit ies. and schools ability to provide services 
and a ripple effect occurs in the Yakima Basin's cwnQmy. 



 

  

  

 
 

 
 

 

 
  

 
     

  
  

 
   

 
 

 

 
   

 
 

 

   
 

  
    

 

  

 
 

 

  
 

 

From: Dina Kovarik <lauman@u.washington.edu> 

To: <storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov> 

Date: Wed, Feb 27, 2008  2:46 PM 

Subject: Please Abandon the Black Rock Dam Proposal  


Feb 27, 2008 


Gerald and Derek Kelso and Mr. Sandison 


Dear Kelso and Mr. Sandison, 


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Yakima River Basin

Water Storage Feasibility Study/Draft Planning Report and 

Environmental Impact Statement (draft study). 

The joint federal-state portion of the study improperly assumes that

the only way to meet future water needs for people and fish is to 

build a new surface storage dam. The joint federal-state alternatives 

fail to consider more environmentally and economically viable
 

alternatives to new dams, including water conservation and efficiency, 


more robust water markets, aquifer recharge, or a combination thereof. 


The State of Washington, on the other hand, does take a look at these 

non-structural water management alternatives. The final draft of the

study should provide a full analysis of these alternatives to new 

dams, and they should be considered as joint federal-state 

alternatives rather than as state alternatives only. Anything less

will delay and confuse implementation of smarter water management 

policies in the Yakima River basin.

One thing is clear from the draft study: the proposed Black Rock dam

should be removed from further consideration. The $6.7 billion 

proposed dam would drain resources from more sensible and efficient 

tools to improve water management and fish and wildlife habitat. On 

top of that, the leaky reservoir would likely cause radioactive

groundwater underneath the Hanford nuclear reservation to reach the 

Columbia River, contaminating the river and the water supply for 

downstream communities. The Black Rock proposal should be abandoned 

now. There is no need to spend any additional taxpayer dollars 

studying this risky and expensive proposal. 

Again, thank you for this opportunity to comment on the draft study.
 

Sincerely, 


Mrs. Dina Kovarik 

341 N 102nd St
 
Seattle, WA 98133-9117 


mailto:storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov
mailto:lauman@u.washington.edu


 

  

  

 
 

 
 

 

 
  

 
     

  
  

 
   

 
 

 

 
   

 
 

 

   
 

  
    

 

  

 
 

 
  

 

 

From:  Katie Kubiak <katie12k@hotmail.com> 

To: <storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov> 

Date: Wed, Feb 27, 2008 12:16 PM 

Subject: Please Abandon the Black Rock Dam Proposal  


Feb 27, 2008 


Gerald and Derek Kelso and Mr. Sandison 


Dear Kelso and Mr. Sandison, 


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Yakima River Basin

Water Storage Feasibility Study/Draft Planning Report and 

Environmental Impact Statement (draft study). 

The joint federal-state portion of the study improperly assumes that

the only way to meet future water needs for people and fish is to 

build a new surface storage dam. The joint federal-state alternatives 

fail to consider more environmentally and economically viable
 

alternatives to new dams, including water conservation and efficiency, 


more robust water markets, aquifer recharge, or a combination thereof. 


The State of Washington, on the other hand, does take a look at these 

non-structural water management alternatives. The final draft of the

study should provide a full analysis of these alternatives to new 

dams, and they should be considered as joint federal-state 

alternatives rather than as state alternatives only. Anything less

will delay and confuse implementation of smarter water management 

policies in the Yakima River basin.

One thing is clear from the draft study: the proposed Black Rock dam

should be removed from further consideration. The $6.7 billion 

proposed dam would drain resources from more sensible and efficient 

tools to improve water management and fish and wildlife habitat. On 

top of that, the leaky reservoir would likely cause radioactive

groundwater underneath the Hanford nuclear reservation to reach the 

Columbia River, contaminating the river and the water supply for 

downstream communities. The Black Rock proposal should be abandoned 

now. There is no need to spend any additional taxpayer dollars 

studying this risky and expensive proposal. 

Again, thank you for this opportunity to comment on the draft study.
 

Sincerely, 


Ms. Katie Kubiak
 
7579 NE Bergman Rd

Bainbridge Island, WA 98110-1271 


mailto:storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov
mailto:katie12k@hotmail.com


 

   

 
 

 
 

 

 
  

 
     

  
  

 
   

 
 

 

 
   

 
 

 

   
 

  
    

 

  

 
 

 
 

 

 

From: Dan Larson <dan@aha-writers.com>
 
To: <storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov> 

Date: Wed, Feb 27, 2008  1:16 PM 

Subject: Please Abandon the Black Rock Dam Proposal  


Feb 27, 2008 


Gerald and Derek Kelso and Mr. Sandison 


Dear Kelso and Mr. Sandison, 


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Yakima River Basin

Water Storage Feasibility Study/Draft Planning Report and 

Environmental Impact Statement (draft study). 

The joint federal-state portion of the study improperly assumes that

the only way to meet future water needs for people and fish is to 

build a new surface storage dam. The joint federal-state alternatives 

fail to consider more environmentally and economically viable
 

alternatives to new dams, including water conservation and efficiency, 


more robust water markets, aquifer recharge, or a combination thereof. 


The State of Washington, on the other hand, does take a look at these 

non-structural water management alternatives. The final draft of the

study should provide a full analysis of these alternatives to new 

dams, and they should be considered as joint federal-state 

alternatives rather than as state alternatives only. Anything less

will delay and confuse implementation of smarter water management 

policies in the Yakima River basin.

One thing is clear from the draft study: the proposed Black Rock dam

should be removed from further consideration. The $6.7 billion 

proposed dam would drain resources from more sensible and efficient 

tools to improve water management and fish and wildlife habitat. On 

top of that, the leaky reservoir would likely cause radioactive

groundwater underneath the Hanford nuclear reservation to reach the 

Columbia River, contaminating the river and the water supply for 

downstream communities. The Black Rock proposal should be abandoned 

now. There is no need to spend any additional taxpayer dollars 

studying this risky and expensive proposal. 

Again, thank you for this opportunity to comment on the draft study.
 

Sincerely, 


Mr. Dan Larson
 
911 Main St Ste 300 

Vancouver, WA 98660-3448 


mailto:storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov
mailto:dan@aha-writers.com


 

  

 
 

 
 
 

 

 
  

 
     

  
  

 
  

 
 

 

 
   

 
 

 

   
 

  
    

 

  

 
 

 
 

 
 

From:  Jane Larson <rightfield_99@yahoo.com> 

To: <storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov> 

Date: Wed, Feb 27, 2008  6:47 PM 

Subject: Please Abandon the Black Rock Dam Proposal  


Feb 27, 2008 


Gerald and Derek Kelso and Mr. Sandison 


Dear Kelso and Mr. Sandison, 


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Yakima River Basin

Water Storage Feasibility Study/Draft Planning Report and 

Environmental Impact Statement (draft study). 

The joint federal-state portion of the study improperly assumes that

the only way to meet future water needs for people and fish is to 

build a new surface storage dam. The joint federal-state alternatives 

fail to consider more environmentally and economically viable
 

alternatives to new dams, including water conservation and efficiency, 


more robust water markets, aquifer recharge, or a combination thereof. 


The State of Washington, on the other hand, does take a look at these 

non-structural water management alternatives. The final draft of the

study should provide a full analysis of these alternatives to new 

dams, and they should be considered as joint federal-state 

alternatives rather than as state alternatives only. Anything less

will delay and confuse implementation of smarter water management 

policies in the Yakima River basin.

One thing is clear from the draft study: the proposed Black Rock dam

should be removed from further consideration. The $6.7 billion 

proposed dam would drain resources from more sensible and efficient 

tools to improve water management and fish and wildlife habitat. On 

top of that, the leaky reservoir would likely cause radioactive

groundwater underneath the Hanford nuclear reservation to reach the 

Columbia River, contaminating the river and the water supply for 

downstream communities. The Black Rock proposal should be abandoned 

now. There is no need to spend any additional taxpayer dollars 

studying this risky and expensive proposal. 

Again, thank you for this opportunity to comment on the draft study.
 

Sincerely, 


Mrs. Jane Larson
 
58217 Dawn Hill Dr.S.E.
 
Olympia, WA 98513 


mailto:storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov
mailto:rightfield_99@yahoo.com


 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

From: Rhett Lawrence <rhettlawrence@yahoo.com> 

To: <storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov>

Date: Wed, Feb 27, 2008 10:45 AM

Subject: Black Rock Dam 


Feb 27, 2008 


Gerald and Derek Kelso and Mr. Sandison 


Dear Kelso and Mr. Sandison, 


I am an Oregon resident, but I have a great fondness for Eastern

Washington. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Yakima

River Basin Water Storage Feasibility Study/Draft Planning Report and

Environmental Impact Statement (draft study).

The joint federal-state portion of the study improperly assumes that

the only way to meet future water needs for people and fish is to

build a new surface storage dam. The joint federal-state alternatives

fail to consider more environmentally and economically viable 


alternatives to new dams, including water conservation and efficiency, 


more robust water markets, aquifer recharge, or a combination thereof. 


The State of Washington, on the other hand, does take a look at these

non-structural water management alternatives. The final draft of the

study should provide a full analysis of these alternatives to new

dams, and they should be considered as joint federal-state

alternatives rather than as state alternatives only. Anything less

will delay and confuse implementation of smarter water management

policies in the Yakima River basin.

One thing is clear from the draft study: the proposed Black Rock dam

should be removed from further consideration. The $6.7 billion 

proposed dam would drain resources from more sensible and efficient

tools to improve water management and fish and wildlife habitat. On

top of that, the leaky reservoir would likely cause radioactive

groundwater underneath the Hanford nuclear reservation to reach the

Columbia River, contaminating the river and the water supply for

downstream communities. The Black Rock proposal should be abandoned

now. There is no need to spend any additional taxpayer dollars

studying this risky and expensive proposal.

Again, thank you for this opportunity to comment on the draft study. 


Sincerely, 


Mr. Rhett Lawrence 

6445 N Commercial Ave 

Portland, OR 97217-2024 


mailto:storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov
mailto:rhettlawrence@yahoo.com


 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

From: Michael Levreault <branduff@msn.com> 

To: <storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov>

Date: Wed, Feb 27, 2008 11:46 AM

Subject: Please Abandon the Black Rock Dam Proposal 


Feb 27, 2008 


Gerald and Derek Kelso and Mr. Sandison 


Dear Kelso and Mr. Sandison, 


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Yakima River Basin

Water Storage Feasibility Study/Draft Planning Report and

Environmental Impact Statement (draft study).

The joint federal-state portion of the study improperly assumes that

the only way to meet future water needs for people and fish is to

build a new surface storage dam. The joint federal-state alternatives

fail to consider more environmentally and economically viable 


alternatives to new dams, including water conservation and efficiency, 


more robust water markets, aquifer recharge, or a combination thereof. 


The State of Washington, on the other hand, does take a look at these

non-structural water management alternatives. The final draft of the

study should provide a full analysis of these alternatives to new

dams, and they should be considered as joint federal-state

alternatives rather than as state alternatives only. Anything less

will delay and confuse implementation of smarter water management

policies in the Yakima River basin.

One thing is clear from the draft study: the proposed Black Rock dam

should be removed from further consideration. The $6.7 billion 

proposed dam would drain resources from more sensible and efficient

tools to improve water management and fish and wildlife habitat. On

top of that, the leaky reservoir would likely cause radioactive

groundwater underneath the Hanford nuclear reservation to reach the

Columbia River, contaminating the river and the water supply for

downstream communities. The Black Rock proposal should be abandoned

now. There is no need to spend any additional taxpayer dollars

studying this risky and expensive proposal.

Again, thank you for this opportunity to comment on the draft study. 


Sincerely, 


Mr. Michael Levreault 

10504 NE 137th Pl 

Kirkland, WA 98034-2018 


mailto:storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov
mailto:branduff@msn.com


 

  

  

 
 

 
 

 

 
  

 
     

  
  

 
   

 
 

 

 
   

 
 

 

   
 

  
    

 

  

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

From: Kathleen Lunghofer <katatonicone@yahoo.com> 

To: <storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov> 

Date: Wed, Feb 27, 2008  3:16 PM 

Subject: Please Abandon the Black Rock Dam Proposal  


Feb 27, 2008 


Gerald and Derek Kelso and Mr. Sandison 


Dear Kelso and Mr. Sandison, 


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Yakima River Basin

Water Storage Feasibility Study/Draft Planning Report and 

Environmental Impact Statement (draft study). 

The joint federal-state portion of the study improperly assumes that

the only way to meet future water needs for people and fish is to 

build a new surface storage dam. The joint federal-state alternatives 

fail to consider more environmentally and economically viable
 

alternatives to new dams, including water conservation and efficiency, 


more robust water markets, aquifer recharge, or a combination thereof. 


The State of Washington, on the other hand, does take a look at these 

non-structural water management alternatives. The final draft of the

study should provide a full analysis of these alternatives to new 

dams, and they should be considered as joint federal-state 

alternatives rather than as state alternatives only. Anything less

will delay and confuse implementation of smarter water management 

policies in the Yakima River basin.

One thing is clear from the draft study: the proposed Black Rock dam

should be removed from further consideration. The $6.7 billion 

proposed dam would drain resources from more sensible and efficient 

tools to improve water management and fish and wildlife habitat. On 

top of that, the leaky reservoir would likely cause radioactive

groundwater underneath the Hanford nuclear reservation to reach the 

Columbia River, contaminating the river and the water supply for 

downstream communities. The Black Rock proposal should be abandoned 

now. There is no need to spend any additional taxpayer dollars 

studying this risky and expensive proposal. 

Again, thank you for this opportunity to comment on the draft study.
 

Sincerely, 


Miss Kathleen Lunghofer

10050 Stone Ave N 

Seattle, WA 98133-9418 


mailto:storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov
mailto:katatonicone@yahoo.com


 

   

 
 

 
 

 

 
  

 
     

  
  

 
  

 
 

 

 
   

 
 

 

   
 

  
    

 

  

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

From: David Luxem <dave.luxem@zones.com>
 
To: <storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov> 

Date: Wed, Feb 27, 2008 11:15 AM 

Subject: Please Abandon the Black Rock Dam Proposal  


Feb 27, 2008 


Gerald and Derek Kelso and Mr. Sandison 


Dear Kelso and Mr. Sandison, 


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Yakima River Basin

Water Storage Feasibility Study/Draft Planning Report and 

Environmental Impact Statement (draft study). 

The joint federal-state portion of the study improperly assumes that

the only way to meet future water needs for people and fish is to 

build a new surface storage dam. The joint federal-state alternatives 

fail to consider more environmentally and economically viable
 

alternatives to new dams, including water conservation and efficiency, 


more robust water markets, aquifer recharge, or a combination thereof. 


The State of Washington, on the other hand, does take a look at these 

non-structural water management alternatives. The final draft of the

study should provide a full analysis of these alternatives to new 

dams, and they should be considered as joint federal-state 

alternatives rather than as state alternatives only. Anything less

will delay and confuse implementation of smarter water management 

policies in the Yakima River basin.

One thing is clear from the draft study: the proposed Black Rock dam

should be removed from further consideration. The $6.7 billion 

proposed dam would drain resources from more sensible and efficient 

tools to improve water management and fish and wildlife habitat. On 

top of that, the leaky reservoir would likely cause radioactive

groundwater underneath the Hanford nuclear reservation to reach the 

Columbia River, contaminating the river and the water supply for 

downstream communities. The Black Rock proposal should be abandoned 

now. There is no need to spend any additional taxpayer dollars 

studying this risky and expensive proposal. 

Again, thank you for this opportunity to comment on the draft study.
 

Sincerely, 


Mr. David Luxem 

7111 32nd Ave SW
 
Seattle, WA 98126-3334 


mailto:storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov
mailto:dave.luxem@zones.com


 

  

  

 
 

 
 

 

 
  

 
     

  
  

 
   

 
 

 

 
   

 
 

 

   
 

  
    

 

  

 
 

 

 

From: June MacArthur <portmacarthur@msn.com> 

To: <storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov> 

Date: Wed, Feb 27, 2008  6:17 PM 

Subject: Please Abandon the Black Rock Dam Proposal  


Feb 27, 2008 


Gerald and Derek Kelso and Mr. Sandison 


Dear Kelso and Mr. Sandison, 


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Yakima River Basin

Water Storage Feasibility Study/Draft Planning Report and 

Environmental Impact Statement (draft study). 

The joint federal-state portion of the study improperly assumes that

the only way to meet future water needs for people and fish is to 

build a new surface storage dam. The joint federal-state alternatives 

fail to consider more environmentally and economically viable
 

alternatives to new dams, including water conservation and efficiency, 


more robust water markets, aquifer recharge, or a combination thereof. 


The State of Washington, on the other hand, does take a look at these 

non-structural water management alternatives. The final draft of the

study should provide a full analysis of these alternatives to new 

dams, and they should be considered as joint federal-state 

alternatives rather than as state alternatives only. Anything less

will delay and confuse implementation of smarter water management 

policies in the Yakima River basin.

One thing is clear from the draft study: the proposed Black Rock dam

should be removed from further consideration. The $6.7 billion 

proposed dam would drain resources from more sensible and efficient 

tools to improve water management and fish and wildlife habitat. On 

top of that, the leaky reservoir would likely cause radioactive

groundwater underneath the Hanford nuclear reservation to reach the 

Columbia River, contaminating the river and the water supply for 

downstream communities. The Black Rock proposal should be abandoned 

now. There is no need to spend any additional taxpayer dollars 

studying this risky and expensive proposal. 

Again, thank you for this opportunity to comment on the draft study.
 

Sincerely, 


Mrs. June MacArthur 

1045 Hillandale Dr E 

Port Orchard, WA 98366-3830 


mailto:storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov
mailto:portmacarthur@msn.com


 

  

  

 
 

 
 

 

 
  

 
     

  
  

 
   

 
 

 

 
   

 
 

 

   
 

  
    

 

  

 
 

 
  

 
 

 

From:  Diann Macrae <tvulture@vei.net> 

To: <storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov> 

Date: Wed, Feb 27, 2008 12:46 PM 

Subject: Please Abandon the Black Rock Dam Proposal  


Feb 27, 2008 


Gerald and Derek Kelso and Mr. Sandison 


Dear Kelso and Mr. Sandison, 


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Yakima River Basin

Water Storage Feasibility Study/Draft Planning Report and 

Environmental Impact Statement (draft study). 

The joint federal-state portion of the study improperly assumes that

the only way to meet future water needs for people and fish is to 

build a new surface storage dam. The joint federal-state alternatives 

fail to consider more environmentally and economically viable
 

alternatives to new dams, including water conservation and efficiency, 


more robust water markets, aquifer recharge, or a combination thereof. 


The State of Washington, on the other hand, does take a look at these 

non-structural water management alternatives. The final draft of the

study should provide a full analysis of these alternatives to new 

dams, and they should be considered as joint federal-state 

alternatives rather than as state alternatives only. Anything less

will delay and confuse implementation of smarter water management 

policies in the Yakima River basin.

One thing is clear from the draft study: the proposed Black Rock dam

should be removed from further consideration. The $6.7 billion 

proposed dam would drain resources from more sensible and efficient 

tools to improve water management and fish and wildlife habitat. On 

top of that, the leaky reservoir would likely cause radioactive

groundwater underneath the Hanford nuclear reservation to reach the 

Columbia River, contaminating the river and the water supply for 

downstream communities. The Black Rock proposal should be abandoned 

now. There is no need to spend any additional taxpayer dollars 

studying this risky and expensive proposal. 

Again, thank you for this opportunity to comment on the draft study.
 

Sincerely, 


Ms. Diann Macrae
 
22622 53rd Ave SE 

Bothell, WA 98021-8004 


mailto:storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov
mailto:tvulture@vei.net


 

  

 
 

 
 

 

 
  

 
     

  
  

 
  

 
 

 

 
   

 
 

 

   
 

  
    

 

  

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

From: Craig Markham <cmarkham@teleport.com> 

To: <storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov> 

Date: Wed, Feb 27, 2008  5:21 PM 

Subject: Please Abandon the Black Rock Dam Proposal  


Feb 27, 2008 

Gerald and Derek Kelso and Mr. Sandison 

Dear Kelso and Mr. Sandison, 

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Yakima River Basin
Water Storage Feasibility Study/Draft Planning Report and 
Environmental Impact Statement (draft study). 
The joint federal-state portion of the study improperly assumes that
the only way to meet future water needs for people and fish is to 
build a new surface storage dam. The joint federal-state alternatives 
fail to consider more environmentally and economically viable 

alternatives to new dams, including water conservation and efficiency, 

more robust water markets, aquifer recharge, or a combination thereof. 

The State of Washington, on the other hand, does take a look at these 
non-structural water management alternatives. The final draft of the
study should provide a full analysis of these alternatives to new 
dams, and they should be considered as joint federal-state 
alternatives rather than as state alternatives only. Anything less
will delay and confuse implementation of smarter water management 
policies in the Yakima River basin.
One thing is clear from the draft study: the proposed Black Rock dam
should be removed from further consideration. The $6.7 billion 
proposed dam would drain resources from more sensible and efficient 
tools to improve water management and fish and wildlife habitat. On 
top of that, the leaky reservoir would likely cause radioactive
groundwater underneath the Hanford nuclear reservation to reach the 
Columbia River, contaminating the river and the water supply for 
downstream communities. The Black Rock proposal should be abandoned 
now. There is no need to spend any additional taxpayer dollars 
studying this risky and expensive proposal. 
Again, thank you for this opportunity to comment on the draft study. 

Sincerely, 

Mr. Craig Markham 
22245 NE Ilafern Ln 
Dundee, OR 97115-9129 

mailto:storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov
mailto:cmarkham@teleport.com


 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

From: Laurie Meyer <lbethm@msn.com> 

To: <storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov>

Date: Wed, Feb 27, 2008 5:17 PM 

Subject: Please Abandon the Black Rock Dam Proposal 


Feb 27, 2008 


Gerald and Derek Kelso and Mr. Sandison 


Dear Kelso and Mr. Sandison, 


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Yakima River Basin

Water Storage Feasibility Study/Draft Planning Report and

Environmental Impact Statement (draft study).

The joint federal-state portion of the study improperly assumes that

the only way to meet future water needs for people and fish is to

build a new surface storage dam. The joint federal-state alternatives

fail to consider more environmentally and economically viable 


alternatives to new dams, including water conservation and efficiency, 


more robust water markets, aquifer recharge, or a combination thereof. 


The State of Washington, on the other hand, does take a look at these

non-structural water management alternatives. The final draft of the

study should provide a full analysis of these alternatives to new

dams, and they should be considered as joint federal-state

alternatives rather than as state alternatives only. Anything less

will delay and confuse implementation of smarter water management

policies in the Yakima River basin.

One thing is clear from the draft study: the proposed Black Rock dam

should be removed from further consideration. The $6.7 billion 

proposed dam would drain resources from more sensible and efficient

tools to improve water management and fish and wildlife habitat. On

top of that, the leaky reservoir would likely cause radioactive

groundwater underneath the Hanford nuclear reservation to reach the

Columbia River, contaminating the river and the water supply for

downstream communities. The Black Rock proposal should be abandoned

now. There is no need to spend any additional taxpayer dollars

studying this risky and expensive proposal.

Again, thank you for this opportunity to comment on the draft study. 


Sincerely, 


Ms. Laurie Meyer

1941 NW Hoyt St

# 207 

Portland, OR 97209-1227 


mailto:storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov
mailto:lbethm@msn.com


 

  

   

 
 

 
 

 

 
  

 
     

  
  

 
  

 
 

 

 
   

 
 

 

   
 

  
    

 

  

 
 

 
  

 
 

 

From:  Gerry Milliken <dolphin@communitynet.org>
 
To: <storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov> 

Date: Wed, Feb 27, 2008 12:16 PM 

Subject: Please Abandon the Black Rock Dam Proposal  


Feb 27, 2008 


Gerald and Derek Kelso and Mr. Sandison 


Dear Kelso and Mr. Sandison, 


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Yakima River Basin

Water Storage Feasibility Study/Draft Planning Report and 

Environmental Impact Statement (draft study). 

The joint federal-state portion of the study improperly assumes that

the only way to meet future water needs for people and fish is to 

build a new surface storage dam. The joint federal-state alternatives 

fail to consider more environmentally and economically viable
 

alternatives to new dams, including water conservation and efficiency, 


more robust water markets, aquifer recharge, or a combination thereof. 


The State of Washington, on the other hand, does take a look at these 

non-structural water management alternatives. The final draft of the

study should provide a full analysis of these alternatives to new 

dams, and they should be considered as joint federal-state 

alternatives rather than as state alternatives only. Anything less

will delay and confuse implementation of smarter water management 

policies in the Yakima River basin.

One thing is clear from the draft study: the proposed Black Rock dam

should be removed from further consideration. The $6.7 billion 

proposed dam would drain resources from more sensible and efficient 

tools to improve water management and fish and wildlife habitat. On 

top of that, the leaky reservoir would likely cause radioactive

groundwater underneath the Hanford nuclear reservation to reach the 

Columbia River, contaminating the river and the water supply for 

downstream communities. The Black Rock proposal should be abandoned 

now. There is no need to spend any additional taxpayer dollars 

studying this risky and expensive proposal. 

Again, thank you for this opportunity to comment on the draft study.
 

Sincerely, 


Mr. Gerry Milliken

PO Box 1880
 
Oroville, WA 98844-1880
 

mailto:storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov
mailto:dolphin@communitynet.org


 

  

  

 
 

 
 

 

 
  

 
     

  
  

 
   

 
 

 

 
   

 
 

 

   
 

  
    

 

  

 
 

 

 
 

From: Donald Munn <donaldhmunn@yahoo.com> 

To: <storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov> 

Date: Wed, Feb 27, 2008 12:16 PM 

Subject: Please Abandon the Black Rock Dam Proposal  


Feb 27, 2008 


Gerald and Derek Kelso and Mr. Sandison 


Dear Kelso and Mr. Sandison, 


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Yakima River Basin

Water Storage Feasibility Study/Draft Planning Report and 

Environmental Impact Statement (draft study). 

The joint federal-state portion of the study improperly assumes that

the only way to meet future water needs for people and fish is to 

build a new surface storage dam. The joint federal-state alternatives 

fail to consider more environmentally and economically viable
 

alternatives to new dams, including water conservation and efficiency, 


more robust water markets, aquifer recharge, or a combination thereof. 


The State of Washington, on the other hand, does take a look at these 

non-structural water management alternatives. The final draft of the

study should provide a full analysis of these alternatives to new 

dams, and they should be considered as joint federal-state 

alternatives rather than as state alternatives only. Anything less

will delay and confuse implementation of smarter water management 

policies in the Yakima River basin.

One thing is clear from the draft study: the proposed Black Rock dam

should be removed from further consideration. The $6.7 billion 

proposed dam would drain resources from more sensible and efficient 

tools to improve water management and fish and wildlife habitat. On 

top of that, the leaky reservoir would likely cause radioactive

groundwater underneath the Hanford nuclear reservation to reach the 

Columbia River, contaminating the river and the water supply for 

downstream communities. The Black Rock proposal should be abandoned 

now. There is no need to spend any additional taxpayer dollars 

studying this risky and expensive proposal. 

Again, thank you for this opportunity to comment on the draft study.
 

Sincerely, 


Mr. Donald Munn 

432 158th St SE 

Bothell, WA 98012-1205 


mailto:storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov
mailto:donaldhmunn@yahoo.com


 

  

   

 
 

 
 

 

 
  

 
     

  
  

 
  

 
 

 
   

 
 

 

 
   

 
 

 

   
 

  
    

 

  

 
 

 
  

 

From:  PETER OVINGTON <povington@yahoo.com>
 
To: <storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov> 

Date: Wed, Feb 27, 2008  7:52 PM 

Subject: Please Abandon the Black Rock Dam Proposal  


Feb 27, 2008 


Gerald and Derek Kelso and Mr. Sandison 


Dear Kelso and Mr. Sandison, 


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Yakima River Basin

Water Storage Feasibility Study/Draft Planning Report and 

Environmental Impact Statement (draft study). 


I have flown in a small-engine plane near this area before and hope to 

go sport fishing in the Hanford Reach of the Columbia River someday,

so I was especially alarmed to learn of this proposal.

The joint federal-state portion of the study improperly assumes that

the only way to meet future water needs for people and fish is to 

build a new surface storage dam. The joint federal-state alternatives 

fail to consider more environmentally and economically viable
 

alternatives to new dams, including water conservation and efficiency, 


more robust water markets, aquifer recharge, or a combination thereof. 


The State of Washington, on the other hand, does take a look at these 

non-structural water management alternatives. The final draft of the

study should provide a full analysis of these alternatives to new 

dams, and they should be considered as joint federal-state 

alternatives rather than as state alternatives only. Anything less

will delay and confuse implementation of smarter water management 

policies in the Yakima River basin.

One thing is clear from the draft study: the proposed Black Rock dam

should be removed from further consideration. The $6.7 billion 

proposed dam would drain resources from more sensible and efficient 

tools to improve water management and fish and wildlife habitat. On 

top of that, the leaky reservoir would likely cause radioactive

groundwater underneath the Hanford nuclear reservation to reach the 

Columbia River, contaminating the river and the water supply for 

downstream communities. The Black Rock proposal should be abandoned 

now. There is no need to spend any additional taxpayer dollars 

studying this risky and expensive proposal. 

Again, thank you for this opportunity to comment on the draft study.
 

Sincerely, 


Mr. PETER OVINGTON
 
5530 NE 7th Ave Apt 12 

Portland, OR 97211-3262
 

mailto:storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov
mailto:povington@yahoo.com


 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

From: Dan Page <fishdan4@ywave.com> 

To: <storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov>

Date: Wed, Feb 27, 2008 12:46 PM

Subject: Please Abandon the Black Rock Dam Proposal 


Feb 27, 2008 


Gerald and Derek Kelso and Mr. Sandison 


Dear Kelso and Mr. Sandison, 


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Yakima River Basin

Water Storage Feasibility Study/Draft Planning Report and

Environmental Impact Statement (draft study).

The joint federal-state portion of the study improperly assumes that

the only way to meet future water needs for people and fish is to

build a new surface storage dam. The joint federal-state alternatives

fail to consider more environmentally and economically viable 


alternatives to new dams, including water conservation and efficiency, 


more robust water markets, aquifer recharge, or a combination thereof. 


The State of Washington, on the other hand, does take a look at these

non-structural water management alternatives. The final draft of the

study should provide a full analysis of these alternatives to new

dams, and they should be considered as joint federal-state

alternatives rather than as state alternatives only. Anything less

will delay and confuse implementation of smarter water management

policies in the Yakima River basin.

One thing is clear from the draft study: the proposed Black Rock dam

should be removed from further consideration. The $6.7 billion 

proposed dam would drain resources from more sensible and efficient

tools to improve water management and fish and wildlife habitat. On

top of that, the leaky reservoir would likely cause radioactive

groundwater underneath the Hanford nuclear reservation to reach the

Columbia River, contaminating the river and the water supply for

downstream communities. The Black Rock proposal should be abandoned

now. There is no need to spend any additional taxpayer dollars

studying this risky and expensive proposal.

Again, thank you for this opportunity to comment on the draft study. 


Sincerely, 


Mr. Dan Page

PO Box 1963 

Yelm, WA 98597-1963 


mailto:storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov
mailto:fishdan4@ywave.com


 

  

  

 
 

 
 

 

 
  

 
     

  
  

 
  

 
 

 

 
   

 
 

 

   
 

  
    

 

  

 
 

 
 

 

 

From:  Dennis Pennell <dennisnpennell@yahoo.com>
 
To: <storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov> 

Date: Wed, Feb 27, 2008 11:46 AM 

Subject: Please Abandon the Black Rock Dam Proposal  


Feb 27, 2008 


Gerald and Derek Kelso and Mr. Sandison 


Dear Kelso and Mr. Sandison, 


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Yakima River Basin

Water Storage Feasibility Study/Draft Planning Report and 

Environmental Impact Statement (draft study). 

The joint federal-state portion of the study improperly assumes that

the only way to meet future water needs for people and fish is to 

build a new surface storage dam. The joint federal-state alternatives 

fail to consider more environmentally and economically viable
 

alternatives to new dams, including water conservation and efficiency, 


more robust water markets, aquifer recharge, or a combination thereof. 


The State of Washington, on the other hand, does take a look at these 

non-structural water management alternatives. The final draft of the

study should provide a full analysis of these alternatives to new 

dams, and they should be considered as joint federal-state 

alternatives rather than as state alternatives only. Anything less

will delay and confuse implementation of smarter water management 

policies in the Yakima River basin.

One thing is clear from the draft study: the proposed Black Rock dam

should be removed from further consideration. The $6.7 billion 

proposed dam would drain resources from more sensible and efficient 

tools to improve water management and fish and wildlife habitat. On 

top of that, the leaky reservoir would likely cause radioactive

groundwater underneath the Hanford nuclear reservation to reach the 

Columbia River, contaminating the river and the water supply for 

downstream communities. The Black Rock proposal should be abandoned 

now. There is no need to spend any additional taxpayer dollars 

studying this risky and expensive proposal. 

Again, thank you for this opportunity to comment on the draft study.
 

Sincerely, 


Mr. Dennis Pennell
 
402 NE 136th Way

Vancouver, WA 98685-2823 


mailto:storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov
mailto:dennisnpennell@yahoo.com


 

  

   

 
 

 
 

 

 
  

 
 

  
  

 
   

 
 

 

 
   

 
 

 

   
 

  
    

 

  

 
 

 

 

 

From: Bob Rees <brees@pacifier.com>
 
To: <storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov> 

Date: Wed, Feb 27, 2008 12:46 PM 

Subject: Please Abandon the Black Rock Dam Proposal  


Feb 27, 2008 


Gerald and Derek Kelso and Mr. Sandison 


Dear Kelso and Mr. Sandison, 


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Yakima River Basin

Water Storage Feasibility Study/Draft Planning Report and 

Environmental Impact Statement (draft study). 

The joint federal-state portion of the study improperly assumes that

the only way to meet future water needs for people and fish is to 

build a new surface storage dam. The joint federal-state alternatives 

fail to consider more environmentally and economically viable
 

alternatives to new dams, including water conservation and efficiency, 


more robust water markets, aquifer recharge, or a combination thereof. 


The State of Washington, on the other hand, does take a look at these 

non-structural water management alternatives. The final draft of the

study should provide a full analysis of these alternatives to new 

dams, and they should be considered as joint federal-state 

alternatives rather than as state alternatives only. Anything less

will delay and confuse implementation of smarter water management 

policies in the Yakima River basin.

One thing is clear from the draft study: the proposed Black Rock dam

should be removed from further consideration. The $6.7 billion 

proposed dam would drain resources from more sensible and efficient 

tools to improve water management and fish and wildlife habitat. On 

top of that, the leaky reservoir would likely cause radioactive

groundwater underneath the Hanford nuclear reservation to reach the 

Columbia River, contaminating the river and the water supply for 

downstream communities. The Black Rock proposal should be abandoned 

now. There is no need to spend any additional taxpayer dollars 

studying this risky and expensive proposal. 

Again, thank you for this opportunity to comment on the draft study.
 

Sincerely, 


Mr. Bob Rees 

PO Box 1196
 
Tillamook, OR 97141-1196 


mailto:storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov
mailto:brees@pacifier.com


 

  

   

 
 

 
 

 

 
  

 
     

  
  

 
   

 
 

 

 
   

 
 

 

   
 

  
    

 

  

 
 

 
  

 
 

From: Debra Rehn <bibleeogirl@aol.com>
 
To: <storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov> 

Date: Wed, Feb 27, 2008 11:46 AM 

Subject: Please Abandon the Black Rock Dam Proposal  


Feb 27, 2008 


Gerald and Derek Kelso and Mr. Sandison 


Dear Kelso and Mr. Sandison, 


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Yakima River Basin

Water Storage Feasibility Study/Draft Planning Report and 

Environmental Impact Statement (draft study). 

The joint federal-state portion of the study improperly assumes that

the only way to meet future water needs for people and fish is to 

build a new surface storage dam. The joint federal-state alternatives 

fail to consider more environmentally and economically viable
 

alternatives to new dams, including water conservation and efficiency, 


more robust water markets, aquifer recharge, or a combination thereof. 


The State of Washington, on the other hand, does take a look at these 

non-structural water management alternatives. The final draft of the

study should provide a full analysis of these alternatives to new 

dams, and they should be considered as joint federal-state 

alternatives rather than as state alternatives only. Anything less

will delay and confuse implementation of smarter water management 

policies in the Yakima River basin.

One thing is clear from the draft study: the proposed Black Rock dam

should be removed from further consideration. The $6.7 billion 

proposed dam would drain resources from more sensible and efficient 

tools to improve water management and fish and wildlife habitat. On 

top of that, the leaky reservoir would likely cause radioactive

groundwater underneath the Hanford nuclear reservation to reach the 

Columbia River, contaminating the river and the water supply for 

downstream communities. The Black Rock proposal should be abandoned 

now. There is no need to spend any additional taxpayer dollars 

studying this risky and expensive proposal. 

Again, thank you for this opportunity to comment on the draft study.
 

Sincerely, 


Ms. Debra Rehn
 
5130 SE 30th Ave Apt 9 

Portland, OR 97202-4557
 

mailto:storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov
mailto:bibleeogirl@aol.com


 

  

  

 
 

 
 

 

 
  

 
     

  
  

 
  

 
 

 

 
   

 
 

 

   
 

  
    

 

  

 
 

 
  

 

From:  David Richmond <fowest@custertel.net> 

To: <storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov> 

Date: Wed, Feb 27, 2008 12:16 PM 

Subject: Please Abandon the Black Rock Dam Proposal  


Feb 27, 2008 


Gerald and Derek Kelso and Mr. Sandison 


Dear Kelso and Mr. Sandison, 


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Yakima River Basin

Water Storage Feasibility Study/Draft Planning Report and 

Environmental Impact Statement (draft study). 

The joint federal-state portion of the study improperly assumes that

the only way to meet future water needs for people and fish is to 

build a new surface storage dam. The joint federal-state alternatives 

fail to consider more environmentally and economically viable
 

alternatives to new dams, including water conservation and efficiency, 


more robust water markets, aquifer recharge, or a combination thereof. 


The State of Washington, on the other hand, does take a look at these 

non-structural water management alternatives. The final draft of the

study should provide a full analysis of these alternatives to new 

dams, and they should be considered as joint federal-state 

alternatives rather than as state alternatives only. Anything less

will delay and confuse implementation of smarter water management 

policies in the Yakima River basin.

One thing is clear from the draft study: the proposed Black Rock dam

should be removed from further consideration. The $6.7 billion 

proposed dam would drain resources from more sensible and efficient 

tools to improve water management and fish and wildlife habitat. On 

top of that, the leaky reservoir would likely cause radioactive

groundwater underneath the Hanford nuclear reservation to reach the 

Columbia River, contaminating the river and the water supply for 

downstream communities. The Black Rock proposal should be abandoned 

now. There is no need to spend any additional taxpayer dollars 

studying this risky and expensive proposal. 

Again, thank you for this opportunity to comment on the draft study.
 

Sincerely, 


Dr. David Richmond
 
HC 67 Box 680 

Clayton, ID 83227-9702 


mailto:storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov
mailto:fowest@custertel.net


 

  

  

 
 

 
 

 

 
  

 
     

  
  

 
   

 
 

 

 
   

 
 

 

   
 

  
    

 

  

 
 

 
 

 
 

From: Julie Rodgers <d98028@netscape.net> 

To: <storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov> 

Date: Wed, Feb 27, 2008 10:45 AM 

Subject: Please Abandon the Black Rock Dam Proposal  


Feb 27, 2008 


Gerald and Derek Kelso and Mr. Sandison 


Dear Kelso and Mr. Sandison, 


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Yakima River Basin

Water Storage Feasibility Study/Draft Planning Report and 

Environmental Impact Statement (draft study). 

The joint federal-state portion of the study improperly assumes that

the only way to meet future water needs for people and fish is to 

build a new surface storage dam. The joint federal-state alternatives 

fail to consider more environmentally and economically viable
 

alternatives to new dams, including water conservation and efficiency, 


more robust water markets, aquifer recharge, or a combination thereof. 


The State of Washington, on the other hand, does take a look at these 

non-structural water management alternatives. The final draft of the

study should provide a full analysis of these alternatives to new 

dams, and they should be considered as joint federal-state 

alternatives rather than as state alternatives only. Anything less

will delay and confuse implementation of smarter water management 

policies in the Yakima River basin.

One thing is clear from the draft study: the proposed Black Rock dam

should be removed from further consideration. The $6.7 billion 

proposed dam would drain resources from more sensible and efficient 

tools to improve water management and fish and wildlife habitat. On 

top of that, the leaky reservoir would likely cause radioactive

groundwater underneath the Hanford nuclear reservation to reach the 

Columbia River, contaminating the river and the water supply for 

downstream communities. The Black Rock proposal should be abandoned 

now. There is no need to spend any additional taxpayer dollars 

studying this risky and expensive proposal. 

Again, thank you for this opportunity to comment on the draft study.
 

Sincerely, 


Ms. Julie Rodgers 

7406 NE 145th Pl
 
Kenmore, WA 98028-4923 


mailto:storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov
mailto:d98028@netscape.net


 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

From: Debra Saude <deanndeb@centurytel.net> 

To: <storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov>

Date: Wed, Feb 27, 2008 3:16 PM 

Subject: Please Abandon the Black Rock Dam Proposal 


Feb 27, 2008 


Gerald and Derek Kelso and Mr. Sandison 


Dear Kelso and Mr. Sandison, 


First of all, thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Yakima

River Basin Water Storage Feasibility Study/Draft Planning Report and

Environmental Impact Statement (draft study).

The joint federal-state portion of the study improperly assumes that

the only way to meet future water needs for people and fish is to

build a new surface storage dam. The joint federal-state alternatives

fail to consider more environmentally and economically viable 


alternatives to new dams, including water conservation and efficiency, 


more robust water markets, aquifer recharge, or a combination thereof. 


The State of Washington, on the other hand, does take a look at these

non-structural water management alternatives. The final draft of the

study should provide a full analysis of these alternatives to new

dams, and they should be considered as joint federal-state

alternatives rather than as state alternatives only. Anything less

will delay and confuse implementation of smarter water management

policies in the Yakima River basin.

One thing is clear from the draft study: the proposed Black Rock dam

should be removed from further consideration. The $6.7 billion 

proposed dam would drain resources from more sensible and efficient

tools to improve water management and fish and wildlife habitat. On

top of that, the leaky reservoir would likely cause radioactive

groundwater underneath the Hanford nuclear reservation to reach the

Columbia River, contaminating the river and the water supply for

downstream communities. The Black Rock proposal should be abandoned

now. There is no need to spend any additional taxpayer dollars

studying this risky and expensive proposal.

Again, thank you for this opportunity to comment on the draft study. 


Sincerely, 


Ms. Debra Saude 

1050 Pleasant Valley Rd

Sweet Home, OR 97386-1033 


mailto:storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov
mailto:deanndeb@centurytel.net


 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

From: Patricia Scott <patricia@ps-resourcing.com> 

To: <storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov>

Date: Wed, Feb 27, 2008 11:46 AM

Subject: Please Abandon the Black Rock Dam Proposal 


Feb 27, 2008 


Gerald and Derek Kelso and Mr. Sandison 


Dear Kelso and Mr. Sandison, 


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Yakima River Basin

Water Storage Feasibility Study/Draft Planning Report and

Environmental Impact Statement (draft study).

The joint federal-state portion of the study improperly assumes that

the only way to meet future water needs for people and fish is to

build a new surface storage dam. The joint federal-state alternatives

fail to consider more environmentally and economically viable 


alternatives to new dams, including water conservation and efficiency, 


more robust water markets, aquifer recharge, or a combination thereof. 


The State of Washington, on the other hand, does take a look at these

non-structural water management alternatives. The final draft of the

study should provide a full analysis of these alternatives to new

dams, and they should be considered as joint federal-state

alternatives rather than as state alternatives only. Anything less

will delay and confuse implementation of smarter water management

policies in the Yakima River basin.

One thing is clear from the draft study: the proposed Black Rock dam

should be removed from further consideration. The $6.7 billion 

proposed dam would drain resources from more sensible and efficient

tools to improve water management and fish and wildlife habitat. On

top of that, the leaky reservoir would likely cause radioactive

groundwater underneath the Hanford nuclear reservation to reach the

Columbia River, contaminating the river and the water supply for

downstream communities. The Black Rock proposal should be abandoned

now. There is no need to spend any additional taxpayer dollars

studying this risky and expensive proposal.

Again, thank you for this opportunity to comment on the draft study. 


Sincerely, 


Ms. Patricia Scott 

2020 NE 89th St Apt 104

Seattle, WA 98115-8208 


mailto:storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov
mailto:patricia@ps-resourcing.com


 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

From: Mark Seery <seery_mark@yahoo.com> 

To: <storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov>

Date: Wed, Feb 27, 2008 7:47 PM 

Subject: Please Abandon the Black Rock Dam Proposal 


Feb 27, 2008 


Gerald and Derek Kelso and Mr. Sandison 


Dear Kelso and Mr. Sandison, 


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Yakima River Basin

Water Storage Feasibility Study/Draft Planning Report and

Environmental Impact Statement (draft study).

The joint federal-state portion of the study improperly assumes that

the only way to meet future water needs for people and fish is to

build a new surface storage dam. The joint federal-state alternatives

fail to consider more environmentally and economically viable 


alternatives to new dams, including water conservation and efficiency, 


more robust water markets, aquifer recharge, or a combination thereof. 


The State of Washington, on the other hand, does take a look at these

non-structural water management alternatives. The final draft of the

study should provide a full analysis of these alternatives to new

dams, and they should be considered as joint federal-state

alternatives rather than as state alternatives only. Anything less

will delay and confuse implementation of smarter water management

policies in the Yakima River basin.

One thing is clear from the draft study: the proposed Black Rock dam

should be removed from further consideration. The $6.7 billion 

proposed dam would drain resources from more sensible and efficient

tools to improve water management and fish and wildlife habitat. On

top of that, the leaky reservoir would likely cause radioactive

groundwater underneath the Hanford nuclear reservation to reach the

Columbia River, contaminating the river and the water supply for

downstream communities. The Black Rock proposal should be abandoned

now. There is no need to spend any additional taxpayer dollars

studying this risky and expensive proposal.

Again, thank you for this opportunity to comment on the draft study. 


Sincerely, 


Mr. Mark Seery

805 N J St Apt 15

Tacoma, WA 98403-2058 


mailto:storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov
mailto:seery_mark@yahoo.com


 

  

  

   
 

 
 

 

 

 

  
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 

From: Barbara Shelton <bshelton@seanet.com> 

To: <storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov> 

Date: Wed, Feb 27, 2008 4:46 PM 

Subject: Please Abandon the Black Rock Dam Proposal  


Feb 27, 2008 


Gerald and Derek Kelso and Mr. Sandison 


Dear  Kelso and Mr. Sandison, 


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Yakima River Basin 

Water Storage Feasibility Study/Draft Planning Report and

Environmental Impact Statement (draft study).

The joint federal-state portion of the study improperly assumes that 

the only way to meet future water needs for people and fish is to

build a new surface storage dam. The joint federal-state alternatives

fail to consider more environmentally and economically viable
 

alternatives to new dams, including water conservation and efficiency, 


more robust water markets, aquifer recharge, or a combination thereof. 


The State of Washington, on the other hand, does take a look at these

non-structural water management alternatives. The final draft of the 

study should provide a full analysis of these alternatives to new

dams, and they should be considered as joint federal-state 

alternatives rather than as state alternatives only. Anything less 

will delay and confuse implementation of smarter water management

policies in the Yakima River basin. 

One thing is clear from the draft study: the proposed Black Rock dam 

should be removed from further consideration. The $6.7 billion 

proposed dam would drain resources from more sensible and efficient 

tools to improve water management and fish and wildlife habitat. On 

top of that, the leaky reservoir would likely cause radioactive 

groundwater underneath the Hanford nuclear reservation to reach the 

Columbia River, contaminating the river and the water supply for 

downstream communities. The Black Rock proposal should be abandoned 

now. There is no need to spend any additional taxpayer dollars 

studying this risky and expensive proposal. 

Again, thank you for this opportunity to comment on the draft study. 


Sincerely,
 

Ms. Barbara Shelton 

23851 SE 98th Pl 

Issaquah, WA 98027-8335 


mailto:storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov
mailto:bshelton@seanet.com


 

  

  

 
 

 
 

 

 
  

 
     

  
  

 
   

 
 

 

 
   

 
 

 

   
 

  
    

 

  

 
 

 

 

From: Forest Shomer <inspass@whidbey.net> 

To: <storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov> 

Date: Wed, Feb 27, 2008 10:45 AM 

Subject: Please Abandon the Black Rock Dam Proposal  


Feb 27, 2008 


Gerald and Derek Kelso and Mr. Sandison 


Dear Kelso and Mr. Sandison, 


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Yakima River Basin

Water Storage Feasibility Study/Draft Planning Report and 

Environmental Impact Statement (draft study). 

The joint federal-state portion of the study improperly assumes that

the only way to meet future water needs for people and fish is to 

build a new surface storage dam. The joint federal-state alternatives 

fail to consider more environmentally and economically viable
 

alternatives to new dams, including water conservation and efficiency, 


more robust water markets, aquifer recharge, or a combination thereof. 


The State of Washington, on the other hand, does take a look at these 

non-structural water management alternatives. The final draft of the

study should provide a full analysis of these alternatives to new 

dams, and they should be considered as joint federal-state 

alternatives rather than as state alternatives only. Anything less

will delay and confuse implementation of smarter water management 

policies in the Yakima River basin.

One thing is clear from the draft study: the proposed Black Rock dam

should be removed from further consideration. The $6.7 billion 

proposed dam would drain resources from more sensible and efficient 

tools to improve water management and fish and wildlife habitat. On 

top of that, the leaky reservoir would likely cause radioactive

groundwater underneath the Hanford nuclear reservation to reach the 

Columbia River, contaminating the river and the water supply for 

downstream communities. The Black Rock proposal should be abandoned 

now. There is no need to spend any additional taxpayer dollars 

studying this risky and expensive proposal. 

Again, thank you for this opportunity to comment on the draft study.
 

Sincerely, 


Mr. Forest Shomer 

PO Box 639 

Port Townsend, WA 98368-0639
 

mailto:storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov
mailto:inspass@whidbey.net


 

  

 
 

 
 
 

 

 
  

 
     

  
  

 
   

 
 

 

 
   

 
 

 

   
 

  
    

 

  

 
 

 

 

From:  DawnHeather Simmons <dawnheathersimmons@earthlink.net> 

To: <storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov> 

Date: Wed, Feb 27, 2008 10:45 AM 

Subject: Please Abandon the Black Rock Dam Proposal  


Feb 27, 2008 


Gerald and Derek Kelso and Mr. Sandison 


Dear Kelso and Mr. Sandison, 


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Yakima River Basin

Water Storage Feasibility Study/Draft Planning Report and 

Environmental Impact Statement (draft study). 

The joint federal-state portion of the study improperly assumes that

the only way to meet future water needs for people and fish is to 

build a new surface storage dam. The joint federal-state alternatives 

fail to consider more environmentally and economically viable
 

alternatives to new dams, including water conservation and efficiency, 


more robust water markets, aquifer recharge, or a combination thereof. 


The State of Washington, on the other hand, does take a look at these 

non-structural water management alternatives. The final draft of the

study should provide a full analysis of these alternatives to new 

dams, and they should be considered as joint federal-state 

alternatives rather than as state alternatives only. Anything less

will delay and confuse implementation of smarter water management 

policies in the Yakima River basin.

One thing is clear from the draft study: the proposed Black Rock dam

should be removed from further consideration. The $6.7 billion 

proposed dam would drain resources from more sensible and efficient 

tools to improve water management and fish and wildlife habitat. On 

top of that, the leaky reservoir would likely cause radioactive

groundwater underneath the Hanford nuclear reservation to reach the 

Columbia River, contaminating the river and the water supply for 

downstream communities. The Black Rock proposal should be abandoned 

now. There is no need to spend any additional taxpayer dollars 

studying this risky and expensive proposal. 

Again, thank you for this opportunity to comment on the draft study.
 

Sincerely, 


Miss DawnHeather Simmons 

PO Box 872198 

Vancouver, WA 98687-2198 


mailto:storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov
mailto:dawnheathersimmons@earthlink.net


 

  

  

 
 

 
 

 

 
  

 
     

  
  

 
   

 
 

 

 
   

 
 

 

   
 

  
    

 

  

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

From: Diana Smith <monet7936@hotmail.com> 

To: <storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov> 

Date: Wed, Feb 27, 2008 11:15 AM 

Subject: Please Abandon the Black Rock Dam Proposal  


Feb 27, 2008 


Gerald and Derek Kelso and Mr. Sandison 


Dear Kelso and Mr. Sandison, 


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Yakima River Basin

Water Storage Feasibility Study/Draft Planning Report and 

Environmental Impact Statement (draft study). 

The joint federal-state portion of the study improperly assumes that

the only way to meet future water needs for people and fish is to 

build a new surface storage dam. The joint federal-state alternatives 

fail to consider more environmentally and economically viable
 

alternatives to new dams, including water conservation and efficiency, 


more robust water markets, aquifer recharge, or a combination thereof. 


The State of Washington, on the other hand, does take a look at these 

non-structural water management alternatives. The final draft of the

study should provide a full analysis of these alternatives to new 

dams, and they should be considered as joint federal-state 

alternatives rather than as state alternatives only. Anything less

will delay and confuse implementation of smarter water management 

policies in the Yakima River basin.

One thing is clear from the draft study: the proposed Black Rock dam

should be removed from further consideration. The $6.7 billion 

proposed dam would drain resources from more sensible and efficient 

tools to improve water management and fish and wildlife habitat. On 

top of that, the leaky reservoir would likely cause radioactive

groundwater underneath the Hanford nuclear reservation to reach the 

Columbia River, contaminating the river and the water supply for 

downstream communities. The Black Rock proposal should be abandoned 

now. There is no need to spend any additional taxpayer dollars 

studying this risky and expensive proposal. 

Again, thank you for this opportunity to comment on the draft study.
 

Sincerely, 


Ms. Diana Smith 

1521 NE 100th St
 
Seattle, WA 98125-7617 


mailto:storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov
mailto:monet7936@hotmail.com


 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

From: "Michael St.Paul" <mick@pbsbuildings.com> 

To: <storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov>

Date: Wed, Feb 27, 2008 1:16 PM 

Subject: Please Abandon the Black Rock Dam Proposal 


Feb 27, 2008 


Gerald and Derek Kelso and Mr. Sandison 


Dear Kelso and Mr. Sandison, 


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Yakima River Basin

Water Storage Feasibility Study/Draft Planning Report and

Environmental Impact Statement (draft study).

The joint federal-state portion of the study improperly assumes that

the only way to meet future water needs for people and fish is to

build a new surface storage dam. The joint federal-state alternatives

fail to consider more environmentally and economically viable 


alternatives to new dams, including water conservation and efficiency, 


more robust water markets, aquifer recharge, or a combination thereof. 


The State of Washington, on the other hand, does take a look at these

non-structural water management alternatives. The final draft of the

study should provide a full analysis of these alternatives to new

dams, and they should be considered as joint federal-state

alternatives rather than as state alternatives only. Anything less

will delay and confuse implementation of smarter water management

policies in the Yakima River basin.

One thing is clear from the draft study: the proposed Black Rock dam

should be removed from further consideration. The $6.7 billion 

proposed dam would drain resources from more sensible and efficient

tools to improve water management and fish and wildlife habitat. On

top of that, the leaky reservoir would likely cause radioactive

groundwater underneath the Hanford nuclear reservation to reach the

Columbia River, contaminating the river and the water supply for

downstream communities. The Black Rock proposal should be abandoned

now. There is no need to spend any additional taxpayer dollars

studying this risky and expensive proposal.

Again, thank you for this opportunity to comment on the draft study. 


Sincerely, 


Mr. Michael St.Paul 

PO Box 1412 

Silverton, OR 97381-0090 


mailto:storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov
mailto:mick@pbsbuildings.com


 

 
   

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

  
From:  Charlotte Stahl <grandmacharlottes@yahoo.com> 

To: <storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov> 

Date: Wed, Feb 27, 2008  7:17 PM 

Subject: Please Abandon the Black Rock Dam Proposal
 

Feb 27, 2008 


Gerald and Derek Kelso and Mr. Sandison 


Dear  Kelso and Mr. Sandison,
 

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Yakima River Basin 

Water Storage Feasibility Study/Draft Planning Report and 

Environmental Impact Statement (draft study). 

The joint federal-state portion of the study improperly assumes that

the only way to meet future water needs for people and fish is to 

build a new surface storage dam. The joint federal-state alternatives 

fail to consider more environmentally and economically viable 


alternatives to new dams, including water conservation and efficiency, 


more robust water markets, aquifer recharge, or a combination thereof. 


The State of Washington, on the other hand, does take a look at these 

non-structural water management alternatives. The final draft of the

study should provide a full analysis of these alternatives to new 

dams, and they should be considered as joint federal-state 

alternatives rather than as state alternatives only. Anything less 

will delay and confuse implementation of smarter water management 

policies in the Yakima River basin. 

One thing is clear from the draft study: the proposed Black Rock dam

should be removed from further consideration. The $6.7 billion 

proposed dam would drain resources from more sensible and efficient 

tools to improve water management and fish and wildlife habitat. On 

top of that, the leaky reservoir would likely cause radioactive 

groundwater underneath the Hanford nuclear reservation to reach the 

Columbia River, contaminating the river and the water supply for

downstream communities. The Black Rock proposal should be abandoned 

now. There is no need to spend any additional taxpayer dollars 

studying this risky and expensive proposal. 

Again, thank you for this opportunity to comment on the draft study.
 

Sincerely, 


Ms. Charlotte Stahl 

1167 NW Wallula Ave 

Gresham, OR 97030-3666 


mailto:storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov
mailto:grandmacharlottes@yahoo.com


 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

From: Laura Stembridge <lastembridge@hotmail.com> 

To: <storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov>

Date: Wed, Feb 27, 2008 12:16 PM

Subject: Please Abandon the Black Rock Dam Proposal 


Feb 27, 2008 


Gerald and Derek Kelso and Mr. Sandison 


Dear Kelso and Mr. Sandison, 


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Yakima River Basin

Water Storage Feasibility Study/Draft Planning Report and

Environmental Impact Statement (draft study).

The joint federal-state portion of the study improperly assumes that

the only way to meet future water needs for people and fish is to

build a new surface storage dam. The joint federal-state alternatives

fail to consider more environmentally and economically viable 


alternatives to new dams, including water conservation and efficiency, 


more robust water markets, aquifer recharge, or a combination thereof. 


The State of Washington, on the other hand, does take a look at these

non-structural water management alternatives. The final draft of the

study should provide a full analysis of these alternatives to new

dams, and they should be considered as joint federal-state

alternatives rather than as state alternatives only. Anything less

will delay and confuse implementation of smarter water management

policies in the Yakima River basin.

One thing is clear from the draft study: the proposed Black Rock dam

should be removed from further consideration. The $6.7 billion 

proposed dam would drain resources from more sensible and efficient

tools to improve water management and fish and wildlife habitat. On

top of that, the leaky reservoir would likely cause radioactive

groundwater underneath the Hanford nuclear reservation to reach the

Columbia River, contaminating the river and the water supply for

downstream communities. The Black Rock proposal should be abandoned

now. There is no need to spend any additional taxpayer dollars

studying this risky and expensive proposal.

Again, thank you for this opportunity to comment on the draft study. 


Sincerely, 


Ms. Laura Stembridge

1428 W Indiana Ave 

Spokane, WA 99205-4320 


mailto:storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov
mailto:lastembridge@hotmail.com


 

  

   

 
 

 
 

 

 
  

 
     

  
  

 
   

 
 

 

 
   

 
 

 

   
 

  
    

 

  

 
 

 
  

 
 

From:  Ellyn Sutton <eleanor@ieway.com>
 
To: <storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov> 

Date: Wed, Feb 27, 2008 11:56 PM 

Subject: Please Abandon the Black Rock Dam Proposal  


Feb 28, 2008 


Gerald and Derek Kelso and Mr. Sandison 


Dear Kelso and Mr. Sandison, 


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Yakima River Basin

Water Storage Feasibility Study/Draft Planning Report and 

Environmental Impact Statement (draft study). 

The joint federal-state portion of the study improperly assumes that

the only way to meet future water needs for people and fish is to 

build a new surface storage dam. The joint federal-state alternatives 

fail to consider more environmentally and economically viable
 

alternatives to new dams, including water conservation and efficiency, 


more robust water markets, aquifer recharge, or a combination thereof. 


The State of Washington, on the other hand, does take a look at these 

non-structural water management alternatives. The final draft of the

study should provide a full analysis of these alternatives to new 

dams, and they should be considered as joint federal-state 

alternatives rather than as state alternatives only. Anything less

will delay and confuse implementation of smarter water management 

policies in the Yakima River basin.

One thing is clear from the draft study: the proposed Black Rock dam

should be removed from further consideration. The $6.7 billion 

proposed dam would drain resources from more sensible and efficient 

tools to improve water management and fish and wildlife habitat. On 

top of that, the leaky reservoir would likely cause radioactive

groundwater underneath the Hanford nuclear reservation to reach the 

Columbia River, contaminating the river and the water supply for 

downstream communities. The Black Rock proposal should be abandoned 

now. There is no need to spend any additional taxpayer dollars 

studying this risky and expensive proposal. 

Again, thank you for this opportunity to comment on the draft study.
 

Sincerely, 


Ms. Ellyn Sutton

PO Box 18754 

Spokane, WA 99228-0754 


mailto:storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov
mailto:eleanor@ieway.com


 

  

  

 
 

 
 

 

 
  

 
     

  
  

 
   

 
 

 

 
   

 
 

 

   
 

  
    

 

  

 
 

 
 

 

 

From: Kathy Sweeney <sweeneykathy@yahoo.com> 

To: <storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov> 

Date: Wed, Feb 27, 2008  2:16 PM 

Subject: Please Abandon the Black Rock Dam Proposal  


Feb 27, 2008 


Gerald and Derek Kelso and Mr. Sandison 


Dear Kelso and Mr. Sandison, 


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Yakima River Basin

Water Storage Feasibility Study/Draft Planning Report and 

Environmental Impact Statement (draft study). 

The joint federal-state portion of the study improperly assumes that

the only way to meet future water needs for people and fish is to 

build a new surface storage dam. The joint federal-state alternatives 

fail to consider more environmentally and economically viable
 

alternatives to new dams, including water conservation and efficiency, 


more robust water markets, aquifer recharge, or a combination thereof. 


The State of Washington, on the other hand, does take a look at these 

non-structural water management alternatives. The final draft of the

study should provide a full analysis of these alternatives to new 

dams, and they should be considered as joint federal-state 

alternatives rather than as state alternatives only. Anything less

will delay and confuse implementation of smarter water management 

policies in the Yakima River basin.

One thing is clear from the draft study: the proposed Black Rock dam

should be removed from further consideration. The $6.7 billion 

proposed dam would drain resources from more sensible and efficient 

tools to improve water management and fish and wildlife habitat. On 

top of that, the leaky reservoir would likely cause radioactive

groundwater underneath the Hanford nuclear reservation to reach the 

Columbia River, contaminating the river and the water supply for 

downstream communities. The Black Rock proposal should be abandoned 

now. There is no need to spend any additional taxpayer dollars 

studying this risky and expensive proposal. 

Again, thank you for this opportunity to comment on the draft study.
 

Sincerely, 


Ms. Kathy Sweeney 

16981 Spring River Rd

Bend, OR 97707-2085 


mailto:storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov
mailto:sweeneykathy@yahoo.com


 

  

  

 
 

 
 

 

 
  

 
     

  
  

 
   

 
 

 

 
   

 
 

 

   
 

  
    

 

  

 
 

 

 
 

 

From: Justin Taylor <taylor_wwu@hotmail.com> 

To: <storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov> 

Date: Wed, Feb 27, 2008  8:47 PM 

Subject: Please Abandon the Black Rock Dam Proposal  


Feb 27, 2008 


Gerald and Derek Kelso and Mr. Sandison 


Dear Kelso and Mr. Sandison, 


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Yakima River Basin

Water Storage Feasibility Study/Draft Planning Report and 

Environmental Impact Statement (draft study). 

The joint federal-state portion of the study improperly assumes that

the only way to meet future water needs for people and fish is to 

build a new surface storage dam. The joint federal-state alternatives 

fail to consider more environmentally and economically viable
 

alternatives to new dams, including water conservation and efficiency, 


more robust water markets, aquifer recharge, or a combination thereof. 


The State of Washington, on the other hand, does take a look at these 

non-structural water management alternatives. The final draft of the

study should provide a full analysis of these alternatives to new 

dams, and they should be considered as joint federal-state 

alternatives rather than as state alternatives only. Anything less

will delay and confuse implementation of smarter water management 

policies in the Yakima River basin.

One thing is clear from the draft study: the proposed Black Rock dam

should be removed from further consideration. The $6.7 billion 

proposed dam would drain resources from more sensible and efficient 

tools to improve water management and fish and wildlife habitat. On 

top of that, the leaky reservoir would likely cause radioactive

groundwater underneath the Hanford nuclear reservation to reach the 

Columbia River, contaminating the river and the water supply for 

downstream communities. The Black Rock proposal should be abandoned 

now. There is no need to spend any additional taxpayer dollars 

studying this risky and expensive proposal. 

Again, thank you for this opportunity to comment on the draft study.
 

Sincerely, 


Mr. Justin Taylor 

1901 E Sunset Dr
 
Bellingham, WA 98226-5606
 

mailto:storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov
mailto:taylor_wwu@hotmail.com


 

  

  

 
 

 
 

 

 
  

 
     

  
  

 
  

 
 

 

 
   

 
 

 

   
 

  
    

 

  

 
 

 

 
 

 

From:  Fred Teixeira <teixeira@gowebway.com> 

To: <storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov> 

Date: Wed, Feb 27, 2008 11:46 AM 

Subject: Please Abandon the Black Rock Dam Proposal  


Feb 27, 2008 


Gerald and Derek Kelso and Mr. Sandison 


Dear Kelso and Mr. Sandison, 


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Yakima River Basin

Water Storage Feasibility Study/Draft Planning Report and 

Environmental Impact Statement (draft study). 

The joint federal-state portion of the study improperly assumes that

the only way to meet future water needs for people and fish is to 

build a new surface storage dam. The joint federal-state alternatives 

fail to consider more environmentally and economically viable
 

alternatives to new dams, including water conservation and efficiency, 


more robust water markets, aquifer recharge, or a combination thereof. 


The State of Washington, on the other hand, does take a look at these 

non-structural water management alternatives. The final draft of the

study should provide a full analysis of these alternatives to new 

dams, and they should be considered as joint federal-state 

alternatives rather than as state alternatives only. Anything less

will delay and confuse implementation of smarter water management 

policies in the Yakima River basin.

One thing is clear from the draft study: the proposed Black Rock dam

should be removed from further consideration. The $6.7 billion 

proposed dam would drain resources from more sensible and efficient 

tools to improve water management and fish and wildlife habitat. On 

top of that, the leaky reservoir would likely cause radioactive

groundwater underneath the Hanford nuclear reservation to reach the 

Columbia River, contaminating the river and the water supply for 

downstream communities. The Black Rock proposal should be abandoned 

now. There is no need to spend any additional taxpayer dollars 

studying this risky and expensive proposal. 

Again, thank you for this opportunity to comment on the draft study.
 

Sincerely, 


Mr. Fred Teixeira 

13859 NE 65th St Apt 580 

Redmond, WA 98052-9540 


mailto:storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov
mailto:teixeira@gowebway.com


 

  

  

 
 

 
 

 

 
  

 
  

 

 
 

     
  

  
 

  

 

 
   

 
 

 

   
 

  
    

 

  

 
 

 
  

 

From: Richard Till <ricktill@gmail.com> 

To: <storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov> 

Date: Wed, Feb 27, 2008  1:46 PM 

Subject: Black Rock Dam Proposal is a bad idea 


Feb 27, 2008 


Gerald and Derek Kelso and Mr. Sandison 


Dear Kelso and Mr. Sandison, 


I strongly encourage the Bereau of Reclamationan and the Dept. fo 

Ecology to not re-visit the past mistakes in dam building and not 

proceed with the Black Rock Dam Proposal. Recent report on the 

Columbia Basin Bulletin discussed recommendations by an established 

and respected hydrologist that did not entail building a new dam for

managing water for the Columbia and Yakima River basins. This

alternative, and the alternatives discussed below, must be considered 

when analyzing the Black Rock Dam Proposal. 

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Yakima River Basin

Water Storage Feasibility Study/Draft Planning Report and 

Environmental Impact Statement (draft study). 

The joint federal-state portion of the study improperly assumes that

the only way to meet future water needs for people and fish is to 

build a new surface storage dam. The joint federal-state alternatives 

fail to consider more environmentally and economically viable

alternatives to new dams, including water conservation and efficiency, 

more robust water markets, aquifer recharge, or a combination thereof. 


The State of Washington, on the other hand, does take a look at these 

non-structural water management alternatives. The final draft of the

study should provide a full analysis of these alternatives to new 

dams, and they should be considered as joint federal-state 

alternatives rather than as state alternatives only. Anything less

will delay and confuse implementation of smarter water management 

policies in the Yakima River basin.

One thing is clear from the draft study: the proposed Black Rock dam

should be removed from further consideration. The $6.7 billion 

proposed dam would drain resources from more sensible and efficient 

tools to improve water management and fish and wildlife habitat. On 

top of that, the leaky reservoir would likely cause radioactive

groundwater underneath the Hanford nuclear reservation to reach the 

Columbia River, contaminating the river and the water supply for 

downstream communities. The Black Rock proposal should be abandoned 

now. There is no need to spend any additional taxpayer dollars 

studying this risky and expensive proposal. 

Again, thank you for this opportunity to comment on the draft study.
 

Sincerely, 


Mr. Richard Till
 
1436 SE Stark St Apt 205 

Portland, OR 97214-1491
 

mailto:storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov
mailto:ricktill@gmail.com


 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

From: Wayne Ude <ude@whidbey.com> 

To: <storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov>

Date: Wed, Feb 27, 2008 10:45 AM

Subject: Please Abandon the Black Rock Dam Proposal 


Feb 27, 2008 


Gerald and Derek Kelso and Mr. Sandison 


Dear Kelso and Mr. Sandison, 


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Yakima River Basin

Water Storage Feasibility Study/Draft Planning Report and

Environmental Impact Statement (draft study).

The joint federal-state portion of the study improperly assumes that

the only way to meet future water needs for people and fish is to

build a new surface storage dam. The joint federal-state alternatives

fail to consider more environmentally and economically viable 


alternatives to new dams, including water conservation and efficiency, 


more robust water markets, aquifer recharge, or a combination thereof. 


The State of Washington, on the other hand, does take a look at these

non-structural water management alternatives. The final draft of the

study should provide a full analysis of these alternatives to new

dams, and they should be considered as joint federal-state

alternatives rather than as state alternatives only. Anything less

will delay and confuse implementation of smarter water management

policies in the Yakima River basin.

One thing is clear from the draft study: the proposed Black Rock dam

should be removed from further consideration. The $6.7 billion 

proposed dam would drain resources from more sensible and efficient

tools to improve water management and fish and wildlife habitat. On

top of that, the leaky reservoir would likely cause radioactive

groundwater underneath the Hanford nuclear reservation to reach the

Columbia River, contaminating the river and the water supply for

downstream communities. The Black Rock proposal should be abandoned

now. There is no need to spend any additional taxpayer dollars

studying this risky and expensive proposal.

Again, thank you for this opportunity to comment on the draft study. 


Sincerely, 


Mr. Wayne Ude

4249 Nuthatch Way

Clinton, WA 98236-8714 


mailto:storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov
mailto:ude@whidbey.com


 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

From: Judith Vincent <jwvincent1@msn.com> 

To: <storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov>

Date: Wed, Feb 27, 2008 5:17 PM 

Subject: Please Abandon the Black Rock Dam Proposal 


Feb 27, 2008 


Gerald and Derek Kelso and Mr. Sandison 


Dear Kelso and Mr. Sandison, 


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Yakima River Basin

Water Storage Feasibility Study/Draft Planning Report and

Environmental Impact Statement (draft study).

The joint federal-state portion of the study improperly assumes that

the only way to meet future water needs for people and fish is to

build a new surface storage dam. The joint federal-state alternatives

fail to consider more environmentally and economically viable 


alternatives to new dams, including water conservation and efficiency, 


more robust water markets, aquifer recharge, or a combination thereof. 


The State of Washington, on the other hand, does take a look at these

non-structural water management alternatives. The final draft of the

study should provide a full analysis of these alternatives to new

dams, and they should be considered as joint federal-state

alternatives rather than as state alternatives only. Anything less

will delay and confuse implementation of smarter water management

policies in the Yakima River basin.

One thing is clear from the draft study: the proposed Black Rock dam

should be removed from further consideration. The $6.7 billion 

proposed dam would drain resources from more sensible and efficient

tools to improve water management and fish and wildlife habitat. On

top of that, the leaky reservoir would likely cause radioactive

groundwater underneath the Hanford nuclear reservation to reach the

Columbia River, contaminating the river and the water supply for

downstream communities. The Black Rock proposal should be abandoned

now. There is no need to spend any additional taxpayer dollars

studying this risky and expensive proposal.

Again, thank you for this opportunity to comment on the draft study. 


Sincerely, 


Ms. Judith Vincent 

2258 Shelton St SE 

Salem, OR 97301-6644 


mailto:storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov
mailto:jwvincent1@msn.com


 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

From: Lesa Wagner <wagnlesa@isu.edu> 

To: <storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov>

Date: Wed, Feb 27, 2008 2:46 PM 

Subject: Please Abandon the Black Rock Dam Proposal 


Feb 27, 2008 


Gerald and Derek Kelso and Mr. Sandison 


Dear Kelso and Mr. Sandison, 


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Yakima River Basin

Water Storage Feasibility Study/Draft Planning Report and

Environmental Impact Statement (draft study).

The joint federal-state portion of the study improperly assumes that

the only way to meet future water needs for people and fish is to

build a new surface storage dam. The joint federal-state alternatives

fail to consider more environmentally and economically viable 


alternatives to new dams, including water conservation and efficiency, 


more robust water markets, aquifer recharge, or a combination thereof. 


The State of Washington, on the other hand, does take a look at these

non-structural water management alternatives. The final draft of the

study should provide a full analysis of these alternatives to new

dams, and they should be considered as joint federal-state

alternatives rather than as state alternatives only. Anything less

will delay and confuse implementation of smarter water management

policies in the Yakima River basin.

One thing is clear from the draft study: the proposed Black Rock dam

should be removed from further consideration. The $6.7 billion 

proposed dam would drain resources from more sensible and efficient

tools to improve water management and fish and wildlife habitat. On

top of that, the leaky reservoir would likely cause radioactive

groundwater underneath the Hanford nuclear reservation to reach the

Columbia River, contaminating the river and the water supply for

downstream communities. The Black Rock proposal should be abandoned

now. There is no need to spend any additional taxpayer dollars

studying this risky and expensive proposal.

Again, thank you for this opportunity to comment on the draft study. 


Sincerely, 


Ms. Lesa Wagner

1787 Borah Ave E 

Twin Falls, ID 83301-4909 


mailto:storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov
mailto:wagnlesa@isu.edu


 

  

  

 
 

 
 

 

 
  

 
     

  
  

 
  

 
 

 

 
   

 
 

 

   
 

  
    

 

  

 
 

 
 

 
 

From: Carol Watts <carolwatts@watts-associates.com> 

To: <storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov> 

Date: Wed, Feb 27, 2008  1:16 PM 

Subject: Please Abandon the Black Rock Dam Proposal  


Feb 27, 2008 


Gerald and Derek Kelso and Mr. Sandison 


Dear Kelso and Mr. Sandison, 


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Yakima River Basin

Water Storage Feasibility Study/Draft Planning Report and 

Environmental Impact Statement (draft study). 

The joint federal-state portion of the study improperly assumes that

the only way to meet future water needs for people and fish is to 

build a new surface storage dam. The joint federal-state alternatives 

fail to consider more environmentally and economically viable
 

alternatives to new dams, including water conservation and efficiency, 


more robust water markets, aquifer recharge, or a combination thereof. 


The State of Washington, on the other hand, does take a look at these 

non-structural water management alternatives. The final draft of the

study should provide a full analysis of these alternatives to new 

dams, and they should be considered as joint federal-state 

alternatives rather than as state alternatives only. Anything less

will delay and confuse implementation of smarter water management 

policies in the Yakima River basin.

One thing is clear from the draft study: the proposed Black Rock dam

should be removed from further consideration. The $6.7 billion 

proposed dam would drain resources from more sensible and efficient 

tools to improve water management and fish and wildlife habitat. On 

top of that, the leaky reservoir would likely cause radioactive

groundwater underneath the Hanford nuclear reservation to reach the 

Columbia River, contaminating the river and the water supply for 

downstream communities. The Black Rock proposal should be abandoned 

now. There is no need to spend any additional taxpayer dollars 

studying this risky and expensive proposal. 

Again, thank you for this opportunity to comment on the draft study.
 

Sincerely, 


Ms. Carol Watts 

6247 26th Ave NE
 
Seattle, WA 98115-7109 


mailto:storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov
mailto:carolwatts@watts-associates.com


 

  

   

 
 

 
 

 

 
  

 
     

  
  

 
   

 
 

 

 
   

 
 

 

   
 

  
    

 

  

 
 

 
 

 

From: Ken and Jocelyn Weeks <kjweeks@embarqmail.com>
 
To: <storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov> 

Date: Wed, Feb 27, 2008  2:16 PM 

Subject: Please Abandon the Black Rock Dam Proposal  


Feb 27, 2008 


Gerald and Derek Kelso and Mr. Sandison 


Dear Kelso and Mr. Sandison, 


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Yakima River Basin

Water Storage Feasibility Study/Draft Planning Report and 

Environmental Impact Statement (draft study). 

The joint federal-state portion of the study improperly assumes that

the only way to meet future water needs for people and fish is to 

build a new surface storage dam. The joint federal-state alternatives 

fail to consider more environmentally and economically viable
 

alternatives to new dams, including water conservation and efficiency, 


more robust water markets, aquifer recharge, or a combination thereof. 


The State of Washington, on the other hand, does take a look at these 

non-structural water management alternatives. The final draft of the

study should provide a full analysis of these alternatives to new 

dams, and they should be considered as joint federal-state 

alternatives rather than as state alternatives only. Anything less

will delay and confuse implementation of smarter water management 

policies in the Yakima River basin.

One thing is clear from the draft study: the proposed Black Rock dam

should be removed from further consideration. The $6.7 billion 

proposed dam would drain resources from more sensible and efficient 

tools to improve water management and fish and wildlife habitat. On 

top of that, the leaky reservoir would likely cause radioactive

groundwater underneath the Hanford nuclear reservation to reach the 

Columbia River, contaminating the river and the water supply for 

downstream communities. The Black Rock proposal should be abandoned 

now. There is no need to spend any additional taxpayer dollars 

studying this risky and expensive proposal. 

Again, thank you for this opportunity to comment on the draft study.
 

Sincerely, 


Mr. Ken and Jocelyn Weeks

4 Luftfeld Rd 

Lyle, WA 98635-9460 


mailto:storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov
mailto:kjweeks@embarqmail.com


 

  

  

 
 

 
 

 

 
  

 
     

  
  

 
  

 
 

 

 
   

 
 

 

   
 

  
    

 

  

 
 

 

  
 

 

From:  Kent Werlin <aquateer@hotmail.com>
 
To: <storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov> 

Date: Wed, Feb 27, 2008  8:18 PM 

Subject: Please Abandon the Black Rock Dam Proposal  


Feb 27, 2008 


Gerald and Derek Kelso and Mr. Sandison 


Dear Kelso and Mr. Sandison, 


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Yakima River Basin

Water Storage Feasibility Study/Draft Planning Report and 

Environmental Impact Statement (draft study). 

The joint federal-state portion of the study improperly assumes that

the only way to meet future water needs for people and fish is to 

build a new surface storage dam. The joint federal-state alternatives 

fail to consider more environmentally and economically viable
 

alternatives to new dams, including water conservation and efficiency, 


more robust water markets, aquifer recharge, or a combination thereof. 


The State of Washington, on the other hand, does take a look at these 

non-structural water management alternatives. The final draft of the

study should provide a full analysis of these alternatives to new 

dams, and they should be considered as joint federal-state 

alternatives rather than as state alternatives only. Anything less

will delay and confuse implementation of smarter water management 

policies in the Yakima River basin.

One thing is clear from the draft study: the proposed Black Rock dam

should be removed from further consideration. The $6.7 billion 

proposed dam would drain resources from more sensible and efficient 

tools to improve water management and fish and wildlife habitat. On 

top of that, the leaky reservoir would likely cause radioactive

groundwater underneath the Hanford nuclear reservation to reach the 

Columbia River, contaminating the river and the water supply for 

downstream communities. The Black Rock proposal should be abandoned 

now. There is no need to spend any additional taxpayer dollars 

studying this risky and expensive proposal. 

Again, thank you for this opportunity to comment on the draft study.
 

Sincerely, 


Mr. Kent Werlin 

136 Brook Trout Dr
 
Victor, ID 83455-5318
 

mailto:storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov
mailto:aquateer@hotmail.com


 

  

  

 
 

 
 

 

 
  

 
     

  
  

 
   

 
 

 

 
   

 
 

 

   
 

  
    

 

  

 
 

 
  

 
 

From:  Julie Whitacre <juliew@fourthcornernurseries.com> 

To: <storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov> 

Date: Wed, Feb 27, 2008 10:45 AM 

Subject: Please Abandon the Black Rock Dam Proposal  


Feb 27, 2008 


Gerald and Derek Kelso and Mr. Sandison 


Dear Kelso and Mr. Sandison, 


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Yakima River Basin

Water Storage Feasibility Study/Draft Planning Report and 

Environmental Impact Statement (draft study). 

The joint federal-state portion of the study improperly assumes that

the only way to meet future water needs for people and fish is to 

build a new surface storage dam. The joint federal-state alternatives 

fail to consider more environmentally and economically viable
 

alternatives to new dams, including water conservation and efficiency, 


more robust water markets, aquifer recharge, or a combination thereof. 


The State of Washington, on the other hand, does take a look at these 

non-structural water management alternatives. The final draft of the

study should provide a full analysis of these alternatives to new 

dams, and they should be considered as joint federal-state 

alternatives rather than as state alternatives only. Anything less

will delay and confuse implementation of smarter water management 

policies in the Yakima River basin.

One thing is clear from the draft study: the proposed Black Rock dam

should be removed from further consideration. The $6.7 billion 

proposed dam would drain resources from more sensible and efficient 

tools to improve water management and fish and wildlife habitat. On 

top of that, the leaky reservoir would likely cause radioactive

groundwater underneath the Hanford nuclear reservation to reach the 

Columbia River, contaminating the river and the water supply for 

downstream communities. The Black Rock proposal should be abandoned 

now. There is no need to spend any additional taxpayer dollars 

studying this risky and expensive proposal. 

Again, thank you for this opportunity to comment on the draft study.
 

Sincerely, 


Ms. Julie Whitacre
 
659 E Laurel Rd 

Bellingham, WA 98226-9728
 

mailto:storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov
mailto:juliew@fourthcornernurseries.com


 

  

 
 

 
 

 

 
  

 
     

  
  

 
   

 
 

 

 
   

 
 

 

   
 

  
    

 

  

 
 

 
 

 
 

From: Christopher White <cwhite@coldreams.com> 

To: <storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov> 

Date: Wed, Feb 27, 2008 11:15 AM 

Subject: Please Abandon the Black Rock Dam Proposal  


Feb 27, 2008 

Gerald and Derek Kelso and Mr. Sandison 

Dear Kelso and Mr. Sandison, 

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Yakima River Basin
Water Storage Feasibility Study/Draft Planning Report and 
Environmental Impact Statement (draft study). 
The joint federal-state portion of the study improperly assumes that
the only way to meet future water needs for people and fish is to 
build a new surface storage dam. The joint federal-state alternatives 
fail to consider more environmentally and economically viable 

alternatives to new dams, including water conservation and efficiency, 

more robust water markets, aquifer recharge, or a combination thereof. 

The State of Washington, on the other hand, does take a look at these 
non-structural water management alternatives. The final draft of the
study should provide a full analysis of these alternatives to new 
dams, and they should be considered as joint federal-state 
alternatives rather than as state alternatives only. Anything less
will delay and confuse implementation of smarter water management 
policies in the Yakima River basin.
One thing is clear from the draft study: the proposed Black Rock dam
should be removed from further consideration. The $6.7 billion 
proposed dam would drain resources from more sensible and efficient 
tools to improve water management and fish and wildlife habitat. On 
top of that, the leaky reservoir would likely cause radioactive
groundwater underneath the Hanford nuclear reservation to reach the 
Columbia River, contaminating the river and the water supply for 
downstream communities. The Black Rock proposal should be abandoned 
now. There is no need to spend any additional taxpayer dollars 
studying this risky and expensive proposal. 
Again, thank you for this opportunity to comment on the draft study. 

Sincerely, 

Mr. Christopher White
953 Janish Dr 
Sandpoint, ID 83864-7278 

mailto:storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov
mailto:cwhite@coldreams.com


 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

From: maria white <capa_7@yahoo.com> 

To: <storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov>

Date: Wed, Feb 27, 2008 12:16 PM

Subject: Please Abandon the Black Rock Dam Proposal 


Feb 27, 2008 


Gerald and Derek Kelso and Mr. Sandison 


Dear Kelso and Mr. Sandison, 


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Yakima River Basin

Water Storage Feasibility Study/Draft Planning Report and

Environmental Impact Statement (draft study).

The joint federal-state portion of the study improperly assumes that

the only way to meet future water needs for people and fish is to

build a new surface storage dam. The joint federal-state alternatives

fail to consider more environmentally and economically viable 


alternatives to new dams, including water conservation and efficiency, 


more robust water markets, aquifer recharge, or a combination thereof. 


The State of Washington, on the other hand, does take a look at these

non-structural water management alternatives. The final draft of the

study should provide a full analysis of these alternatives to new

dams, and they should be considered as joint federal-state

alternatives rather than as state alternatives only. Anything less

will delay and confuse implementation of smarter water management

policies in the Yakima River basin.

One thing is clear from the draft study: the proposed Black Rock dam

should be removed from further consideration. The $6.7 billion 

proposed dam would drain resources from more sensible and efficient

tools to improve water management and fish and wildlife habitat. On

top of that, the leaky reservoir would likely cause radioactive

groundwater underneath the Hanford nuclear reservation to reach the

Columbia River, contaminating the river and the water supply for

downstream communities. The Black Rock proposal should be abandoned

now. There is no need to spend any additional taxpayer dollars

studying this risky and expensive proposal.

Again, thank you for this opportunity to comment on the draft study. 


Sincerely, 


Ms. maria white 

18880 SW Hart Rd 

Beaverton, OR 97007-5623 


mailto:storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov
mailto:capa_7@yahoo.com


 

  

  

 
 

 
 

 

 
  

 
     

  
  

 
  

 
 

 

 
   

 
 

 

   
 

  
    

 

  

 
 

 
 

 

From: Janus Wilhelm <knightowl2003@msn.com> 

To: <storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov> 

Date: Wed, Feb 27, 2008  2:46 PM 

Subject: Please Abandon the Black Rock Dam Proposal  


Feb 27, 2008 


Gerald and Derek Kelso and Mr. Sandison 


Dear Kelso and Mr. Sandison, 


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Yakima River Basin

Water Storage Feasibility Study/Draft Planning Report and 

Environmental Impact Statement (draft study). 

The joint federal-state portion of the study improperly assumes that

the only way to meet future water needs for people and fish is to 

build a new surface storage dam. The joint federal-state alternatives 

fail to consider more environmentally and economically viable
 

alternatives to new dams, including water conservation and efficiency, 


more robust water markets, aquifer recharge, or a combination thereof. 


The State of Washington, on the other hand, does take a look at these 

non-structural water management alternatives. The final draft of the

study should provide a full analysis of these alternatives to new 

dams, and they should be considered as joint federal-state 

alternatives rather than as state alternatives only. Anything less

will delay and confuse implementation of smarter water management 

policies in the Yakima River basin.

One thing is clear from the draft study: the proposed Black Rock dam

should be removed from further consideration. The $6.7 billion 

proposed dam would drain resources from more sensible and efficient 

tools to improve water management and fish and wildlife habitat. On 

top of that, the leaky reservoir would likely cause radioactive

groundwater underneath the Hanford nuclear reservation to reach the 

Columbia River, contaminating the river and the water supply for 

downstream communities. The Black Rock proposal should be abandoned 

now. There is no need to spend any additional taxpayer dollars 

studying this risky and expensive proposal. 

Again, thank you for this opportunity to comment on the draft study.
 

Sincerely, 


Ms. Janus Wilhelm 

2494 Phipps Ln NE 

Salem, OR 97305-1956 


mailto:storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov
mailto:knightowl2003@msn.com


 

  

  

 
 

 
 

 

 
  

 
     

  
  

 
  

 
 

 

 
   

 
 

 

   
 

  
    

 

  

 
  

   
 

   
 

   
   

  

From: Greg Wingard <gwingard@earthlink.net> 

To: <storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov> 

Date: Wed, Feb 27, 2008 11:15 AM 

Subject: Please Abandon the Black Rock Dam Proposal  


Feb 27, 2008 


Gerald and Derek Kelso and Mr. Sandison 


Dear Kelso and Mr. Sandison, 


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Yakima River Basin

Water Storage Feasibility Study/Draft Planning Report and 

Environmental Impact Statement (draft study). 

The joint federal-state portion of the study improperly assumes that

the only way to meet future water needs for people and fish is to 

build a new surface storage dam. The joint federal-state alternatives 

fail to consider more environmentally and economically viable
 

alternatives to new dams, including water conservation and efficiency, 


more robust water markets, aquifer recharge, or a combination thereof. 


The State of Washington, on the other hand, does take a look at these 

non-structural water management alternatives. The final draft of the

study should provide a full analysis of these alternatives to new 

dams, and they should be considered as joint federal-state 

alternatives rather than as state alternatives only. Anything less

will delay and confuse implementation of smarter water management 

policies in the Yakima River basin.

One thing is clear from the draft study: the proposed Black Rock dam

should be removed from further consideration. The $6.7 billion 

proposed dam would drain resources from more sensible and efficient 

tools to improve water management and fish and wildlife habitat. On 

top of that, the leaky reservoir would likely cause radioactive

groundwater underneath the Hanford nuclear reservation to reach the 

Columbia River, contaminating the river and the water supply for 

downstream communities. The Black Rock proposal should be abandoned 

now. There is no need to spend any additional taxpayer dollars 

studying this risky and expensive proposal. 

I am particularly concerned about the implications the reservoir has

in regard to the contamination at Hanford. In spite of more than 

three decades of effort to hold the federal government accountable to 

clean up Hanford, the site is a mess.  It is generally acknowledged
 
as one of the most contaminated sites in the hemisphere.  There is a
 
binding legal agreement mandating a schedule and scope for clean up 

(largely written by our current Governor and Director of the 

Department of Ecology).  In spite of this the federal government has
 

refused to meet its obligations and waste assumed to be removed by now 

will remain for additonal decades, continuing to leak into the 

subsurface soils and groundwater. In this context moving a proposal

forward that will change the Hanford area groundwater regime, and 


mailto:storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov
mailto:gwingard@earthlink.net


 
 

 

 
 

 
   

 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

  

accelerate the movement of groundwater through the Hanford reservation 
is not just a bad idea, but borders on insane. 

While there is no doubt that the dry lands in eastern Washington have 

oversubscribed the currently available water supply, one has to ask at 
what cost comes the fix?  The risk of further mobilizing groundwater
contaminants from the largest and most dangerously contaminated site 

in Washington State (indeed in the United States), is neither trivial, 

nor a decision that Washington State has any right to make alone.  The 
potential risk to the Columbia River and untold acre feet of 
groundwater effects not just Washington State but Oregon, Tribes and
others who fish off our coast below the mouth of the Columbia. 
I urge that this proposal be rejected as far too risky for ourselves
and for future generations that would have to deal with the problems
this proposal would create. 
Again, thank you for this opportunity to comment on the draft study. 

Sincerely, 

Mr. Greg Wingard
24253 180th Ave SE 
Kent, WA 98042-4861 



 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

From: Marguerite Winkel <pegartista@earthlink.net> 

To: <storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov>

Date: Wed, Feb 27, 2008 11:15 AM

Subject: Please Abandon the Black Rock Dam Proposal 


Feb 27, 2008 


Gerald and Derek Kelso and Mr. Sandison 


Dear Kelso and Mr. Sandison, 


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Yakima River Basin

Water Storage Feasibility Study/Draft Planning Report and

Environmental Impact Statement (draft study).

The joint federal-state portion of the study improperly assumes that

the only way to meet future water needs for people and fish is to

build a new surface storage dam. The joint federal-state alternatives

fail to consider more environmentally and economically viable 


alternatives to new dams, including water conservation and efficiency, 


more robust water markets, aquifer recharge, or a combination thereof. 


The State of Washington, on the other hand, does take a look at these

non-structural water management alternatives. The final draft of the

study should provide a full analysis of these alternatives to new

dams, and they should be considered as joint federal-state

alternatives rather than as state alternatives only. Anything less

will delay and confuse implementation of smarter water management

policies in the Yakima River basin.

One thing is clear from the draft study: the proposed Black Rock dam

should be removed from further consideration. The $6.7 billion 

proposed dam would drain resources from more sensible and efficient

tools to improve water management and fish and wildlife habitat. On

top of that, the leaky reservoir would likely cause radioactive

groundwater underneath the Hanford nuclear reservation to reach the

Columbia River, contaminating the river and the water supply for

downstream communities. The Black Rock proposal should be abandoned

now. There is no need to spend any additional taxpayer dollars

studying this risky and expensive proposal.

Again, thank you for this opportunity to comment on the draft study. 


Sincerely, 


Ms. Marguerite Winkel

2012 W 3rd Ave 

Spokane, WA 99201-5465 


mailto:storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov
mailto:pegartista@earthlink.net


 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

From: Jennifer Wynkoop <olsonjwindy@yahoo.com> 

To: <storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov>

Date: Wed, Feb 27, 2008 12:16 PM

Subject: Black Rock Dam Proposal-Not the right solution 


Feb 27, 2008 


Gerald and Derek Kelso and Mr. Sandison 


Dear Kelso and Mr. Sandison, 


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Yakima River Basin

Water Storage Feasibility Study/Draft Planning Report and

Environmental Impact Statement (draft study).

The joint federal-state portion of the study improperly assumes that

the only way to meet future water needs for people and fish is to

build a new surface storage dam. The joint federal-state alternatives

fail to consider more environmentally and economically viable

alternatives to new dams, including aquifer storage and recovery,

water conservation and efficiency, more robust water markets, aquifer

recharge, or a combination thereof. 


The State of Washington, on the other hand, does take a look at these

non-structural water management alternatives. The final draft of the

study should provide a full analysis of these alternatives to new

dams, and they should be considered as joint federal-state

alternatives rather than as state alternatives only. Anything less

will delay and confuse implementation of smarter water management

policies in the Yakima River basin.

One thing is clear from the draft study: the proposed Black Rock dam

should be removed from further consideration. The $6.7 billion 

proposed dam would drain resources from more sensible and efficient

tools to improve water management and fish and wildlife habitat. On

top of that, the leaky reservoir has the potential to cause

radioactive groundwater underneath the Hanford nuclear reservation to

impact the Columbia River, contaminating the river and the water

supply for downstream communities. Money to further study the dam

could be better spent on studying feasible alternatives. In 

particular, aquifer storage and recovery is growing in popularity

throughout the southwest where water resource issues have reached a

critical level. The State of Washington should invest resources in

exploring this exciting new technology that potentially has far fewer

environmental impacts than traditional dam and resevoir structures.

The Black Rock proposal should be abandoned in favor of using a more

environmentally friendly and cost effective alternatives. There is no

need to spend any additional taxpayer dollars studying this risky and

expensive proposal.

Again, thank you for this opportunity to comment on the draft study. 


Sincerely, 


Ms. Jennifer Wynkoop

3020 N 31st St 

Tacoma, WA 98407-6409 


mailto:storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov
mailto:olsonjwindy@yahoo.com


 

  

  

 
 

 
 

 

 
  

 
     

  
  

 
  

 
 

 

 
   

 
 

 

   
 

  
    

 

  

 
 

 
 

 
 

From:  Jeremy Yates <yatesjp@hotmail.com>
 
To: <storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov> 

Date: Wed, Feb 27, 2008  2:46 PM 

Subject: Please Abandon the Black Rock Dam Proposal  


Feb 27, 2008 


Gerald and Derek Kelso and Mr. Sandison 


Dear Kelso and Mr. Sandison, 


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Yakima River Basin

Water Storage Feasibility Study/Draft Planning Report and 

Environmental Impact Statement (draft study). 

The joint federal-state portion of the study improperly assumes that

the only way to meet future water needs for people and fish is to 

build a new surface storage dam. The joint federal-state alternatives 

fail to consider more environmentally and economically viable
 

alternatives to new dams, including water conservation and efficiency, 


more robust water markets, aquifer recharge, or a combination thereof. 


The State of Washington, on the other hand, does take a look at these 

non-structural water management alternatives. The final draft of the

study should provide a full analysis of these alternatives to new 

dams, and they should be considered as joint federal-state 

alternatives rather than as state alternatives only. Anything less

will delay and confuse implementation of smarter water management 

policies in the Yakima River basin.

One thing is clear from the draft study: the proposed Black Rock dam

should be removed from further consideration. The $6.7 billion 

proposed dam would drain resources from more sensible and efficient 

tools to improve water management and fish and wildlife habitat. On 

top of that, the leaky reservoir would likely cause radioactive

groundwater underneath the Hanford nuclear reservation to reach the 

Columbia River, contaminating the river and the water supply for 

downstream communities. The Black Rock proposal should be abandoned 

now. There is no need to spend any additional taxpayer dollars 

studying this risky and expensive proposal. 

Again, thank you for this opportunity to comment on the draft study.
 

Sincerely, 


Mr. Jeremy Yates

3401 NE 65th St Apt 104 

Seattle, WA 98115-7353 


mailto:storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov
mailto:yatesjp@hotmail.com


 

  

  

 
 

 
 

 

 
  

 
 

  
    

 

  

 
   

 
 

 

 
   

 
 

 

   
 

 

 

 
 

From:  JO YOUNT <jowarm@olypen.com> 

To: <storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov> 

Date: Wed, Feb 27, 2008 10:24 PM 

Subject: Please Abandon the Black Rock Dam Proposal  


Feb 28, 2008 


Gerald and Derek Kelso and Mr. Sandison 


Dear Kelso and Mr. Sandison, 


One thing is clear from the draft study: the proposed Black Rock dam

should be removed from further consideration. The $6.7 billion 

proposed dam would drain resources from more sensible and efficient 

tools to improve water management and fish and wildlife habitat. On 

top of that, the leaky reservoir would likely cause radioactive

groundwater underneath the Hanford nuclear reservation to reach the 

Columbia River, contaminating the river and the water supply for 

downstream communities. The Black Rock proposal should be abandoned 

now. There is no need to spend any additional taxpayer dollars 

studying this risky and expensive proposal. 

The joint federal-state portion of the study improperly assumes that

the only way to meet future water needs for people and fish is to 

build a new surface storage dam. The joint federal-state alternatives 

fail to consider more environmentally and economically viable
 

alternatives to new dams, including water conservation and efficiency, 


more robust water markets, aquifer recharge, or a combination thereof. 


The State of Washington, on the other hand, does take a look at these 

non-structural water management alternatives. The final draft of the

study should provide a full analysis of these alternatives to new 

dams, and they should be considered as joint federal-state 

alternatives rather than as state alternatives only. Anything less

will delay and confuse implementation of smarter water management 

policies in the Yakima River basin.

Thank you for this opportunity to comment on the draft study.
 

Sincerely, 


Mrs. JO YOUNT 

717 25th St
 
Port Townsend, WA 98368-7102
 

mailto:storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov
mailto:jowarm@olypen.com


 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

From: Matt Zemek <mzemek@hotmail.com> 

To: <storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov>

Date: Wed, Feb 27, 2008 1:16 PM 

Subject: Please Abandon the Black Rock Dam Proposal 


Feb 27, 2008 


Gerald and Derek Kelso and Mr. Sandison 


Dear Kelso and Mr. Sandison, 


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Yakima River Basin

Water Storage Feasibility Study/Draft Planning Report and

Environmental Impact Statement (draft study).

The joint federal-state portion of the study improperly assumes that

the only way to meet future water needs for people and fish is to

build a new surface storage dam. The joint federal-state alternatives

fail to consider more environmentally and economically viable 


alternatives to new dams, including water conservation and efficiency, 


more robust water markets, aquifer recharge, or a combination thereof. 


The State of Washington, on the other hand, does take a look at these

non-structural water management alternatives. The final draft of the

study should provide a full analysis of these alternatives to new

dams, and they should be considered as joint federal-state

alternatives rather than as state alternatives only. Anything less

will delay and confuse implementation of smarter water management

policies in the Yakima River basin.

One thing is clear from the draft study: the proposed Black Rock dam

should be removed from further consideration. The $6.7 billion 

proposed dam would drain resources from more sensible and efficient

tools to improve water management and fish and wildlife habitat. On

top of that, the leaky reservoir would likely cause radioactive

groundwater underneath the Hanford nuclear reservation to reach the

Columbia River, contaminating the river and the water supply for

downstream communities. The Black Rock proposal should be abandoned

now. There is no need to spend any additional taxpayer dollars

studying this risky and expensive proposal.

Again, thank you for this opportunity to comment on the draft study. 


Sincerely, 


Mr. Matt Zemek 

1111 Harvard Ave 

Seattle, WA 98122-4205 


mailto:storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov
mailto:mzemek@hotmail.com


 

  

  

 
 

 
 

 

 
  

 
     

  
  

 
   

 
 

 

 
   

 
 

 

   
 

  
     

 

  

 
 

 

   
 

 

From:  Ann Boyce <ann.boyce@verizon.net> 

To: <storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov> 

Date: Thu, Feb 28, 2008  7:51 PM 

Subject: Please Abandon the Black Rock Dam Proposal  


Feb 28, 2008 


Gerald and Derek Kelso and Mr. Sandison 


Dear Kelso and Mr. Sandison, 


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Yakima River Basin

Water Storage Feasibility Study/Draft Planning Report and 

Environmental Impact Statement (draft study). 

The joint federal-state portion of the study improperly assumes that

the only way to meet future water needs for people and fish is to 

build a new surface storage dam. The joint federal-state alternatives 

fail to consider more environmentally and economically viable
 

alternatives to new dams, including water conservation and efficiency, 


more robust water markets, aquifer recharge, or a combination thereof. 


The State of Washington, on the other hand, does take a look at these 

non-structural water management alternatives. The final draft of the

study should provide a full analysis of these alternatives to new 

dams, and they should be considered as joint federal-state 

alternatives rather than as state alternatives only. Anything less

will delay and confuse implementation of smarter water management 

policies in the Yakima River basin.

One thing is clear from the draft study: the proposed Black Rock dam

should be removed from further consideration. The $6.7 billion 

proposed dam would drain resources from more sensible and efficient 

tools to improve water management and fish and wildlife habitat. On 

top of that, the leaky reservoir would likely cause radioactive

groundwater underneath the Hanford nuclear reservation to reach the 

Columbia River, contaminating the river and the water supply for 

downstream communities. The Black Rock proposal should be abandoned 

now. There is no need to spend any additional taxpayer dollars 

studying this risky and expensive proposal. 

Again, thank you for this opportunity to comment on the draft study.
 

Sincerely, 


Ms. Ann Boyce 

4815 180th St SW Apt L103

Lynnwood, WA 98037-3654
 

mailto:storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov
mailto:ann.boyce@verizon.net


 

  

  

 
 

 
 

 

 
  

 
     

  
  

 
   

 
 

 

 
   

 
 

 

   
 

  
    

 

  

 
 

 
 

 
 

From: Joe Brazie <jbrazie@jps.net> 

To: <storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov> 

Date: Thu, Feb 28, 2008  2:20 PM 

Subject: Please Abandon the Black Rock Dam Proposal  


Feb 28, 2008 


Gerald and Derek Kelso and Mr. Sandison 


Dear Kelso and Mr. Sandison, 


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Yakima River Basin

Water Storage Feasibility Study/Draft Planning Report and 

Environmental Impact Statement (draft study). 

The joint federal-state portion of the study improperly assumes that

the only way to meet future water needs for people and fish is to 

build a new surface storage dam. The joint federal-state alternatives 

fail to consider more environmentally and economically viable
 

alternatives to new dams, including water conservation and efficiency, 


more robust water markets, aquifer recharge, or a combination thereof. 


The State of Washington, on the other hand, does take a look at these 

non-structural water management alternatives. The final draft of the

study should provide a full analysis of these alternatives to new 

dams, and they should be considered as joint federal-state 

alternatives rather than as state alternatives only. Anything less

will delay and confuse implementation of smarter water management 

policies in the Yakima River basin.

One thing is clear from the draft study: the proposed Black Rock dam

should be removed from further consideration. The $6.7 billion 

proposed dam would drain resources from more sensible and efficient 

tools to improve water management and fish and wildlife habitat. On 

top of that, the leaky reservoir would likely cause radioactive

groundwater underneath the Hanford nuclear reservation to reach the 

Columbia River, contaminating the river and the water supply for 

downstream communities. The Black Rock proposal should be abandoned 

now. There is no need to spend any additional taxpayer dollars 

studying this risky and expensive proposal. 

Again, thank you for this opportunity to comment on the draft study.
 

Sincerely, 


Mr. Joe Brazie
 
PO Box 669 

Cottage Grove, OR 97424-0029
 

mailto:storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov
mailto:jbrazie@jps.net


 

My concern with the Black Rock project is the lack of a real EIS study. A brief review of 
the proposal does not seem to satisfy the true scope and depth needed for a venture of this 
magnitude. 
Just the possibility of an effect on the groWld water on the Hanford site needs a through 

review by competent engineering personnel that have only a professional interest in the 
project. 
A1so the return on the taxpayer's dollar is less than minimal if the figures that were 

published in the Tri City Herald are accurate. 
Jack Dawson ~ 
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From:  George Everett <georgever@usa.net>
 
To: <storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov> 

Date: Thu, Feb 28, 2008 12:50 PM 

Subject: Please Abandon the Black Rock Dam Proposal  


Feb 28, 2008 


Gerald and Derek Kelso and Mr. Sandison 


Dear Kelso and Mr. Sandison, 


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Yakima River Basin

Water Storage Feasibility Study/Draft Planning Report and 

Environmental Impact Statement (draft study). 

The joint federal-state portion of the study improperly assumes that

the only way to meet future water needs for people and fish is to 

build a new surface storage dam. The joint federal-state alternatives 

fail to consider more environmentally and economically viable
 

alternatives to new dams, including water conservation and efficiency, 


more robust water markets, aquifer recharge, or a combination thereof. 


The State of Washington, on the other hand, does take a look at these 

non-structural water management alternatives. The final draft of the

study should provide a full analysis of these alternatives to new 

dams, and they should be considered as joint federal-state 

alternatives rather than as state alternatives only. Anything less

will delay and confuse implementation of smarter water management 

policies in the Yakima River basin.

One thing is clear from the draft study: the proposed Black Rock dam

should be removed from further consideration. The $6.7 billion 

proposed dam would drain resources from more sensible and efficient 

tools to improve water management and fish and wildlife habitat. On 

top of that, the leaky reservoir would likely cause radioactive

groundwater underneath the Hanford nuclear reservation to reach the 

Columbia River, contaminating the river and the water supply for 

downstream communities. The Black Rock proposal should be abandoned 

now. There is no need to spend any additional taxpayer dollars 

studying this risky and expensive proposal. 

Again, thank you for this opportunity to comment on the draft study.
 

Sincerely, 


Mr. George Everett

617 Dayton St Apt 5 

Edmonds, WA 98020-3446 


mailto:storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov
mailto:georgever@usa.net


 

   

 
 

 
 

 

 
  

 
     

  
  

 
   

 
 

 

 
   

 
 

 

   
 

  
    

 

  

 
 

 
 

 

From: David Gillies <gilliesd@msn.com>
 
To: <storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov> 

Date: Thu, Feb 28, 2008  6:49 AM 

Subject: Please Abandon the Black Rock Dam Proposal  


Feb 28, 2008 

Gerald and Derek Kelso and Mr. Sandison 

Dear Kelso and Mr. Sandison, 

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Yakima River Basin
Water Storage Feasibility Study/Draft Planning Report and 
Environmental Impact Statement (draft study). 
The joint federal-state portion of the study improperly assumes that
the only way to meet future water needs for people and fish is to 
build a new surface storage dam. The joint federal-state alternatives 
fail to consider more environmentally and economically viable 

alternatives to new dams, including water conservation and efficiency, 

more robust water markets, aquifer recharge, or a combination thereof. 

The State of Washington, on the other hand, does take a look at these 
non-structural water management alternatives. The final draft of the
study should provide a full analysis of these alternatives to new 
dams, and they should be considered as joint federal-state 
alternatives rather than as state alternatives only. Anything less
will delay and confuse implementation of smarter water management 
policies in the Yakima River basin.
One thing is clear from the draft study: the proposed Black Rock dam
should be removed from further consideration. The $6.7 billion 
proposed dam would drain resources from more sensible and efficient 
tools to improve water management and fish and wildlife habitat. On 
top of that, the leaky reservoir would likely cause radioactive
groundwater underneath the Hanford nuclear reservation to reach the 
Columbia River, contaminating the river and the water supply for 
downstream communities. The Black Rock proposal should be abandoned 
now. There is no need to spend any additional taxpayer dollars 
studying this risky and expensive proposal. 
Again, thank you for this opportunity to comment on the draft study. 

Sincerely, 

Mr. David Gillies 
2132 Crozer St NW 
Salem, OR 97304-4509 

mailto:storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov
mailto:gilliesd@msn.com


 

  

   

 
 

 
 

 

 
  

 
     

  
  

 
   

 
 

 

 
   

 
 

 

   
 

  
    

 

  

 
 

 

 

From:  Jim Hajek <jhajek1938@yahoo.com>
 
To: <storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov> 

Date: Thu, Feb 28, 2008  6:21 PM 

Subject: Please Abandon the Black Rock Dam Proposal  


Feb 28, 2008 


Gerald and Derek Kelso and Mr. Sandison 


Dear Kelso and Mr. Sandison, 


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Yakima River Basin

Water Storage Feasibility Study/Draft Planning Report and 

Environmental Impact Statement (draft study). 

The joint federal-state portion of the study improperly assumes that

the only way to meet future water needs for people and fish is to 

build a new surface storage dam. The joint federal-state alternatives 

fail to consider more environmentally and economically viable
 

alternatives to new dams, including water conservation and efficiency, 


more robust water markets, aquifer recharge, or a combination thereof. 


The State of Washington, on the other hand, does take a look at these 

non-structural water management alternatives. The final draft of the

study should provide a full analysis of these alternatives to new 

dams, and they should be considered as joint federal-state 

alternatives rather than as state alternatives only. Anything less

will delay and confuse implementation of smarter water management 

policies in the Yakima River basin.

One thing is clear from the draft study: the proposed Black Rock dam

should be removed from further consideration. The $6.7 billion 

proposed dam would drain resources from more sensible and efficient 

tools to improve water management and fish and wildlife habitat. On 

top of that, the leaky reservoir would likely cause radioactive

groundwater underneath the Hanford nuclear reservation to reach the 

Columbia River, contaminating the river and the water supply for 

downstream communities. The Black Rock proposal should be abandoned 

now. There is no need to spend any additional taxpayer dollars 

studying this risky and expensive proposal. 

Again, thank you for this opportunity to comment on the draft study.
 

Sincerely, 


Mr. Jim Hajek 

PO Box 25
 
Port Orford, OR 97465-0025 


mailto:storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov
mailto:jhajek1938@yahoo.com


 

  

   

 
 

 
 

 

 
  

 
     

  
  

 
   

 
 

 

 
   

 
 

 

   
 

  
    

 

  

 
 

 

 
 

From: Emilia Hernando <hmonchito@hotmail.com>
 
To: <storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov> 

Date: Thu, Feb 28, 2008  2:50 PM 

Subject: Please Abandon the Black Rock Dam Proposal  


Feb 28, 2008 


Gerald and Derek Kelso and Mr. Sandison 


Dear Kelso and Mr. Sandison, 


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Yakima River Basin

Water Storage Feasibility Study/Draft Planning Report and 

Environmental Impact Statement (draft study). 

The joint federal-state portion of the study improperly assumes that

the only way to meet future water needs for people and fish is to 

build a new surface storage dam. The joint federal-state alternatives 

fail to consider more environmentally and economically viable
 

alternatives to new dams, including water conservation and efficiency, 


more robust water markets, aquifer recharge, or a combination thereof. 


The State of Washington, on the other hand, does take a look at these 

non-structural water management alternatives. The final draft of the

study should provide a full analysis of these alternatives to new 

dams, and they should be considered as joint federal-state 

alternatives rather than as state alternatives only. Anything less

will delay and confuse implementation of smarter water management 

policies in the Yakima River basin.

One thing is clear from the draft study: the proposed Black Rock dam

should be removed from further consideration. The $6.7 billion 

proposed dam would drain resources from more sensible and efficient 

tools to improve water management and fish and wildlife habitat. On 

top of that, the leaky reservoir would likely cause radioactive

groundwater underneath the Hanford nuclear reservation to reach the 

Columbia River, contaminating the river and the water supply for 

downstream communities. The Black Rock proposal should be abandoned 

now. There is no need to spend any additional taxpayer dollars 

studying this risky and expensive proposal. 

Again, thank you for this opportunity to comment on the draft study.
 

Sincerely, 


Ms. Emilia Hernando 

Zamakola 130 

Bilbao, ID 48003
 

mailto:storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov
mailto:hmonchito@hotmail.com


 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

From: Lisa Hogan <ls_hgn@yahoo.com> 

To: <storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov>

Date: Thu, Feb 28, 2008 4:20 PM 

Subject: Please Abandon the Black Rock Dam Proposal !! 


Feb 28, 2008 


Gerald and Derek Kelso and Mr. Sandison 


Dear Kelso and Mr. Sandison, 


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Yakima River Basin

Water Storage Feasibility Study/Draft Planning Report and

Environmental Impact Statement (draft study).

The joint federal-state portion of the study improperly assumes that

the only way to meet future water needs for people and fish is to

build a new surface storage dam. The joint federal-state alternatives

fail to consider more environmentally and economically viable 


alternatives to new dams, including water conservation and efficiency, 


more robust water markets, aquifer recharge, or a combination thereof. 


The State of Washington, on the other hand, does take a look at these

non-structural water management alternatives. The final draft of the

study should provide a full analysis of these alternatives to new

dams, and they should be considered as joint federal-state

alternatives rather than as state alternatives only. Anything less

will delay and confuse implementation of smarter water management

policies in the Yakima River basin.

One thing is clear from the draft study: the proposed Black Rock dam

should be removed from further consideration. The $6.7 billion 

proposed dam would drain resources from more sensible and efficient

tools to improve water management and fish and wildlife habitat. On

top of that, the leaky reservoir would likely cause radioactive

groundwater underneath the Hanford nuclear reservation to reach the

Columbia River, contaminating the river and the water supply for

downstream communities. The Black Rock proposal should be abandoned

now. There is no need to spend any additional taxpayer dollars

studying this risky and expensive proposal.

Again, thank you for this opportunity to comment on the draft study. 


Sincerely, 


Ms. Lisa Hogan

5833 Skyline Dr

West Linn, OR 97068-3122 


mailto:storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov
mailto:ls_hgn@yahoo.com


 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

From: Lura Irish <lbirish@earthlink.net> 

To: <storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov>

Date: Thu, Feb 28, 2008 8:19 AM 

Subject: Please Abandon the Black Rock Dam Proposal 


Feb 28, 2008 


Gerald and Derek Kelso and Mr. Sandison 


Dear Kelso and Mr. Sandison, 


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Yakima River Basin

Water Storage Feasibility Study/Draft Planning Report and

Environmental Impact Statement (draft study).

The joint federal-state portion of the study improperly assumes that

the only way to meet future water needs for people and fish is to

build a new surface storage dam. The joint federal-state alternatives

fail to consider more environmentally and economically viable 


alternatives to new dams, including water conservation and efficiency, 


more robust water markets, aquifer recharge, or a combination thereof. 


The State of Washington, on the other hand, does take a look at these

non-structural water management alternatives. The final draft of the

study should provide a full analysis of these alternatives to new

dams, and they should be considered as joint federal-state

alternatives rather than as state alternatives only. Anything less

will delay and confuse implementation of smarter water management

policies in the Yakima River basin.

One thing is clear from the draft study: the proposed Black Rock dam

should be removed from further consideration. The $6.7 billion 

proposed dam would drain resources from more sensible and efficient

tools to improve water management and fish and wildlife habitat. On

top of that, the leaky reservoir would likely cause radioactive

groundwater underneath the Hanford nuclear reservation to reach the

Columbia River, contaminating the river and the water supply for

downstream communities. The Black Rock proposal should be abandoned

now. There is no need to spend any additional taxpayer dollars

studying this risky and expensive proposal.

Again, thank you for this opportunity to comment on the draft study. 


Sincerely, 


Ms. Lura Irish 

PO Box 578 

Lakebay, WA 98349-0578 


mailto:storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov
mailto:lbirish@earthlink.net


 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

From: Neal Keefer <nvkeefer@msn.com> 

To: <storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov>

Date: Thu, Feb 28, 2008 9:51 PM 

Subject: Please Abandon the Black Rock Dam Proposal 


Feb 28, 2008 


Gerald and Derek Kelso and Mr. Sandison 


Dear Kelso and Mr. Sandison, 


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Yakima River Basin

Water Storage Feasibility Study/Draft Planning Report and

Environmental Impact Statement (draft study).

The joint federal-state portion of the study improperly assumes that

the only way to meet future water needs for people and fish is to

build a new surface storage dam. The joint federal-state alternatives

fail to consider more environmentally and economically viable 


alternatives to new dams, including water conservation and efficiency, 


more robust water markets, aquifer recharge, or a combination thereof. 


The State of Washington, on the other hand, does take a look at these

non-structural water management alternatives. The final draft of the

study should provide a full analysis of these alternatives to new

dams, and they should be considered as joint federal-state

alternatives rather than as state alternatives only. Anything less

will delay and confuse implementation of smarter water management

policies in the Yakima River basin.

One thing is clear from the draft study: the proposed Black Rock dam

should be removed from further consideration. The $6.7 billion 

proposed dam would drain resources from more sensible and efficient

tools to improve water management and fish and wildlife habitat. On

top of that, the leaky reservoir would likely cause radioactive

groundwater underneath the Hanford nuclear reservation to reach the

Columbia River, contaminating the river and the water supply for

downstream communities. The Black Rock proposal should be abandoned

now. There is no need to spend any additional taxpayer dollars

studying this risky and expensive proposal.

Again, thank you for this opportunity to comment on the draft study. 


Sincerely, 


Mr. Neal Keefer 

4025 NE Couch St 

Portland, OR 97232-3429 


mailto:storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov
mailto:nvkeefer@msn.com


 

  

  

 
 

 
 

 

 
  

 
     

  
  

 
   

   
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

  
 

From: Rose Lagerberg <russlag1@msn.com> 

To: <storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov> 

Date: Thu, Feb 28, 2008 10:42 PM 

Subject: Please Abandon the Black Rock Dam Proposal  


Feb 29, 2008 


Gerald and Derek Kelso and Mr. Sandison 


Dear Kelso and Mr. Sandison, 


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Yakima River Basin

Water Storage Feasibility Study/Draft Planning Report and 

Environmental Impact Statement (draft study). 

The joint federal-state portion of the study improperly assumes that

the only way to meet future water needs for people and fish is to 

build a new surface storage dam. The joint federal-state alternatives 

fail to consider more environmentally and economically viable

alternatives to new dams.
 
The proposed Black Rock dam should be removed from further 

consideration. The $6.7 billion proposed dam would drain resources
 

from more sensible and efficient tools to improve water management and 

fish and wildlife habitat. 

Thank you for considering my comments. 


Sincerely, 


Mrs. Rose Lagerberg 

13715 Wallingford Ave N

Seattle, WA 98133-7245 


mailto:storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov
mailto:russlag1@msn.com


 

  

   

 
 

 
 

 

 
  

 
     

  
  

 
   

 
 

 

 
   

 
 

 

   
 

  
    

 

  

 
 

 
  

 
 

 

From:  Debra Linder <ddandideb@aol.com>
 
To: <storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov> 

Date: Wed, Feb 27, 2008 11:18 PM 

Subject: Please Abandon the Black Rock Dam Proposal  


Feb 28, 2008 


Gerald and Derek Kelso and Mr. Sandison 


Dear Kelso and Mr. Sandison, 


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Yakima River Basin

Water Storage Feasibility Study/Draft Planning Report and 

Environmental Impact Statement (draft study). 

The joint federal-state portion of the study improperly assumes that

the only way to meet future water needs for people and fish is to 

build a new surface storage dam. The joint federal-state alternatives 

fail to consider more environmentally and economically viable
 

alternatives to new dams, including water conservation and efficiency, 


more robust water markets, aquifer recharge, or a combination thereof. 


The State of Washington, on the other hand, does take a look at these 

non-structural water management alternatives. The final draft of the

study should provide a full analysis of these alternatives to new 

dams, and they should be considered as joint federal-state 

alternatives rather than as state alternatives only. Anything less

will delay and confuse implementation of smarter water management 

policies in the Yakima River basin.

One thing is clear from the draft study: the proposed Black Rock dam

should be removed from further consideration. The $6.7 billion 

proposed dam would drain resources from more sensible and efficient 

tools to improve water management and fish and wildlife habitat. On 

top of that, the leaky reservoir would likely cause radioactive

groundwater underneath the Hanford nuclear reservation to reach the 

Columbia River, contaminating the river and the water supply for 

downstream communities. The Black Rock proposal should be abandoned 

now. There is no need to spend any additional taxpayer dollars 

studying this risky and expensive proposal. 

Again, thank you for this opportunity to comment on the draft study.
 

Sincerely, 


Ms. Debra Linder
 
784 Lockhaven Dr NE Apt D

Keizer, OR 97303-3768
 

mailto:storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov
mailto:ddandideb@aol.com


 

  

  

 
 

 
 

 

 
  

 
     

  
  

 
   

 
 

 

 
   

 
 

 

   
 

  
     

 

  

 
 

 
 

 

From:  Greg Mazer <greg.mazer@gmail.com> 

To: <storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov> 

Date: Thu, Feb 28, 2008  5:20 PM 

Subject: Please Abandon the Black Rock Dam Proposal  


Feb 28, 2008 


Gerald and Derek Kelso and Mr. Sandison 


Dear Kelso and Mr. Sandison, 


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Yakima River Basin

Water Storage Feasibility Study/Draft Planning Report and 

Environmental Impact Statement (draft study). 

The joint federal-state portion of the study improperly assumes that

the only way to meet future water needs for people and fish is to 

build a new surface storage dam. The joint federal-state alternatives 

fail to consider more environmentally and economically viable
 

alternatives to new dams, including water conservation and efficiency, 


more robust water markets, aquifer recharge, or a combination thereof. 


The State of Washington, on the other hand, does take a look at these 

non-structural water management alternatives. The final draft of the

study should provide a full analysis of these alternatives to new 

dams, and they should be considered as joint federal-state 

alternatives rather than as state alternatives only. Anything less

will delay and confuse implementation of smarter water management 

policies in the Yakima River basin.

One thing is clear from the draft study: the proposed Black Rock dam

should be removed from further consideration. The $6.7 billion 

proposed dam would drain resources from more sensible and efficient 

tools to improve water management and fish and wildlife habitat. On 

top of that, the leaky reservoir would likely cause radioactive

groundwater underneath the Hanford nuclear reservation to reach the 

Columbia River, contaminating the river and the water supply for 

downstream communities. The Black Rock proposal should be abandoned 

now. There is no need to spend any additional taxpayer dollars 

studying this risky and expensive proposal. 

Again, thank you for this opportunity to comment on the draft study.
 

Sincerely, 


Mr. Greg Mazer

88 S 100 E 

Driggs, ID 83422-5447
 

mailto:storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov
mailto:greg.mazer@gmail.com


 

 

 

 

 

 
  
 

 
  
 

 
  
 

 
  
 

 
  
 
  
 

 

 

 

From: "Craig F. Miller" <craigfmiller@comcast.net> 

To: <storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov>

Date: Thu, Feb 28, 2008 8:02 PM 

Subject: Dams 


Hello, 


I recommend against the proposed new Black Rock Dam, Wymer Dam, and Wymer

Dam pump exchange. 


Washington state has a duty to protect and allocate water for the common

good. These dams would dry up our rivers, deplete our drinking water

aquifers, harm fish and wildlife, and risk our water future. Economically

these projects do not make good sense. 


I oppose these new dams. Please support sensible water policies for our

state. 


Thank you. 


Craig Miller 


405 Prospect St Apt 202 


Seattle, WA 98109 


mailto:storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov
mailto:craigfmiller@comcast.net
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From: "n. Nault" <njbjnault@juno.com> 

To: <storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov>

Date: Thu, Feb 28, 2008 10:19 AM

Subject: Please Abandon the Black Rock Dam Proposal 


Feb 28, 2008 


Gerald and Derek Kelso and Mr. Sandison 


Dear Kelso and Mr. Sandison, 


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Yakima River Basin

Water Storage Feasibility Study/Draft Planning Report and

Environmental Impact Statement (draft study).

The joint federal-state portion of the study improperly assumes that

the only way to meet future water needs for people and fish is to

build a new surface storage dam. The joint federal-state alternatives

fail to consider more environmentally and economically viable 


alternatives to new dams, including water conservation and efficiency, 


more robust water markets, aquifer recharge, or a combination thereof. 


The State of Washington, on the other hand, does take a look at these

non-structural water management alternatives. The final draft of the

study should provide a full analysis of these alternatives to new

dams, and they should be considered as joint federal-state

alternatives rather than as state alternatives only. Anything less

will delay and confuse implementation of smarter water management

policies in the Yakima River basin.

One thing is clear from the draft study: the proposed Black Rock dam

should be removed from further consideration. The $6.7 billion 

proposed dam would drain resources from more sensible and efficient

tools to improve water management and fish and wildlife habitat. On

top of that, the leaky reservoir would likely cause radioactive

groundwater underneath the Hanford nuclear reservation to reach the

Columbia River, contaminating the river and the water supply for

downstream communities. The Black Rock proposal should be abandoned

now. There is no need to spend any additional taxpayer dollars

studying this risky and expensive proposal.

Again, thank you for this opportunity to comment on the draft study. 


Sincerely, 


Mr. n. Nault 

PO Box 667 

Lakebay, WA 98349-0667 


mailto:storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov
mailto:njbjnault@juno.com


 

  

   

 
 

 
 

 

 
  

 
     

  
  

 
  

 
 

 

 
   

 
 

 

   
 

  
    

 

  

 
 

 
  

 
 

 

From: Jeannie Park <themonk15@yahoo.com>
 
To: <storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov> 

Date: Thu, Feb 28, 2008 12:30 AM 

Subject: Please Abandon the Black Rock Dam Proposal  


Feb 28, 2008 


Gerald and Derek Kelso and Mr. Sandison 


Dear Kelso and Mr. Sandison, 


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Yakima River Basin

Water Storage Feasibility Study/Draft Planning Report and 

Environmental Impact Statement (draft study). 

The joint federal-state portion of the study improperly assumes that

the only way to meet future water needs for people and fish is to 

build a new surface storage dam. The joint federal-state alternatives 

fail to consider more environmentally and economically viable
 

alternatives to new dams, including water conservation and efficiency, 


more robust water markets, aquifer recharge, or a combination thereof. 


The State of Washington, on the other hand, does take a look at these 

non-structural water management alternatives. The final draft of the

study should provide a full analysis of these alternatives to new 

dams, and they should be considered as joint federal-state 

alternatives rather than as state alternatives only. Anything less

will delay and confuse implementation of smarter water management 

policies in the Yakima River basin.

One thing is clear from the draft study: the proposed Black Rock dam

should be removed from further consideration. The $6.7 billion 

proposed dam would drain resources from more sensible and efficient 

tools to improve water management and fish and wildlife habitat. On 

top of that, the leaky reservoir would likely cause radioactive

groundwater underneath the Hanford nuclear reservation to reach the 

Columbia River, contaminating the river and the water supply for 

downstream communities. The Black Rock proposal should be abandoned 

now. There is no need to spend any additional taxpayer dollars 

studying this risky and expensive proposal. 

Again, thank you for this opportunity to comment on the draft study.
 

Sincerely, 


Ms. Jeannie Park
 
2601 NW 57th St
 
Seattle, WA 98107-3246 


mailto:storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov
mailto:themonk15@yahoo.com


 

  

  

 
 

 
 

 

 
  

 
     

  
  

 
   

 
 

 

 
   

 
 

 

   
 

  
    

 

  

 
 

 

 
 

From:  Jeff Powell <salmo@teleport.com>
 
To: <storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov> 

Date: Thu, Feb 28, 2008  8:19 AM 

Subject: Please Abandon the Black Rock Dam Proposal  


Feb 28, 2008 


Gerald and Derek Kelso and Mr. Sandison 


Dear Kelso and Mr. Sandison, 


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Yakima River Basin

Water Storage Feasibility Study/Draft Planning Report and 

Environmental Impact Statement (draft study). 

The joint federal-state portion of the study improperly assumes that

the only way to meet future water needs for people and fish is to 

build a new surface storage dam. The joint federal-state alternatives 

fail to consider more environmentally and economically viable
 

alternatives to new dams, including water conservation and efficiency, 


more robust water markets, aquifer recharge, or a combination thereof. 


The State of Washington, on the other hand, does take a look at these 

non-structural water management alternatives. The final draft of the

study should provide a full analysis of these alternatives to new 

dams, and they should be considered as joint federal-state 

alternatives rather than as state alternatives only. Anything less

will delay and confuse implementation of smarter water management 

policies in the Yakima River basin.

One thing is clear from the draft study: the proposed Black Rock dam

should be removed from further consideration. The $6.7 billion 

proposed dam would drain resources from more sensible and efficient 

tools to improve water management and fish and wildlife habitat. On 

top of that, the leaky reservoir would likely cause radioactive

groundwater underneath the Hanford nuclear reservation to reach the 

Columbia River, contaminating the river and the water supply for 

downstream communities. The Black Rock proposal should be abandoned 

now. There is no need to spend any additional taxpayer dollars 

studying this risky and expensive proposal. 

Again, thank you for this opportunity to comment on the draft study.
 

Sincerely, 


Mr. Jeff Powell 

9523 SW 52nd Ave 

Portland, OR 97219-5063
 

mailto:storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov
mailto:salmo@teleport.com


 

  

  

 
 

 
 

 

 
  

 
     

  
  

 
   

 
 

 

 
   

 
 

 

   
 

  
    

 

  

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

From:  Jean Power <jean.power@metrokc.gov> 

To: <storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov> 

Date: Thu, Feb 28, 2008 10:49 AM 

Subject: Please Abandon the Black Rock Dam Proposal  


Feb 28, 2008 


Gerald and Derek Kelso and Mr. Sandison 


Dear Kelso and Mr. Sandison, 


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Yakima River Basin

Water Storage Feasibility Study/Draft Planning Report and 

Environmental Impact Statement (draft study). 

The joint federal-state portion of the study improperly assumes that

the only way to meet future water needs for people and fish is to 

build a new surface storage dam. The joint federal-state alternatives 

fail to consider more environmentally and economically viable
 

alternatives to new dams, including water conservation and efficiency, 


more robust water markets, aquifer recharge, or a combination thereof. 


The State of Washington, on the other hand, does take a look at these 

non-structural water management alternatives. The final draft of the

study should provide a full analysis of these alternatives to new 

dams, and they should be considered as joint federal-state 

alternatives rather than as state alternatives only. Anything less

will delay and confuse implementation of smarter water management 

policies in the Yakima River basin.

One thing is clear from the draft study: the proposed Black Rock dam

should be removed from further consideration. The $6.7 billion 

proposed dam would drain resources from more sensible and efficient 

tools to improve water management and fish and wildlife habitat. On 

top of that, the leaky reservoir would likely cause radioactive

groundwater underneath the Hanford nuclear reservation to reach the 

Columbia River, contaminating the river and the water supply for 

downstream communities. The Black Rock proposal should be abandoned 

now. There is no need to spend any additional taxpayer dollars 

studying this risky and expensive proposal. 

Again, thank you for this opportunity to comment on the draft study.
 

Sincerely, 


Ms. Jean Power
 
1615 N 47th St
 
Seattle, WA 98103-6717 


mailto:storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov
mailto:jean.power@metrokc.gov


 

  

 
 

 
 
 

 

 
  

 
     

  
  

 
   

 
 

 

 
   

 
 

 

   
 

  
    

 

  

 
 

 

 

From:  Catherine Reynolds <cathyreynolds@juno.com> 

To: <storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov> 

Date: Thu, Feb 28, 2008  6:22 AM 

Subject: Please Abandon the Black Rock Dam Proposal  


Feb 28, 2008 


Gerald and Derek Kelso and Mr. Sandison 


Dear Kelso and Mr. Sandison, 


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Yakima River Basin

Water Storage Feasibility Study/Draft Planning Report and 

Environmental Impact Statement (draft study). 

The joint federal-state portion of the study improperly assumes that

the only way to meet future water needs for people and fish is to 

build a new surface storage dam. The joint federal-state alternatives 

fail to consider more environmentally and economically viable
 

alternatives to new dams, including water conservation and efficiency, 


more robust water markets, aquifer recharge, or a combination thereof. 


The State of Washington, on the other hand, does take a look at these 

non-structural water management alternatives. The final draft of the

study should provide a full analysis of these alternatives to new 

dams, and they should be considered as joint federal-state 

alternatives rather than as state alternatives only. Anything less

will delay and confuse implementation of smarter water management 

policies in the Yakima River basin.

One thing is clear from the draft study: the proposed Black Rock dam

should be removed from further consideration. The $6.7 billion 

proposed dam would drain resources from more sensible and efficient 

tools to improve water management and fish and wildlife habitat. On 

top of that, the leaky reservoir would likely cause radioactive

groundwater underneath the Hanford nuclear reservation to reach the 

Columbia River, contaminating the river and the water supply for 

downstream communities. The Black Rock proposal should be abandoned 

now. There is no need to spend any additional taxpayer dollars 

studying this risky and expensive proposal. 

Again, thank you for this opportunity to comment on the draft study.
 

Sincerely, 


Ms. Catherine Reynolds 

4945 140th Ave SW 

Rochester, WA 98579-9711 


mailto:storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov
mailto:cathyreynolds@juno.com


 

  

  

 
 

 
 

 

 
  

 
     

  
  

 
   

 
 

 

 
   

 
 

 

   
 

  
    

 

  

 
 

 
 

 
 

From: Brad Stanersen <bradstanersen5902@msn.com> 

To: <storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov> 

Date: Thu, Feb 28, 2008  1:50 PM 

Subject: Please Abandon the Black Rock Dam Proposal  


Feb 28, 2008 


Gerald and Derek Kelso and Mr. Sandison 


Dear Kelso and Mr. Sandison, 


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Yakima River Basin

Water Storage Feasibility Study/Draft Planning Report and 

Environmental Impact Statement (draft study). 

The joint federal-state portion of the study improperly assumes that

the only way to meet future water needs for people and fish is to 

build a new surface storage dam. The joint federal-state alternatives 

fail to consider more environmentally and economically viable
 

alternatives to new dams, including water conservation and efficiency, 


more robust water markets, aquifer recharge, or a combination thereof. 


The State of Washington, on the other hand, does take a look at these 

non-structural water management alternatives. The final draft of the

study should provide a full analysis of these alternatives to new 

dams, and they should be considered as joint federal-state 

alternatives rather than as state alternatives only. Anything less

will delay and confuse implementation of smarter water management 

policies in the Yakima River basin.

One thing is clear from the draft study: the proposed Black Rock dam

should be removed from further consideration. The $6.7 billion 

proposed dam would drain resources from more sensible and efficient 

tools to improve water management and fish and wildlife habitat. On 

top of that, the leaky reservoir would likely cause radioactive

groundwater underneath the Hanford nuclear reservation to reach the 

Columbia River, contaminating the river and the water supply for 

downstream communities. The Black Rock proposal should be abandoned 

now. There is no need to spend any additional taxpayer dollars 

studying this risky and expensive proposal. 

Again, thank you for this opportunity to comment on the draft study.
 

Sincerely, 


Mr. Brad Stanersen
 
PO Box 397 

Lava Hot Springs, ID 83246-0397 


mailto:storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov
mailto:bradstanersen5902@msn.com


 

  

  

 
 

 
 

 

 
  

 
     

  
  

 
   

 
 

 

 
   

 
 

 

   
 

  
    

 

  

 
 

 
  

 

From:  Ellyn Sutton <ellynsutton@hotmail.com> 

To: <storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov> 

Date: Thu, Feb 28, 2008  1:18 AM 

Subject: Please Abandon the Black Rock Dam Proposal  


Feb 28, 2008 


Gerald and Derek Kelso and Mr. Sandison 


Dear Kelso and Mr. Sandison, 


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Yakima River Basin

Water Storage Feasibility Study/Draft Planning Report and 

Environmental Impact Statement (draft study). 

The joint federal-state portion of the study improperly assumes that

the only way to meet future water needs for people and fish is to 

build a new surface storage dam. The joint federal-state alternatives 

fail to consider more environmentally and economically viable
 

alternatives to new dams, including water conservation and efficiency, 


more robust water markets, aquifer recharge, or a combination thereof. 


The State of Washington, on the other hand, does take a look at these 

non-structural water management alternatives. The final draft of the

study should provide a full analysis of these alternatives to new 

dams, and they should be considered as joint federal-state 

alternatives rather than as state alternatives only. Anything less

will delay and confuse implementation of smarter water management 

policies in the Yakima River basin.

One thing is clear from the draft study: the proposed Black Rock dam

should be removed from further consideration. The $6.7 billion 

proposed dam would drain resources from more sensible and efficient 

tools to improve water management and fish and wildlife habitat. On 

top of that, the leaky reservoir would likely cause radioactive

groundwater underneath the Hanford nuclear reservation to reach the 

Columbia River, contaminating the river and the water supply for 

downstream communities. The Black Rock proposal should be abandoned 

now. There is no need to spend any additional taxpayer dollars 

studying this risky and expensive proposal. 

Again, thank you for this opportunity to comment on the draft study.
 

Sincerely, 


Ms. Ellyn Sutton

PO Box 18754 

Spokane, WA 99228-0754 


mailto:storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov
mailto:ellynsutton@hotmail.com


 

  

  

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

From: Bob Thomas <rockthomas@mcsi.net>
 
To: <storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov>

Date: Thu, Feb 28, 2008 8:19 AM 

Subject: Please Abandon the Black Rock Dam Proposal  


Feb 28, 2008 


Gerald and Derek Kelso and Mr. Sandison 


Dear Kelso and Mr. Sandison, 


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Yakima River Basin 

Water Storage Feasibility Study/Draft Planning Report and 

Environmental Impact Statement (draft study). 

The joint federal-state portion of the study improperly assumes that 

the only way to meet future water needs for people and fish is to 

build a new surface storage dam. The joint federal-state alternatives 

fail to consider more environmentally and economically viable 


alternatives to new dams, including water conservation and efficiency, 


more robust water markets, aquifer recharge, or a combination thereof. 


The State of Washington, on the other hand, does take a look at these 

non-structural water management alternatives. The final draft of the 

study should provide a full analysis of these alternatives to new 

dams, and they should be considered as joint federal-state 

alternatives rather than as state alternatives only. Anything less 

will delay and confuse implementation of smarter water management 

policies in the Yakima River basin. 

One thing is clear from the draft study: the proposed Black Rock dam 

should be removed from further consideration. The $6.7 billion 

proposed dam would drain resources from more sensible and efficient 

tools to improve water management and fish and wildlife habitat. On 

top of that, the leaky reservoir would likely cause radioactive 

groundwater underneath the Hanford nuclear reservation to reach the 

Columbia River, contaminating the river and the water supply for 

downstream communities. The Black Rock proposal should be abandoned 

now. There is no need to spend any additional taxpayer dollars 

studying this risky and expensive proposal. 

Again, thank you for this opportunity to comment on the draft study. 


Sincerely, 


Mr. Bob Thomas 

2001 Weaver Rd 

Myrtle Creek, OR 97457-8704 


mailto:storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov
mailto:rockthomas@mcsi.net


 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

From: Lawrence Wallman <lwallman@b-k.com> 

To: <storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov>

Date: Thu, Feb 28, 2008 11:19 AM

Subject: Please Abandon the Black Rock Dam Proposal 


Feb 28, 2008 


Gerald and Derek Kelso and Mr. Sandison 


Dear Kelso and Mr. Sandison, 


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Yakima River Basin

Water Storage Feasibility Study/Draft Planning Report and

Environmental Impact Statement (draft study).

The joint federal-state portion of the study improperly assumes that

the only way to meet future water needs for people and fish is to

build a new surface storage dam. The joint federal-state alternatives

fail to consider more environmentally and economically viable 


alternatives to new dams, including water conservation and efficiency, 


more robust water markets, aquifer recharge, or a combination thereof. 


The State of Washington, on the other hand, does take a look at these

non-structural water management alternatives. The final draft of the

study should provide a full analysis of these alternatives to new

dams, and they should be considered as joint federal-state

alternatives rather than as state alternatives only. Anything less

will delay and confuse implementation of smarter water management

policies in the Yakima River basin.

One thing is clear from the draft study: the proposed Black Rock dam

should be removed from further consideration. The $6.7 billion 

proposed dam would drain resources from more sensible and efficient

tools to improve water management and fish and wildlife habitat. On

top of that, the leaky reservoir would likely cause radioactive

groundwater underneath the Hanford nuclear reservation to reach the

Columbia River, contaminating the river and the water supply for

downstream communities. The Black Rock proposal should be abandoned

now. There is no need to spend any additional taxpayer dollars

studying this risky and expensive proposal.

Again, thank you for this opportunity to comment on the draft study. 


Sincerely, 


Mr. Lawrence Wallman 

3517 W. Govt. Way 


Seattle, WA 98199 

312 

mailto:storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov
mailto:lwallman@b-k.com


 

  

  

 
 

 
 

 

 
  

 
 

  
 

 
   

 
 

 

 
   

 
 

 

   
 

  
    

 

  

 
 

 

 
 

 

From:  Erin Wilson <ewilson@ups.edu>
 
To: <storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov> 

Date: Thu, Feb 28, 2008 10:49 AM 

Subject: Please Abandon the Black Rock Dam Proposal  


Feb 28, 2008 


Gerald and Derek Kelso and Mr. Sandison 


Dear Kelso and Mr. Sandison, 


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Yakima River Basin

Water Storage Feasibility Study/Draft Planning Report and 

Environmental Impact Statement . 

The joint federal-state portion of the study improperly assumes that

the only way to meet future water needs for people and fish is to 

build a new surface storage dam. The joint federal-state alternatives 

fail to consider more environmentally and economically viable
 

alternatives to new dams, including water conservation and efficiency, 


more robust water markets, aquifer recharge, or a combination thereof. 


The State of Washington, on the other hand, does take a look at these 

non-structural water management alternatives. The final draft of the

study should provide a full analysis of these alternatives to new 

dams, and they should be considered as joint federal-state 

alternatives rather than as state alternatives only. Anything less

will delay and confuse implementation of smarter water management 

policies in the Yakima River basin.

One thing is clear from the draft study: the proposed Black Rock dam

should be removed from further consideration. The $6.7 billion 

proposed dam would drain resources from more sensible and efficient 

tools to improve water management and fish and wildlife habitat. On 

top of that, the leaky reservoir would likely cause radioactive

groundwater underneath the Hanford nuclear reservation to reach the 

Columbia River, contaminating the river and the water supply for 

downstream communities. The Black Rock proposal should be abandoned 

now. There is no need to spend any additional taxpayer dollars 

studying this risky and expensive proposal. 

Again, thank you for this opportunity to comment on the draft study.
 

Sincerely, 


Ms. Erin Wilson 

3114 N 12th
 
Tacoma, WA 98416-0001
 

mailto:storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov
mailto:ewilson@ups.edu


 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

From: Lisa Wong <lwong@sccd.ctc.edu> 

To: <storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov>

Date: Thu, Feb 28, 2008 9:21 AM 

Subject: Please Abandon the Black Rock Dam Proposal 


Feb 28, 2008 


Gerald and Derek Kelso and Mr. Sandison 


Dear Kelso and Mr. Sandison, 


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Yakima River Basin

Water Storage Feasibility Study/Draft Planning Report and

Environmental Impact Statement (draft study).

The joint federal-state portion of the study improperly assumes that

the only way to meet future water needs for people and fish is to

build a new surface storage dam. The joint federal-state alternatives

fail to consider more environmentally and economically viable 


alternatives to new dams, including water conservation and efficiency, 


more robust water markets, aquifer recharge, or a combination thereof. 


The State of Washington, on the other hand, does take a look at these

non-structural water management alternatives. The final draft of the

study should provide a full analysis of these alternatives to new

dams, and they should be considered as joint federal-state

alternatives rather than as state alternatives only. Anything less

will delay and confuse implementation of smarter water management

policies in the Yakima River basin.

One thing is clear from the draft study: the proposed Black Rock dam

should be removed from further consideration. The $6.7 billion 

proposed dam would drain resources from more sensible and efficient

tools to improve water management and fish and wildlife habitat. On

top of that, the leaky reservoir would likely cause radioactive

groundwater underneath the Hanford nuclear reservation to reach the

Columbia River, contaminating the river and the water supply for

downstream communities. The Black Rock proposal should be abandoned

now. There is no need to spend any additional taxpayer dollars

studying this risky and expensive proposal.

Again, thank you for this opportunity to comment on the draft study. 


Sincerely, 


Ms. Lisa Wong

7751 10th Ave SW 

Seattle, WA 98106-2021 


mailto:storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov
mailto:lwong@sccd.ctc.edu


 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

From: Patricia Coffey <drcoffey@whidbey.com> 

To: <storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov>

Date: Fri, Feb 29, 2008 10:59 AM

Subject: Please Abandon the Black Rock Dam Proposal 


Feb 29, 2008 


Gerald and Derek Kelso and Mr. Sandison 


Dear Kelso and Mr. Sandison, 


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Yakima River Basin

Water Storage Feasibility Study/Draft Planning Report and

Environmental Impact Statement (draft study).

The joint federal-state portion of the study improperly assumes that

the only way to meet future water needs for people and fish is to

build a new surface storage dam. The joint federal-state alternatives

fail to consider more environmentally and economically viable 


alternatives to new dams, including water conservation and efficiency, 


more robust water markets, aquifer recharge, or a combination thereof. 


The State of Washington, on the other hand, does take a look at these

non-structural water management alternatives. The final draft of the

study should provide a full analysis of these alternatives to new

dams, and they should be considered as joint federal-state

alternatives rather than as state alternatives only. Anything less

will delay and confuse implementation of smarter water management

policies in the Yakima River basin.

One thing is clear from the draft study: the proposed Black Rock dam

should be removed from further consideration. The $6.7 billion 

proposed dam would drain resources from more sensible and efficient

tools to improve water management and fish and wildlife habitat. On

top of that, the leaky reservoir would likely cause radioactive

groundwater underneath the Hanford nuclear reservation to reach the

Columbia River, contaminating the river and the water supply for

downstream communities. The Black Rock proposal should be abandoned

now. There is no need to spend any additional taxpayer dollars

studying this risky and expensive proposal.

Again, thank you for this opportunity to comment on the draft study. 


Sincerely, 


Dr. Patricia Coffey

2253 Woodbine Rd 

Langley, WA 98260-8222 


mailto:storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov
mailto:drcoffey@whidbey.com


 

 
 

 

 

 

 

  

From: "Mark Hamlin" <mrhamlin@sisna.com> 

To: <storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov>

Date: Fri, Feb 29, 2008 12:42 AM

Subject: Black Rock Dam debacle 


To anyone who claims to care what people think and what is really good for

our future, 


With all due respect, how long do you think it will take to realize that

this idea was misguided? Just how sustainable is this kind of development?

Are we really looking to a healthy future for life in this region? I don=t

think this is a good solution. Holding water will not increase the quantity

or help protect the quality. It will create more problems though. If making

money is one of the motivations, we should consider who that will benefit

and for how long and who will really pay for it. I don=t want to pay for it.

If you are considering supporting such a foolish scheme, please reconsider. 


Thank you, 


Mark Hamlin 

8010 E. South River Way

Spokane, WA 99212-1811 

home: 509-922-0940 

fax: 509-924-7295 

mobile: 509-999-9759 

<mailto:mrhamlin@sisna.com> 


mailto:mailto:mrhamlin@sisna.com
mailto:storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov
mailto:mrhamlin@sisna.com


 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

From: Mary Rausch <maryr425@aol.com> 

To: <storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov>

Date: Fri, Feb 29, 2008 1:14 PM 

Subject: Please Abandon the Black Rock Dam Proposal 


Feb 29, 2008 


Gerald and Derek Kelso and Mr. Sandison 


Dear Kelso and Mr. Sandison, 


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Yakima River Basin

Water Storage Feasibility Study/Draft Planning Report and

Environmental Impact Statement (draft study).

The joint federal-state portion of the study improperly assumes that

the only way to meet future water needs for people and fish is to

build a new surface storage dam. The joint federal-state alternatives

fail to consider more environmentally and economically viable 


alternatives to new dams, including water conservation and efficiency, 


more robust water markets, aquifer recharge, or a combination thereof. 


The State of Washington, on the other hand, does take a look at these

non-structural water management alternatives. The final draft of the

study should provide a full analysis of these alternatives to new

dams, and they should be considered as joint federal-state

alternatives rather than as state alternatives only. Anything less

will delay and confuse implementation of smarter water management

policies in the Yakima River basin.

One thing is clear from the draft study: the proposed Black Rock dam

should be removed from further consideration. The $6.7 billion 

proposed dam would drain resources from more sensible and efficient

tools to improve water management and fish and wildlife habitat. On

top of that, the leaky reservoir would likely cause radioactive

groundwater underneath the Hanford nuclear reservation to reach the

Columbia River, contaminating the river and the water supply for

downstream communities. The Black Rock proposal should be abandoned

now. There is no need to spend any additional taxpayer dollars

studying this risky and expensive proposal.

Again, thank you for this opportunity to comment on the draft study. 


Sincerely, 


Ms. Mary Rausch

15201 Admiralty Way Unit C7

Lynnwood, WA 98087-2437 


mailto:storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov
mailto:maryr425@aol.com


 

  

   

  
 

 
 

 

 
  

 
     

  
  

 
  

 
 

 

 
   

 
 

 

   
 

  
    

 

  

 
 

 
  

  
 

 

From: Bruce Reed <brucer@cablespeed.com>
 
To: <storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov> 

Date: Fri, Feb 29, 2008  9:59 AM 

Subject: Please Abandon the Black Rock Dam Proposal  


Feb 29, 2008 


Gerald and Derek Kelso and Mr. Sandison 


Dear Kelso and Mr. Sandison, 


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Yakima River Basin

Water Storage Feasibility Study/Draft Planning Report and 

Environmental Impact Statement (draft study). 

The joint federal-state portion of the study improperly assumes that

the only way to meet future water needs for people and fish is to 

build a new surface storage dam. The joint federal-state alternatives 

fail to consider more environmentally and economically viable
 

alternatives to new dams, including water conservation and efficiency, 


more robust water markets, aquifer recharge, or a combination thereof. 


The State of Washington, on the other hand, does take a look at these 

non-structural water management alternatives. The final draft of the

study should provide a full analysis of these alternatives to new 

dams, and they should be considered as joint federal-state 

alternatives rather than as state alternatives only. Anything less

will delay and confuse implementation of smarter water management 

policies in the Yakima River basin.

One thing is clear from the draft study: the proposed Black Rock dam

should be removed from further consideration. The $6.7 billion 

proposed dam would drain resources from more sensible and efficient 

tools to improve water management and fish and wildlife habitat. On 

top of that, the leaky reservoir would likely cause radioactive

groundwater underneath the Hanford nuclear reservation to reach the 

Columbia River, contaminating the river and the water supply for 

downstream communities. The Black Rock proposal should be abandoned 

now. There is no need to spend any additional taxpayer dollars 

studying this risky and expensive proposal. 

Again, thank you for this opportunity to comment on the draft study.
 

Sincerely, 


Mr. Bruce Reed
 
801 Pine St Apt 9A

Seattle, WA 98101-1807 


mailto:storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov
mailto:brucer@cablespeed.com


 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

From: "Ellen Smith" <smithem55@gmail.com> 

To: <storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov>

Date: Fri, Feb 29, 2008 1:01 PM 

Subject: No Black Rock Dam 


To: US Bureau of Reclamation 

Upper Columbia Area Office

1917 Marsh Road 

Yakima, WA 98901-2058 


RE: Stop the Proposed Black Rock Dam Project 


I am writing to state my opposition to the Black Rock Dam project. As I 

understand it, this new dam would be located on the Columbia River just 5

miles above the Hanford Nuclear Reservation, the Hanford Reach wildlife

areas, and residents of the Tri-Cities, where I have family. Seepage from

the dam could affect the nuclear waste stored on the Hanford and help flush

it into the Columbia. And, according to your office and the Washington

Dept. of Ecology, the Black Rock Dam would return 16 cents on the dollar

spent to build and operate it. This project makes no financial sense and is

a hazard to the health of populations downstream. 


Please include my comments in public response to this project. 


Sincerely, 


Ellen M. Smith 

7116 Greenwood Ave. N #402 

Seattle, WA 98103 


mailto:storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov
mailto:smithem55@gmail.com


 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

From: Jon Soest <jfs@seanet.com> 

To: <storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov>

Date: Fri, Feb 29, 2008 1:14 PM 

Subject: Please Abandon the Black Rock Dam Proposal 


Feb 29, 2008 


Gerald and Derek Kelso and Mr. Sandison 


Dear Kelso and Mr. Sandison, 


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Yakima River Basin

Water Storage Feasibility Study/Draft Planning Report and

Environmental Impact Statement (draft study). 


As a contributer to the Wenatchee River Watershed Plan for many years,

I know that there are many other alternatives for providing water to 

our area. The same is true for the Yakima area. Please consider 

other more efficient and less costly alternatives and drop the Black

Rock proposal.

As a physicist, I have great concerns about the radioactive waste in

the Hanford area. No proposal should even be considered at all until 


the Hanford waste problems are finally and completely cleaned up. And 

I don't mean just talk about it, I mean clean it up. We cannot put 


our future generations at risk because of short-sighted and uneconomic

proposals like this one.

Again, thank you for this opportunity to comment on the draft study. 


Sincerely, 


Dr. Jon Soest 

18150 River Rd 

Leavenworth, WA 98826-9218 


mailto:storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov
mailto:jfs@seanet.com


 

  

  

 
 

 
 

 

 
  

 
     

  
  

 
  

 
 

 

 
   

 
 

 

   
 

  
    

 

  

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

From: Karen Wible <kmwonthebeach@yahoo.com> 

To: <storagestudy@pn.usbr.gov> 

Date: Fri, Feb 29, 2008 11:46 AM 

Subject: Please Abandon the Black Rock Dam Proposal  


Feb 29, 2008 


Gerald and Derek Kelso and Mr. Sandison 


Dear Kelso and Mr. Sandison, 


Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Yakima River Basin

Water Storage Feasibility Study/Draft Planning Report and 

Environmental Impact Statement (draft study). 

The joint federal-state portion of the study improperly assumes that

the only way to meet future water needs for people and fish is to 

build a new surface storage dam. The joint federal-state alternatives 

fail to consider more environmentally and economically viable
 

alternatives to new dams, including water conservation and efficiency, 


more robust water markets, aquifer recharge, or a combination thereof. 


The State of Washington, on the other hand, does take a look at these 

non-structural water management alternatives. The final draft of the

study should provide a full analysis of these alternatives to new 

dams, and they should be considered as joint federal-state 

alternatives rather than as state alternatives only. Anything less

will delay and confuse implementation of smarter water management 

policies in the Yakima River basin.

One thing is clear from the draft study: the proposed Black Rock dam

should be removed from further consideration. The $6.7 billion 

proposed dam would drain resources from more sensible and efficient 

tools to improve water management and fish and wildlife habitat. On 

top of that, the leaky reservoir would likely cause radioactive

groundwater underneath the Hanford nuclear reservation to reach the 

Columbia River, contaminating the river and the water supply for 

downstream communities. The Black Rock proposal should be abandoned 

now. There is no need to spend any additional taxpayer dollars 

studying this risky and expensive proposal. 

Again, thank you for this opportunity to comment on the draft study.
 

Sincerely, 


Ms. Karen Wible 

91 River Rock Ln Unit H
 
Woodland, WA 98674-8103
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